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A

Preface

4

The initial versibn of this volume was prepared as nceptual
0,.,' framework 'for' 'a long-range' developmental program at Educational

Testing Service and the College Board lit the area of secondary schotol
... career guidapce. At an early stage of the effort, the ,decision was

made to share with a broader audience those parts of the design work
that might- be bf gentral interest. This book is 'the result of that
decision. , .

'The team responsible for e design work was made up of the
.

1

1
, aulhors,and six other rs and College Board staff members 'Who
,', served as participants in our many discussions, as sources of ideas

and advice, and as reviewers and criticssometinws severe. These
six were T. Anne Cleary and Linda A. Pfister of the Coregf Board,

,e,and Martin R. Katz, Atthur M. Kroll, Ivor J.' Thomagl, and Wesley W.
°Walton, all of Erss-Althotigh the contributions ct these six members

;were, invaluable, the authors assume. full responsibility' Or rhat is
, .

.. .written herein.
In its work' the desigil team received the full cooperation of the

7.

officers of crs and the College. Boar& -and, as far as we know, general
support for the positions taken by the team. (We say "general sup-

4liiirt." flar ,there no doubt: is disagreement with many particulars.)
Nevertheless, the positions espoused in this book should in noway
'be reOrded as the official position of Ers or the College Board.

What the book does represent is the majority view of a group of
ETs and College Board staff mrbers whif spent varying fractions

vii
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viii Confronting the Future

of their time for apprciximately.a year asking themselves what they
would do if starting froin scratch, they were to design-an ideal
career guicliinte *systed.for a secondary school. As will be seen.,
many wheels, were reinvented, and we shamelessly borro'Cved
ideas from our colleagues and theVoneers in career guidance, usu-
ally without acknowledging sources. We hope, howeybr, that the
wheels are put together in a way that represents a contribution and
that our efforts will advance career guidance in this counfry.

Of the many ETS staff members who helped in the preparation
of the manuscript, two deserve Ipecial recognition: Miriam
Godshalk, and Frances Livingston. We also to express our in-
debtedness to the pregidents of ETS and the lege Board. William
Turnbull and Sidney P. Marland, Jr.. the providers of ctur daily
bread for which we give thankshave been more that! tRat; each
provided intelleCtual stimulation, personal gualante, and generous
support,

Thomas 1.,!?HiIton
catioitc.t1 litting.Service

v
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x Confronting the Future

Contemporaiy secondary schools rand their "prOgrams, as cur-
rently constituted, do not hold great promise for dealing with this
societal malaise. The NASSP report further states:

The routes available to youth to become adults are insufficient. The
artificiality of the present arrangement must be apended by the adop-
tion of authentic experiences. The adult world Ahould be recoupled
with youth . . . and youth should have looming opportunities in the
practical and specific realm as well as those which are vicarious and
theoretical (NASaP, 14)75, p. 16).

The evolving idea of "career education" as described by Sidney
Marland (1970) and others appears to hold promise for dealing with
these problems. The implementation of this global idea will, how-
ever, require the development of new concepts in the areas of sec-
ondary school instruction and guidance functions. This book is de-
voted to a conceptvalczation of a comprehensive career guidance
system for secondary school students. In presenting this concep-
tualization, we have tried to discuss all the elements and implica-
tfons of such a\eyEstem and to include the practical issues of what is
needed to develop an operational system based on these concepts.
In addition, we haVe,suggested a framework for the researcOand
developthent activities that will be required to implement the con-
ceptualized system.

To keep the book within manageable limits, our focus is on
career guidance functions at the secondary school level. We recog-
nize, however, that preparation for careers must begin at the elemen-
tary school level. Any guidance systems at the secondary school
level must be articulaled with efforts at levels both below and above
it to move students from awareneaof the need for planning careers
into the exploration of careers and thence to the specification of
careers.

Our objectivei is to develop a truly c mprehensive guid\nce
system in several senses. First, it sliould s the needs of all sec-
ondary school students whether they pla to-continue their educa-
tion. to seek employment after graduation, or ,to interfupt their
education before graduation. Second, the system should be compre-
nensive with respect to functions, orient ion, assessment, instzuc
tion, planning of work-related experiences, counseling, placement,
evaluation, and follow-up. Third, the system should be comprehen-
sive in terms of all educational levelsfrom the individual student,

1
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cations of the comprehensive system 'we propose. Attention td the
cumulative impact of innovations is of critical' importance, and we
proposb in Chaptei 6 some steps that might be taken along the
lines.

Although agreement on the definition of career education is not
'essential to our position, agreement about the need for innovation is.
What, then, are the illnesses mentioned above? We would describe
them as fo.11ows:

Too many students find high school a period of meaningless
imprisonment.

2. Too many. students flounder from one course to another, or
florin one school ,to another, without a goal pr without the
skills and insight to select a goal:

3. Too many of the high school population either leave school
prior to graduation or graduate without theskills to obtain
and sustain employment and without the motivation to
continue'their learning.

Our purpose is to conceptualize a guidance system that is re-
sponsive to these problems and that will at the same time serve as
-a framework for research and developmental activities throughout
the country. WR are by no means proposing a'single program that all
schools or students should pursue. The initial discussion is largely
thedretical, focusing on an ideal that may,take years to implement.
Lker sections deal with the realities of implementing a comprehen-
sive system and include a number of steps that can be taken in the
near future, many of which have already been -taken by one or more
schools in the tinited States.

We cannot possibly acknowledge all the many school systems,
experimental projects, books, and articles that have stimulated our
thinking and have suggested many of the ideas set forth ii this book.

.Career guidancie has a long history. Few idea's in contemporary guid-
ance theory and practice are original, and the following are not
necessarily exceptions. If the conceptualization has any originality,
it lies in the way we have integrated, into one system, various com-
ponents that are now in place in one school or another somewhere
in the United States.-

-10



. 4

Some Basic Assumptions
about Career.Guidance

tHAPtER 1

Underlying our perception of the components of a comlirehe ive
'career guidance system are a number of assumptions about the g is
of career guidance at the secondary school level, the nature f
American high schools, and the nature of career development a d
decision making. These assumptions must be made explicit at the
outset of our discussion of a comprehensive guidance system.

AssUmption 1. When students leave high schOol, either before or at
graduation, they should have carefully planned the next step of their
careers and should take this step with as much knowledge as is possible
of its probable implications for their developing careers.

This first assumption concerns a key objective of any career
guidance program. Btit this objective does not imply that students
should lave fully developed plans for the rest of their Hires. Not
only is this unrealistic in terms of the self-insight and occupational
awareness that most students are likely to have at the time they
leave high school, but also it assumes a kind of stability and pre-
dictability in our cultural and occupational environment that is
unwarranted, as expressedin"qur second assumption.

Assumption 2. In our rapidly cha'hgii world, individuals must have
the ability and mothiatidn to,adapt lo ch ging environmental demands
and opportunities and to keep their option open. Career plans properly
are perennially tentative, constantly subject change.



2 Confronting the Future -

We live in a culture that is in a rapid state of flux. Formal edu-
catron, we have. known it, is changing, becoming more flexible
and extend d in time. The rigid pattern of 12 or 16 years of continu-
ous lockstep school attendance is no longer the rule. Self-initiated
interruptions in high school or posthigh school education are com-
monplace. Opportunities for adult education are burgeoning.

This growing adaptability of our educational structures is an
ihevitable result of developments-in science and technology, of fun-
damental changes in our cultural traditions, mores, and institutions,
and. of the growing economic interdependence of nations. New
means of transportation and communication, new sources of energy.
new conditions of work, recreation, and religiOus observance, new
components- of -responible citizenship, new roles for men and
women, new roles for members of the {amity. and increasing
amounts of leisure timeall place'un" preceanted pressures on edu-
cation in our society, pressures to create an educational environ-
ment in which our jroung.peqple will develop into the kind of indi-
viduals demanded by their times.

We really cannot say what kind of individuals will be demanded
by the next decade. Among futurists there is little consensus about
anything except that there will be change. The priority needs of the
job market 10 years from now are certain to be different from those
of the present. 'lb us this can pnly mean that there will be a premium
on individuals, both young and old, who have the Skills and, prob-
ably more important. the mental,sqt to handle the stress of uncer-
tainties and to make changes in their occupations. their personal
goals. and their social and community affiliations.

1

Assumption 3.' The career guidance needs of. individua students vary
over a broad spectrum; what is suitable for one student may well be a
needless burden to another.

The multiplicity of possible student goals and ,student needs
places a premium in guidance services on breadth. versatirity, and
recognition of the individuality of each student. Each student is
different. Previews of vdcational programs will appeal to somelput
not all students°. in the same way that college interviews, plant
visits, course selection training, ,and other services will have dif-
ferential appeal. The traditional goal of some high schools to maxi-
mize college attendance is becoming an antiquated potion that can
only result' in misallocation of guidance resources. Similarly, to

12



Some Basic Assumptiops about Career Guidance 3

judge a vocational-technical departtnent or school Solely by thenum-
ber of graduates it places immediately in jobs is an imperfect,
although important, criterion. Surely the student who; through
vocational instruction, discovers the value of advanced knowledge
and enrolls in a university after graduation should be counted as a
success of the department or school.

Assumption 4.- It is important for students to gain an understanding of
what it means to earn a 'living and what this requires.

Although holding a job is probably the best way of acquiring
such understanding, we would not recommend this as a required
part of the high school experience for all students because,of the
differences in individual student needs. Nevertheless, encouraging
students to gain knowledge of work and helping them toward that
knowledge are, in the system we propose, significant career guid---
ance functions.

Assumption 5. Academic instruction and work-related experiences gain
meaningfulness to students and increased valence when students under-
stand the possible relevance of these experiences to their future work
and to productive use of leisure time.

To make school and community experiences meaningful to the
students in terms of their future life work is a function shared by
the teaching and guidance staffs. This is not to say that academic
instruction gains meaningfulness only through career relevance.
Skillful teaching can make most content intrinsically interesting,
but career relevance can contribute importantly to making course
content meaningful, and thus it can increase the students' motiva-
tion to master the content. Such meaningfulness implies a number
of conditions: that students be oriented to 'the future, that instruc-
tion and work-related experience, in fact, have career-relevant ele-
ments. and that the school staff be cognizant of the relevance. To
achieve that relevance, many high schools are currently engaged in
extensive in-service training. In an informal telephone survey of
guidance directors conducted by the authors, such training emerged
as a high priority need.

Assumption 6. Career development is a continuous interactive process,
inextricably meshed with the total development of the student as a
person.

1J



Confronting the Future

For at least the last 2'0 years of theory development in career
psychology, it has been recognized that career development, like
cognitive' development, is, a process that cannot take place inde-
pendently of other aspects _of personal development. A career deci-
sion can be viewed as"arjoint function of the individual's personality,
the momentary state of ,the environment, and past career dedisions
made by the individual. Everything we know (or hypothesize) about
personality development, then, is relevant to (gamer development.
A number of career psychologists have proposed and, to some ex-
tent, documented - stages in career development (Ginzberg,d951;
Super. 1953; and Crites, 1969). Although we lack any had evi-
dence to support "the position, we can speculate that continuing
research in the'.areas'of career development and personality devel-
opment will revearkructures and developmental processes that are
common to'each. Stages of career development may, for example,
proceed in: coniuniction with Piaget's stages of cognitive develop-
ment.

This is speculation, however. We discuss the subject here in
support of the positiOn that efforts to facilitate career development
cannot be considered without regard for other aspects of the stu-
dent's development. The, instructional staff and the guidance staff
are, indeed,, in partnership, along with every other school, family,
and community ihfluence that has an impact on student develop-
ment.

Assumption 7. DeCision making relevant to careers continues through-
out high school, and in later life as well, and certain early decisions
frequently have a :critical bearing on subsequent - options open to the
student.

This assumption follows from the previous one and also from
the concept that a student's career opportunities and plans typically
represent the accretion of a long chain of chOices. At any point in
time a student is likely to be on an educational pathway that to some
extent limits his orlier options at the next decision point. This is
the natural consequence of the curriculum structure of most high
schools and the sequential nature of most academic and vocational
subjects. Unless a high school junior has taken an introductory
language course, for example, he or she ordinarily cannot take an
advanced language' course.

In some high schools hopefully declining in number the

1 4 .2)



Some Basic Assumptlons about Career Guidance 5

curriculum structure is such that certain early deci,fons seriously
constrain theOptions open to the students later. In &le high school
studied intensively by the staff of rrs's Grow Study (Hilton,
Beaton, and Bo Wers, 1971) the choice of ninth-jade mathematics
was an extreme example of such a decision. c the students who
enrolled in algebra I, 95. percent subsequen ofgraduAteVrom the
college preparatorY program, and 75 pe t of these 'graduates
planned to go on to higher education. Oft 's se who chose business
arithmetic, none graduated from the college preparatory program,
although 30 percent dick plan to continue their education. Such
statistics could ,represent the outcome of a benign and perfectly
functioqing sorting system, 'but we seriously doubt it. We would
hope that this particular high school is not typical of many United
States .high schools, but we are confident in asserting that all high
high school students are confronted with similar decisionsat
different times and in respect :4o different educational pathways.
How critical the choices are at each decision point will depend on
the structure of the curriculum in each high school and the ease
with which students can transfer from one pathway to another.

Assumption B. ,.Thefirst ingredient of successful career decision making
is valid sell-knowledgefind this self-knowledge is best obtained through
self-analysis of relevant:personal experiences.

All theoretical7models of individual career decision makirig re-
rquire the individuals to have a reasonably accurate image of them-

selvestheir unique strengths, their interests and preferences, and,
especially, their values (Katz, 1963). Accordingly, the quality of
student deciSion making will depend directly on the accuracy of
their self-perception. If their self-perceptions are seriously askew,
their decisions will be equally so. And a bad decision may be worse
than none at all.

Thus, the acquisition of valid self-insight is a rucial aspect of
career development, perhaps the most crucial. H one best gains
such insight is a central question that, to the best f our knowledge,
remains unanswered. We are assuming, for our resent purposes,
that self-analysis of relevant personal experienc s is likely to be
most effective, although we know of no hard evide ce in support of
this position.

The traditional school, by means of conventional grades, pro-
vides the students with some indication of how their cognitive skills

1 5



Confronting the Future

compare to se of their classmates. The relevance of such labeling
to career pla ing is questionable, however. How much does a grade
of B in hi ry tell a student about his or her likely satisfactions
in purs,ui a given career (even though the grade may forecast quite
accuratel how well he or she will do in future history courses)?
Would i not be more helpful for students to receive an evaluation
of thei, performance that tells them something about their unique
streng hs and weaknesses, for example, their ability to understand
codiplex causal influences?

As fort interests and prefewes, most guidance offices make
standardized tests available to Adents. These, typically, inform tiAg.
student of .the similarity of his responses to those of adults in 4
lected occupations. The shortcomings of these instruments have
been widely discussed in the research literature. The question is
whether students have sufficient bases to judge accurately their
preference for one value or activity over another. Can adolescents
say with sufficient certainty that it is more ,important to them to be
of service to others than to earn a high income? Or that they would
rather work outdoors than in an office? What real basis has the typi-
cal student for such judgments?

Not only have the students had limited work experience, but
chances are that they Have limited opportunity to glean from the
experience any insight into their personal characteristics, particu-
larly their developing values. Insight is not necessarily an automatic
outcome of personal experience. Rather? it from thoughtful,
deliberate planning and selection of acade work-reliated ex-
perience and from equally thoughtful analysis he outcomes the
successes and failures, satisfactions and frustrations, th7, heightened
interests and the disillusionments. Furthermore, the sensitivity and
analytical skill to learn from experience are not traits with which all
young people are endowed, although our working hypothesis is that
everyone has the capacity to develop them. The high school period
is a time for acquiring these skills, and facilitating the acquisition
of the skills is a key function o career guidance.

Assumption 9. The second ih redient of successful career defsion
making is an accurate knowled of those occupations that are relevant
to each individual student.

This knowledge includes cogtnitive, psychosocial, and physical
demands (for examine, skills, experience, education), the formal

16,
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entry requirnents (such as academiC credentials : Onion member-,
ship), the time demand's and working conditions, the current and
future availability of jobs, the typical levels of compensation, likely
gratifications of needs and values, opportunities for career advance-
inent,- if any, and possible barriers to advancement, if any. Also
needed is information about state employment agiencieg, and about
how, labor unions function, especially in obtaining training, em-
ployment, and job security. Perhaps most important, young people
need a knowledge of economic, ofthkelation between employment
and production, between supply of tabors and demand, between in-
flation and real income.*Otherwise the schools may be guilty of the
kind of deception with which Grubb and Larzerson (4975) 41ave
charged the proponents of career education, that is, of misleading
students into believing there are no limits to career acfinncement,
providing the individualis prepared and diligent.

Thus, successful decision making requires both a knowledge of
'self awl a knowledge of occupations and of how the two interact.
Expecting all students to gain an accurate knowledge of all occupa-
tions is both unrealistic and unnecessary. This position does, how-
ever, introduce the problem of identifying.the subset of occupations
which are relevarit to an individual student a compelling reason for
early occupational exploration.

I

Assumption 10. The primary Motivation for student educational devel-
opment derives from attainment by the student of high standards of
excellence.

Whether in the classroom, the laboratory, or the shop, the stu-
dent's \rotikation to pursue further a particular subject or skill is
based primarily on a sense of personal accomplishment from his or
her first exposure to it This sense of accomplishment which can
range from the attainment of4nderstanding, to the achievement of
artistry or craftsmanship, td the correction of an equipment mal-
function places a premium on teachers who are informed in what
constitutes excellehce in a particular academic or vocational pur-
suit, in what is within the 'reach of an individual student, and in
how she or he can help the student achieve a sense of worthy
performance.

These remarks are offered as an expression of our deep concern
that no step recommended in the following chapters will in any way
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lower the caliber of schooFtinstructior3. the professional standards of
the teaching 'staff: or the quality of the curriculum. Altto.ugh'atyisoh
repeatedly argue for career relevance in the curriculum;this rele-
Ivance must never by achieved atlhe cost ctrecellence in instrtction
or reduction in The breadth and rihness of the school program: As'
expressed in Assunvatlign45, relating course Content to future work
and prOductive use of lleisure time lends maningfulness to the
scho I experience. Birt no amount of career.relevance cair justify a
course that is' dull, inditly taught, of substance, end Lacking
in standards of excellence.- a,

In concluding our listing of the assumptio44, ulderlying the
proposed carer guidance system, we remind the leeder that these
are, indeed, assumptions. Although we regard them asthighly plau-
sible, wp recognize that alternative positions can be taken, and we
would-be hard put to refute them. Consider Assumption 10, for ex-
ample. Is the attainment of excellence really the primary source of
motivation? B. F. Skinner (1953) would probably agree. But others,
(see Strong, 1943, for example) would argue, that moon derives
primarily from interests. Which position'is more defensible is a mat-
ter of empirical research, as is the case in question ajter ciliestion
which we raise in this book. If we achiev nothing more than to
convince the reader of the pressing need for accelerated research on
student learning and development, we will be satisfied. Meanwhile,
back .in the schools, the best we can do is make some educated
guesses (assumptions) about what is primary and necessary and
proceed from there.

13
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CHAPTER 2'

ImplementIng the kirk& of early planning, exploration, evaluation;
and it If-ahalsysisimplie# by the 14111 assiimptirons outlined in the pre-
viotis chapter impOses an, elaborate set of requirements on thg school.

'The§e are presented in this chapter in-roughly chronological order,
as,15 components of a comprehensive career guidance program. Al-
though we are not unmindful of financial and practical 01-Isidore-

, lions, the' question of feasibility _will be postponed. until later
chapters.

Component 1. Assessment, at or bifore high school entrance, of the
student's personal characteristics and the status of his or her career
planning.

The purpose of such assessment is primarily toinitiate plarining
activity. The 'stucfent who has not thought about 'his or her future,
and has no strategy for developing 'future plans needs to be con-
fronted with the necessity for planning and exploration as early as
possible in his or her high school career: ..

The concept of early confrontation is central 'to this book. It is
our conviction that the primary-need in high school career guidance
is not for guidance materialsmost school fuidance libraries are

\,adequately stocked with occupational literature jalthou'gh ,-39 lity
and accessibility vary widely). The primary need is for a se of
school- procedures to start students thinking about self-assessment

9



and Career explorati schciOl,How, best to aChiefe Uis
is an- unsolved prob em t Shduld receive priority of consideration.
If nothing else,,,the,studen "ThOulti be quOicned'about their career
developMent strategies' d. shquld be reel tentative) to ;val-
uate the'adequa6 of then rategies. .; A

Such assessmentys ould of Orilystiplulate actions by the Wu- ,

dents arid provide them ,wit relpvant diagriOstc informatiomt-e.bu
they hottid,tdtso provide inf rmatiort for teachers, counselo'rs,
tdMinistrators at variciiisley Is to Use in makirt infcir ed educe --
tional Management decision in the interests of advan inwstude,frit
development.

We teaJize that such asseSsmentas well as `steps Wa
mend later. could seriously strain the .guidance facilitiPs
high tchoolS. However.;'.we are for:Using hereon. an idea
Later we discuss the pressing piacqcal 'problem of
required services, recogni4ing that compromises may

Component 2.-. Student selection of high'school
their relevance to the, student's clevelopin
oping plans.

.

A 4 .-Such selection requires. mask of all, 014 ;Where a
Articular course is likely, to learrand the at success-
ful or unsuccessful performance iryClie ,cclui§e may lief. Each course
taken should be regarded 'as a isam of the 1.80 g activities re-
ipired by various classes ot careers he sfilid' needs answers. to
qug.stions such as the followi

, :4fie
Generally what is the-nature thbleddrAtional experience

the phrticular Lourse? What is.t purpoSe of the instruction? What
subject matte is covered? What .knoWIPdge and skills should be
acquired as a result of the.cOurse? By what means is e?aluation of
Progress made? By' the-stucknt?;Byt,others?

What attributes are' needed, for successful performance in the
course? What initial':.knowledge and skills? What preferences, in-
terests, and learning. stiles will. contribute to successful perform-N. ,, , :, "...___.--ance': . - .

Is the subjett matter 'ofthe cow-se ,especially relevaerf to any
particular career.P.,. . ', -. .*

What pers9nal needs ine.likely'tn.he satisfied by thecourse,`and
what new expanded. .nierls are likely to be i,:qpireci, by the student?

' a o

, 4
It c

.,
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What'unisiAttr utes'doesthe student have vis-a-vis the attri
.

butes tired for the course? A

Where is the instruction in a particular course likely to lead?
What courses are likely. to' _come n xt? And, in foflbwing years? If
the' course in wistion'is seMied, hat opportunities is the student

, , likely to have to change his or he educational program later in high
school? How difficult will it be to switch later to another sequence
of.courses? What options typically have been open on graduation to

"students who have followed the sequence of courses that begin with
thin course in ((best idn?

Filially, and probably most important, to what extent are these
options compatible with the particular student's posthigh school
plAns,_however tentative they may be?

If,' early in high school, the student has no definite posthigh
school, plans (which is 'likely to be the case for most studentsand
properly so), it is critical that 9ptions be kept open. Students should
not commit themselves early in high school to a particular educa-

- , tional pathway without extensive self-assessment, occupational
awareness and exPloratipn, and career planning. But the sooner stu-
dents engage. in informed and skillful consideration of careers, the
more profitable should be the secondary school experience. Course
selection represents an opportunity to explore a range,of academic
and vocational instruction. Taking a co \irse in auto mechanics can
be an opportunity for a student to test his or her perception of auto
repair as an occupation, or to get some feeling for related fields,
such as mechanipal.engineering, or to acquire some skills which may
enhance the future use of leisure time.

To consider the use of leisure time in a discussion of career
guidance implicitly eilp nds the definition of the term Career to
encompass all future time expendit of the ,individual, including
those for which no monetary co Lion is received. In other
words, ca Oe er becomes synonymo future, and instead of re-
ferring to(career awareness, we cd st as well refer to future
awareness. Career educati could become future-oriented educa-
tion or life education. Rut s not h ful, for such a definition
becomes so all-encompassi th t it prc1 des little basis for decision
making. We wish there were som way 4 of this semantic swamp,
but as yet we have ,not tlisnoere it. W can ortly.ay we do not
believe that every secondary schoo course should have direct or
immediate vocational relevance. Seine may be more relevant to the

2'



12 Confronting the Future

enrichment of leisure time or the she,er and simple enjoyment of
life. Teenagers are not adults, and the teen years present a chaneg,
for wide-ranging, adventurous exploration. Nevertheless, when a

,student elects a course for the,sheer fun of it, the decision to do so-
should be a deliberate, informed decision and he or) she should re-
gard the experience as an opportunity to gain self-knowledge.

Component .3. At the completion of each academic or vocational
course, review by: students of the possible career implications of their
experience in the course.

What meaning does the student's performano4have as far as her
or his tentative plans are bOncerned? If the stbdent experienced dif-
ficulty in the course or found the learning activity dissatisfying,
what conclusions might be drawn? Did successful performance, in.
retrospect, require skills that the student did not possess? Or did
successful performance require' a learning style, that was not com-
patible with the unique preferences of the student? Did the student
find it difficult to summon the motivation for successful performt,
ante in the course'? If so, why'?

Generalizing from a single course is, at best, risky. Teachers are
not uniformly successful in stimulating the interests and best efforts
of all student§. Any observer of the academic process can cite cases
of students who have rejected a vyrole cluster of careers on the basis

..of a single unfoitunale acadethic or vocational experience. Occupa-
tions requiring complex numerical skills seem to be frequent ex-
amples. We wonder hiivrmany young people have rejected careers
in science and engineering on the bask of a single defeating experi-:
(Ince in a high school mathematics course. Or how many students
have given up the idea of a career in medicine _or nursing simply
because of an unstiniulating and unrewarding chemistry course. In
general, the authors' observation is that the experience a student has
in a particular high school 'course plays a more significant role in
forming occupational preferences than is generally recognized.

The more important function of career guidance at this level
may therefore be to reduce the tendency of students to overgeneral-
ize from small samples of learning activity that they perceive, fre-
cluently erroneously, as typical of the cognitive or psychomotor ac-
tivity required by a particular occupation. Nevertheless, even in the
hest schools, students have limited opportunity to sample the con-
tent of occupations, and those opportunities that are present must be

22
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141milked of their i ening. The
cumulative 4,-,`1pact of classroom, lab-

oratory,
lack.

oratory, and shop experiences should have meaning that single ex-
periences

4.. Valid occupational sampling by student.
,..

need is widely recognized.

career plans and consti-
tutes system, The

de,;elopment of
comprehensive

This is essential to the
a critical ingredient in a co

-sahn I

dent with opportunities forrMococsut

high
pationil

room, .shop, and laboratory units, field trips

now provide the stu-
dent through class-

pro-
grams. Our impression, hoWever, based PN, and work-study pro-

mechanic
e occupational sampling.

--wri school observation and
the research literature, is/that there are

is a part-time position as a
valid

problems in this area.

seASeci by the student at that time a
ed tasks

sufficient sampling?

opposed to menial

long hours of the regUlar staff. Is this

not be responsible for
work. the

More serious questions can
sampling?be raised Jit em-

ployers and brief visits to local commercial,
talks.by local em-

sional establishments. In getters!, the provision
and profes-

sional

be employed including,

eswide-sstion of job-related experi-
ences is of such high priority that th

latio,ns.

for example classroom
range of means

Qassroom career simu-

The second problem is that of °Iitirditlating the experiences in
such a way that they contribute significantly to _ career

experiences tend to be discori-
nected episodes without any ;

related exper
cumulative

the developirig

.nfluence on the students'
plans of the students. Job related

plans, probably because students
rec-

ognize thglieed, they do not have

not recognize the
Deed to. extract meaning from their experiends°

the skill tollitiate such activity. Furthermore

Or, if they do rec-
ve the opportunity,

the feedbacVim their peat) n job - related

the incentive, or

refinement
-ated experiences that is

t-!, tneY may not receive

essential t4O--'''e' formulationrmanar
compre-

hensive student§uidance system.

of self perceptions and`k,
career perce ions. This points to the fifth r-equirement of a

-?`r
Componekt 5. eeclback and self-monitoring of career planning

13
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The Components of a Student Guidance System 15

to take, what occupational roles to sample through fter-School em:
ployment, work-study programs, industrial arts and vocational
courses, club activitios, and summer jobs, and how much additional
education to get in the light of everything they know about them-
selves, what they want, their recent past ekperiences and the con-
clusions they diew from them, and the implications their decisions
may have for future career options. Accordingly, the cumulative in-
dividual records should include entries summarizing the students'
self-assessment and exploration along with the more formal'aca-
demic indicators of their progress, such as academic grades and
schoolwide achievement testing. FUrthermore, the students need to
have access to this cumulative record, quickly and inexpensively,
whenever the need to make a particular decision arises. Thus, stu-
dents need feedback on the results and implications of discrete ex-
periences as well as cumulative data that will help them to evaluate
the cumulative significance of their career exploration. If, for ex-
ample, a student held a part-time polition during the tenth grade and
this position was a source of satisfaction and enlightenment to her
or him, that information should be an element of the student's cumu-
lative record. accessible to her or him wheh subsequent educational
or vocational decision making is necessary. Use could be made of
sophisticated information storage and retrieval systems, or a manual
file system may be sufficient. (This operational problem will be

discussed in Chapter 4).
Accumulated student career data of the type discussed is par-

ticularly useful to students who transfer to another high school,
possibly in a distant location. How much of the student's cumulative
record should be transferred and in what way (by the school; or by
the student?) is a difficult question related to the sensitive issue of
confidentiality. With the Buckley Amendment, the matter now hasi
serious legal implications. Thus, this question will require extremely
cautious and informed. consideration. The simple alterfiative of wip-
ing the slate clean each time the student transfers would not, we
believe, he in the hest interest of most students, although it might be
for some.

In addition to accumulating data for the student's personal pur-
poses, the school also 'needs certain student data for management
and planning purposes and for fulfilling legal obligations to local,
county, and state agencies. The relation between data keeping for
student purposes and data keeping for school purposes is also dis-
cussed in Chapter 4.



16 Cohfronting the Futurla

,Component ,7 Access to d'variety of types of information about the
spectrum of occupations.

Implicit in all our remarks so far is the assumption At student
acquisition of information about occupations is a high-priority out -
come of elementary and secondary school education. Witheut this
information, career planning is a vacuousand even damitgibg
exercise, which may lead the student to premature commitment to
.educational and vocational pathways from which the student way
not be able to switch without-considerable loss of time. We have
mentioned classroom and shop instruction and out-of-schook,expe-
riencii!s as sources of information about occupations. It is unlikely,
however, that the student's need for occupational' information can
be fully met through these means. The pressures on the schools are
great to teach students traditional knowledge and skills as well as
mote recently defined skills, such as safe driving. Contact hours in
the classroom, laboratory, and shop are a precious commodity. Add-
ing classroom instruction fn decision making and the nature of occu-
pations would place greater strains on the curriculum. There is
therefore a pressing need for student initiative in acquiring this skill
and understanding and for schools to provide the facilities and in-
centive to stimulate and expedite such self-learning. This need is
widely recognized, but it is our.observation that past efforts to sat-
isfy it have met with limited success.

Judging from the reports of counselors and studies of student
knowledge of occupations, students make limited use of the exten-
sive files and libraries of occupational information available in their
schools, and, when they do so, it is in a haphazard, unsystematic
way. Two reasons may auco441 for this limited use.

The first relates to the condition and the quality of the informa-
tion itself, although many schools now have librarians solely for the
maintenance of occupational literature. Most occupational libraries
we have examined are so voluminous and so disorganized that lo-
cating the desired information requires hours of the student's time,
Furthermore, the information itself is of spotty quality, frequently
irrelevant to the student's needs, and often woefully outdated. At
worst, it is prepared by partisan associations and commercial train-
ing schools with the objective of luring high school graduates into is
particular trade or pmfession, presenting the student with a romanti-
cized, sometimes inaccurate, picture of the occupation in question.

The second relates to student motivation to seek occu-

26



The Components of a Student Guidance System 17

pational information. Faced with the requirements of their classes
and the demands if time-consuming extracurricular activities, few
students are suffici tly motivated to take time for learning about
occupations. Or, if the are motivatedas some surely arethey do
not have the priority-se ing skills to make the time available. Al-
though most students pro ably recognize the need to learn about
occupations, we think that the need is not given high priority in
planning their daily schedules. The problem, here ,again, would
seem to be one of confrontation and of helping students gain the
planning Euid decision-making skills to enable them to achieve their
objectives.

Although this analysis is conjectural and needs, empirical -in-
vestigation', we are confident that ready access to accurate, concise,
and appealing occupational information is improving in some
schools, but it remains a real need in many. As with other needs
summarized in this section, it, too, is widely recognized. It is in-
cluded here in the interest of completeness., -

Also, in the interest of completeness, the widely recognized
need for accurate information on supply and demand in the job mar-
ket must be cited. This kind of information has at least two dimen-
sions: geographical and temporal. -In the case of the student who
decides to seek employment immediately upon graduation, the need
is priMarily for knowledge of the likely local job market at the time
of graduation, although it surely would be a mistake for students not
to have access to five- or ten-year forecasts (as long as their fallibility
is recognized).

For students who are considering careers whichrequire higher
education, the obvious need is for long-term national projections,
such as those provided by the Occupational Outlook Handbook.

Component 8. Acquisition Of decision-making skill.

All students are faced with p critical decision towards the end
of high school in regard to their posthigh school educational and
vocational involvements. Earlier in high the emphasis is on
planning and explorption. We reserve the term decision making for
the kind of choice most students make at the end of high school.
In part, this stistinction between planning and decision making re-
flects our conviction that few, if any, students should commit them-
selves to a particular educational or career pathway early in high
school. In exploration and planning, the emphasis is on strategies
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for acquiring self-insight, occupational information, and analytical
skills, whereas in decision making the emphasis is on making choices.

This is not to say that planning does not involve decision mak-
ing. It does indeed, and for this reason instruction in decision
making cannot be postponed until late in high school.

Serious questions have been raised in the literature and by our
colleagues about the effectiveness of teachi ecision making, de-
spite the existence and wide use of materials eciding and
becisiens and Outcomes, prepared by the College Board. We ask,
however, why teaching this skill should, in principle, be any more
difficult than teaching any complex cognitive skill. Students succeed
in learning to solve difficult algebraic problems, to prove geometric
theorems, to identify unknown chemicals, to unravel multicausation
in .the social sciences. Why, then, should they not be able to learn
systematic, logical procedures for making personal decisions?

The acquisition of decision-making skill is, however, only half
the battle, for there, is an important difference between knowledge
of decision making and the readiness to make decisions (Gribbons
and Lohnes, 1968). A student may fully understand the mechanics of
decision making yet be paralyzed when confronted with a critical
choice. Readiness implies a kind of personal maturity not easily
attained by any student, and perhaps never obtained by some. This
suggests an interaction between personality development and career
development that urgently needs investigation. If the materials now
available to teach decision making are subject to criticism, it may
be because they are too modest in their objectives. The acquisition
of decision-making skill and the readiness to make career decisions
may well require a carefully articulated program of instruction
which continues throughout secondary school. This, in turn, will
require that teachers receive advanced training the complexities
of decision making training equivalent to that necessitated by the
introduction of new approaches to science and mathematics instruc-
tion in the 1960s.

To the best of our knowledge, there have been no rigorous em-
pirical demonstrations that instruction in decision making transfers
to personal actions, in part because of the absence of suitable mea-
sures of this type of transfer. The development of suitable outcome
or criterion measures in this area and their application in evaluative
research should receive high priority.

Component 9.. Interchangeability of educational pathways with mini-
mal penalty to the student.
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We have emiihasized the need for early exploration and pre-
liminary planning by the student, including the choosing of educa-
tional pathwaysViat are consistent with his or her plans, however
tentative. In some high schools, this early choice of pathway will
commit the student in tondesirable ways, for in such schools there
are barriets which make it difficult to switch to other pathways after
the initialtchoice.

The.barriers come in several forms, the main one being the fact
that switching frequently requires the student to retrace his or her
steps. A vocational student who decides to prepare for college may
in some schools have to enroll in algebra I because the business
mathematics course he or she took is not regarded as adequate prepa-
ration for, advanced mathematics or some science courses. Thus, a
high school junior may have to be in a classroom of mostly ninth
graders, a state of affairs which students tend to avoid if at all
possible.

In the extreme, a student would have to repeat a whole year and
as a consequence would need five years to complete high school, for
most an even more unatceptable situation. Examination of 3,000
transcripts of graduating seniors in ETS'S Study of Academic Predic-
tion and Growth (referred to as the Growth Study) (Hilton et al.,
1971) indicates that fewer than 1 percent of the graduates took more
than four years to complete high school.

Exactly how constraining the high school curriculum structure
and policies are requires further investigation and constitutes a high
priority research item. For the purpose of this book, however, we
will assume that the problem is real and that a fully effective guid-
ance system must be designed to allow students to make tentative
commitments without being locked into pathways difficult to re-
verse. Possible steps to achieve this need consideration including
curriculum revisions to facilitate switching from one pathway to
another, provision of opportunities for the student to obtain the
skills that are prerequisite to a particular pathway, and most im-
portant steps to invalidate the concept that each and every student
should complete high school in exactly four years.

There is ample research evidence that a large percentage of high
school students perhaps as many as 25 percent -have the ability
to complete high school requirements in three years, whereas others
could require five or six years to obtain minimal levels of compe-
tency. If we add to this evidence the concept that for some students
the high school experience. should be one of study and extensive
exploratory work experience (not merely summer positions and
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20 Confronting the Future

part-time work), the conclusion suggested is that it may be beneficial
for some students to take even longer than five or six years to com-
plete the requirements for graduation.. It is critical, hoWever, thatIthe
student perceive the extended study as desirable. In summary, gec-
ondary school education should not be regarded as having to fit into
any particular block of time.

Component 10. Assistance in financial planning.

An important component of a comprehensive system should be
the availability of assistance in financial planning and possible fi-
nancial aid so that no student should have to disrupt his or her
education or be barred from an educational pathway solely for
financial reasons. We recognize that a student may choose to inter-
rupt his formal education for defensible personal reasons, but here
we are referring to involuntary disruption which the student views

ical to his or her career development.
e do not know what proportion of stu ents now interrupt

their high school education solely for financi reasons. If even a
small percentage does which seems likely it 1,_ ___ unacceptable
state of affairs. When it happens, the student should be encouraged,
through the intervention of the guidance staff, to 'regard the dis-
ruption as temporary and as an opportunity to gain work experience
which will contribute to his or her long-term career development.

As for financing post-high school education, the problem is two-
fold: identifying available financial resources, and apprising stu-
dents of financial aids or low-cost educational alternatives (such as
community colleges) that are available. Exactly howtoften students
reject an appropriate post-high school pathway primarily for finan-
cial reasons is, to the best of our knowledge, unknown, but there are
fragments of evidence that suggest the number is moderately large.

Component 11 . Comprehensive assessment of attainment in the senior
year.

In the senior year the attainment of all students, whether they
plan to continue their education or enter employment,immediately
upon graduation, should be comprehensively assessed. The assess-
ment should take place in the late fall or early winter so that the
resulti will be *available for personal decision making in regard to
job seeking or postsecondary schooling during the balance of the
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senior year. Although heavy reliance will continue' to be placed on
conventional pencil-and-paper objective tests, the assessment by no
means needs to be restricted to these. Simulated tasks, oral exami-
nations, performance ratings, and a number of other assessment
techniques may well be more appropriate.

The assessment, which is already mandated in many states, has
two main puiposes: (1) to permit the school; the school district,
and state agencies to evaluate, the degree tn, which students have
atta. ed various educational objectives; and (2) to provide students
with comprehensive status report of their attainments to be used
as a asis for judging whether they are, in "fact, ready to terminate
their secondary school education and, if so, as a basis for making
pla for the period following high school.

Since students in many schools are. repeatedly tested, for rea-
sons not always apparent to the students, it is important that the
assessment procedures be designed, as much as is possible, to make
minimal demands on the students' lime and be perceived by the
students as a service to them. For example, the program planning
and evaluation needs of the schools might be satisfied through
matrix sampling, whereas the needs of individual students might be
satisfied through longer tests or, some other assessment technique
administered on an optional basis.

Although it may not fully satisfy the purposes stated above, an
alternative is a more flexible approach to attainment testing, con-
ducted at whatever time a student appears to have mastered a par-
ticular competence. This alternative may also serve a diagnostic
function particularly if the tests are designed in such a way that
the scores suggest appropriate remedial action.

Who decides whether the student is ready to leave high school
is a question requiring further consideration. Ideally, this judgment
should be made by the student, provided he or she has attained
some minimal degree of competency as defined, probably, by state
legislatures. But we recognize that this ideal state presupposes a
drastic change in how the function of the secondary school is per-
ceived by students, parents, and school authorities. Specifically,
it presupposes that high schools wip come to be seen as a means for
students to achieve the competencies which they need in the next
step of their lives and that this step will be taken whenever the com-
petencies are obtained regardless of how many (or few) semesters of
study this attainment requires.

The competencies to which we refer are, indeed, comprehensive
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and include not only traditional academic and vocational skills,
knowledge and understandings, but also skills in career planning,
decision making, and interpersonal relations. Thus, we are allOw-
ing for the possibility that some students mightchoose to continue
in high school because they have not as yet achieved' the social and
emotional maturity to cope effectively with the adult World. In the
past, educators have argued against students leaving high school
early that is, after two or three yearson the gruunds th most
students need f6tir years to achieve such maturity. We are s esting
that some students may need more than four years. T research
evidence in this regard probably ought to be reexamine in the light
of current educational developments.

In the traditional academic area, existing mea rement proce-
dures designed primarily for college admissioh re probably ade-
quate for the kind of assessment proposed. Pr cedural changes
iwth administrative and financial are ,nece ry, however, when
such testing of cognitive competencies is required of the student
who does not plan to continue formal education immediately after
graduation. Not to provide this assessment for students who will
seek immediate employment deprives them of the opportunity to
gain important self-insight for possible future educational purposes
and deprives the school of the opportunity to assess the cognitive
attainments of all its students.

It is widely recognized tiff measurement prbtedures beyond
the traditional academic aredare seriously deficient. For example,
an acceptable, group-admiffistered measure of motivation to con-
tinue learning simply does not exist. Measures of such attributes as
attitude towards learning, artistic appreciation, self-insight, cre-
ativity, and self-esteem do exist, but most have characteristics which
limit their generat usefulness.

As for vocational competencies, group-adrstered measures
suitable for the high school student are rare, judging from surveys
of such instruments conducted at ETS (Boyd and Shimberg, 1971).

Just as students who will seek immediate employment should
have the opportunity to assess their academic skills, so students who
will continue their education should have the opportunity to assess
their employability skills, although this might be optional. If such
a student has, in one way or another, acquired unusual proficiency
in, say, power mechanics and wishes this fact included in his or her
permanent record, it should be possible to do so. Who knows, in this
changing world, when the documentation might serve the student
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well? In general, along with many other contemporary writers (see,
for example, Marland, 1970), we would endorse any steps that will
destroy the concept that there are two kinds of high school students:
academic and ikocational.

We cannot leave this topic without acknowledging past criticism
leveled against comprehensive senior-year test programs, such as the
New York State Regents High School Examinations, on the grounds
that they discourage innovation in the curriculum and influence
teachers to "teach to the test." We see these outcomes as real dan-
gers that cannot,be belittled. Somehow the summarizing and report-
ing of results must be handled so as to minimize these undesirable
side effects.

Component 12. Aids and incentives for senior-year commitments.

For most students the crucial decision point and the one toward
which much high school guidance effort is directed is the choice of
a post-high school career pathway. In view of the widespread recog-
nition of the importance of this decision, we need not belabor the
point here. The current problem is that for all too many students the
need for wise decision making is confronted for the first time at this
point. If a comprehensive system functioned smoothly, post-high
school choice would be a logical outcome of four to six years of plan-
ning and exploration rather than the uncertain and ego-rending ex-
perience it now isior so many students.

It is nonetheless true that students will always be faced with
critical choices during the senior year. Well-advised students who
are continuing their formal education will consider more than one
appropriate school, that is, schools with programs consistent with
their career plans, and will have to make a choice among those to
which.they are admitted.

Similarly, students seeking immediate employment will have to
chooe among jobs that are open to them. The need for accurate and
up-to-date educational and occupational information is therefore
more acute at this point than at earlier decision points.

Furthermore, it is crucial that by the senior year the students
shave acquired the skills to make the decisions they are confronted
with. This is the payoff for the acquisition of systematic and effective
decision-making skills gained prior to the senior year.

Component 13. Assistance in job placement.

33
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Students need information on the rarige of Os Which are avail-
able, as well as encouragement not to accept the first offer they may
receive. For any one job opening they need the,same kind of infor-
mation and guidance they naadea for prudent course selection:
Where is the job likely to lea What kind of knowledge and skills
are required for successful performance on the job? What learning

,opportunities area there likely to be? Also what monetary and non-
monetary rewards are likely tci result and what costs will be in-
curred, such as union dues, purchase of uniforms and tools, com-
muting expenses, lost wages from shutdowns, bad weather, strikes,
etc. The weights attached to these factors depend On the time hori-
zon of the student. If the student sees a job as a long-term involve-
ment rather than a short-term expedient, certain costs can be viewed
as investments with long-term returns.

Component 14. Exit survey of career plans.

Just prior to graduation during the last month of school if pos-
sible each student in the graduating class should be surveyed in
regard to post-high school plans. First, th4 survey should examine
the degree of definiteness of the student's plans. For example, hits
the student made a tuition deposit to any school to which he or she
has been admitted? Second, the specificity of the plans should be
probed. If the student has made a commitment to attend a particular
school, has he or she selected a program of study leading to a ten-
tative career goal? Third, does the student have contingency plans
in the event his or her priniary plan changes or does not materialize?
Fourth, the survey should reveal the time horizon of the student's
plans. Has tie student thought about the long-term implications of
the plan, or has he or she been concerned only with the activities
during the first year following graduation?

It is likely that some seniors will have been unable to settle on
a career goal, despite honest efforts to do so. The high-ability student
who has been consistently successful academically and in work-
related activities might be an example. It is conceivable that such
studenti have found no need for selecting a particular goal. At best
they may only have excluded certain occupations from furthee con-
sideration. For such students the school's role should be to guide
them in formulating a strategy for selecting a career goal in the years
immediately following high school. Such a strategy would require
the identification of a number of educational or vocational optiO'ns
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to be sampled, a sequential plan for doing so, and some thought
about the basis on which the planned exileriences will be evaluated.
If a student without definite career goals has a planning strategy
of this nature and also possesses .the competencies, Dccupational
knowledge, and decision-making skills to implement the strategy,
we would regard him as a guidance success.

Component 15. Posthigh school follow-up of each graduating class.

Essential to the continued operation and adjustment of a com-
prehensive guidance system is follow-up ation from gradu-
ates. With this information the guidance s n test its assump-
thins about the relationship between intenti plans and actual
posthigh school inulvements.

A number ofMigitudinal studies have indicated that there is
extensive slippage between plans and actual posthigh school activi-
ties. Typically, a substantial percentage of the students who indi-
cated they planned to attend four-year colleges actually enrolled in
two-year colleges or obtained immediate employment; a somewhat
larger percentage who indicated they planned to obtain immediate
employment actually continued their education. Current data on
this question is available from the first follow-up of the National
Longitudinal Study of the High School Class, of 1972 (Tabler, 1976).

,Since the slippage varies from one high school to another, it is
necessary for each high school to conduct its own follow-ups. Ideally
both one-year and five-year follow-ups are desirable, for longitudinal
studies have shown that the correlation between status of students
one yeat'after graduation and their status five years after graduation
is far less than orie. The pattern of migration from each educational
or occupational status to others during the years immediately fol-
lowing graduation is information essential for curriculum_plan4ng
and guilapce. If, for example, 75 percent of the students who attltnd
two-yet colleges subsequently graduate from fout-year colleges, the
implications for guidance are quite different'from whet they would
be if 75 percent of the students who graduate from two-year colleges
seek irradiate employment. Similarly, if, one year after gradua-
tion, the,majority of the graduates of a particular vocational program
are working at jobs which are related to their training but five years
later the majority are employed in positions requiring other skills,
the information would have critical implications for curriculum
planning.

3
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An elaborate questionnaire is not necessary for these purposes.
One page, or even a return postcard, should be sufficient. Other
shortcuts; like sampling of the graduates, also can reduce the ex-
pense of the task. Some local schools may need assistance in instru-
ment design, sampling techniques, and data analysis. This could be
an important role for state agencies.

These, then, are what we see as the 15 critical components of
secondary school career guidance. How, these components can be
integrated into a comprehensive system is discussed in the next two
chapters, first at,an abstract level and then, in Chapter 4, irPmore
operational terms.



A Conceptual Model
of the Student
Development Process
during High School'

CHAPTER 3'.

Underlying the foregoing enumeration of the components of a coin!'
prehensive high school guidance system is a conceptualization of
the guidance process that we should now like to make explicit. In
our conceptualization, using the language of information processing,
we will view the student as a complex information processing sys-
tem exposed over time to a barrage of informational inputs from the
environment. The student receives and processes the information in
the same way that a computer responds to data inputs and pro-
gramed instructions from the environment. But, unlike conventional
computers (except for experimental devices being developed in re-
search settings), the student is transformed by the experience: In
other words, the student comprehends and learns. After this ex-
perience, the student is a different and more capable information-
processing system.

Moreover, unlike computers, students have control over their
environment. They can selectwaiat input* they will expose them-
selves to and, in a given situation, what- inputs they will pay atten-
tion to, and sometimes to their detriment what inputs they will
disregard. Ultimately, students can transform their environment and,

'1. In this chapter more than in others, we have drawn on the ideas of guidance
theorists of the past 20 or 30 years. Wa cannot list all to whom we are indebted,
but we would be unforgivably remiss if we did not acknowledge the contributions
of Donald & Super and David V. Tiedeman. In a very real way our conceptualizing
has consisted of a rediscovery of their pathfinding work.
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28 Confronting the Future

through their initiative, make it a better environment for their devel-
opment. Students can, for example, take steps to improve the quality
of instruction they receive. Thus, we view students as complex in-
formation processorsnot passive recipients of information but ac-
tive agents of their individual progress, or capable of becoming so.

THE GENERAL MODEL .,

In thinking about the development of a student through high school
and afterwards, we have asked what the major informational inputs

4-- are, what major processes take place, and what the outcomes of theses
processes are. A simplified sc tic representation of student de-
velopment viewed in this way is sho in Fijure 1. In this diagrhm
and those that follow, the dotted-line oxeI indicate information
sources or statuses and the solid-line bo g indicate processes. Be-
ginning at the left, we show the student at entry into high school.
The major informational input to the high school experience is
Student History. (The term history is used as a brief description of a
broad range of student attributes including traits, values, beliefs,
-needs, skills, knowledge, and memories.) To predict the outcomes of
the high school experience, at least two other informational inputs
are necessary. The first is the kind of educational trWoonts,-tp
which he is exposed. '.Educational treatments" include ttiefeaChing
techniques and 'personality of the teacher, the teaching materials,
the physical aspects of the classroom, laboratory or shop, and any
other situational variables that influence learning. Since the mix of
treatments a particular student is exposed to depends prftnarily on
what courses or subjects the student selects (or is assigned to), we
have shown Course Selections as the first additional input. Th\r
second major input consists of the School, Family, Peer, aryd Com-_
munity variables that influence the outcome of the educational
process.

As a result of the high school learning experient, the students
achieve a certain exit status, different from their entry status. For
our present purposes, the ingredient of most interest is their corn-
petencies. But to predict the outcome of high. school experience,
that is how they function after high school, we need to know, first,
what kind of post-high school educational and occupational situa-
tions they enter. Simplifying a vastly complex process, the diagram
shows this informational input simply as Career Plans, but their be-
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havior after high school also depends on a myriad of environmental
inputs (job Apportunities. educational opporjunities, the state of the
economy, family support, etc.). These environmental variables inter-
act with the competencies that the students bring to their post-high
school life, as selected in accordance with their career plans, and
result in certain post-high school attainment.

DEVELOPMENT IN THE TRADITIONAL SCHOOL

To simplify subsequent diagrams we have divided Figure 1 into two
phases, Initial and Get ome. To further simplify this exposition, let
us first consider student development in the traditional high school.
Whether the school depicted exists now, or ever did exist, is not
crucial to our argument.

The critical question in our hypothetical traditional school is
where Course Selections come froth. Figure 2, a schematic represen-
tation of this process, focuses only on fhe initial phase of Figure 1.
As shown at the right of the diagram, we are hypothesizing that the
first ingredient of course selection is student performance data,'
which are evaluated by the faculty. Th grades are transmitted to a
record file maintained by the guidana department. Subsequently
the grades and information about the high school curriculum are
given to parents, from which they form judgments about course
selection. These judgments, grades, and counselor recommendations
are the major informational inputs to the course selection_ process.
In theory. counselors only make recommendations, to help students
make their own decisions. Our observation, however, is that con-
temporary guidance counselors, typically overloaded, have greater
influence on student decision making than guidance texts would
recommend. In any case, the outcome is an academic or vocational
program for the student to follow in the next semester, This pro-
cess is repeated each semester or, in some schools, annually, until
graduation.

An exception to this process occurs prior to the first semester
of high school, when course selection is also influenced by the stu-
dent's prehigh school records. for example, test scores, grades,
teacher anecdotal reports, as shown at the lower left of Figure 2.

As for the processes of the Outcome Phase (see Figure 3), the
key box is in the center, labeltd Student-Decision Making. We are
hypothesizing that decision making is based on six major informa-
tional inputs:
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Figure 2. Initial phase of student development in traditional school

1. Emotions and beliefs. Included are feelings, notions, and
impressions conscious and unconsciousabout occupa-
tions, beliefs about careers and what is expected of oneself.
(The connotation of nonrationality in our cholLe of.words is
intentional.)
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2. Self-perceptions. These perceptions, we hypothesize, result
from a self-image formation process, in which academic
grades form a major input. Counselors, teachers, peers, and
the student's family also influence self-image formation,
especially during earlier years, but our hypothesis is that
these influences while importantare not as great during
the secondary school years as traditional academic grades.
This is an area that urgently needs empirical study. Cole-
man's work (1961) is highly relevant.
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3. Family and peer influences. These have a direct bearing on
student decision making in the traditional high school.

4. Counselor perceptions.
5. Educational and occupational information. The extent to

which this information influences students in the tradi-
tional high school depends on its accessibility and quality
and on the students' readiness to make decisions.

6. Decision making by the schools and employers. Student de-
cision making is bilateral. The plan which a student decides
upon depends on decisions made by schools to which he or
she applies for admission or by employers to which he or
she applies. In turn, the judgments of these decision makers
are influenced by informational inputs received from the
schools. Thus, according to this model, student performance
affects student decision making in two ways: through its
effect on the decision making by schools and employers,
and through its effect on the formation of student self-
image.

DEVELOPMENT IN PROPOSED SCHOOL

So far, we have focused on our impression of student development
in the traditional high school, primarily as a way of illustrating our
general approach to the student development process. The schematic
representations also serve as a baseline for the developmental pro-
cesses of the proposed comprehensive guidance system.

Basically, the proposed system is not radically dissimilar from
the. traditional system. It departs from the traditional system in three
major ways. (1) Students would assume a central role In evaluating.
their progress, in formulating strategies for developing career plans,
and in deciding which courses and what related experiences they
will involve themselves in. (2) To assume that central role, students
would have more access to information about their personal char-
acteristics, their performance, and the occupational and educational
environment. (3) Guidance functions would be substantially broad-
ened. At the risk of great oversimplification, we would characterize
the traditional career counselor as a gatekeeper, record keeper, and
purveyor of information. Characterizing our proposed counselor is
not as easy. Perhaps something like student development specialist
describes their new role as collaborators with the instructional staff
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in arranging learning experiences, as specialists in the assessment of
student characteristics and broad educational outcomes, as special-
ists in information processing, storage, and retrieval, and finally, as
experts in facilitating student decision making.2

Remember that our traditional school may be a complete anach-
ronism. We recognize that many components of our proposed sys-
tem are now in place in schools throughout the country. We hope
some readers will find comfort-in knowing that they have been doing
for a long time what we propose here.

The initial phase of student development for the proposed sys-
tem is shown in Figure 4. Although the general outline' is the same
as Figure 2, it differs in subtle but important ways. The first change
is the addition of the phase labeled Reformulation of Strategies by
the Student. At the end Of each semester, the student's performance
is reviewed and evaluated by The student and by others (instructors,
counselors, employers, coaches, club advisors). Some part of this
evaluation becomes part of the accumulated record, ideally to;be
maintained by the students themselves. Other parts of the evalua-
tion go to the school's data file, not necessarily in the form of tra-
ditional academic grades. (Whdt information should be stored and
in what form obviously need further study.) Most important, the
outcome of this evaluation becomes a oasis for reformulation or re-
finement by the students of their strategies for gaining career aware-
ness and self-insight. On the basis of this reformulation, the students,
with whatever assistance they may need, plan which educational
and work-related experiences they wish to be involved in during the
next semester. Parents will participate in this planning, but not as
primary decision makers who form judgments on the basis of aca-
demic grades received from the guidance office. Double arrows con-
nect Parent Participation and Planning by Students to emphasize the
desired two-way communication between parents and students. We
have deliberately not shown input arrows directly froth the guidance
department 'to each process, to emphasize the importance of the
student as the central figure in the planning process. "Counselor
Inputs" is diagramed as influencing the total development piocess
rather than any one aspect of the process.

A second change is that data from the school files I ie available
to the student and to the staff (with the possible exception of certain

0,

2. A similar conception of the careerguidarice counselor was presented by Shertzer
and Stone (1974).
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Figure 4. Initial phase of student development in proposed system

data such as medical records which have confidential status as far
as some parties are concerned) but only when called for by the per-
son needing the information. In general, it is our conviction that
individual decision making should never be constrained or influ-
enced by the manner in which personal data are stored, processed,
or made available to the decision maker.

A third feature of the proposed system is Entry Assessment in
which the entry characteristics of the students are comprehensively
assessed in a standardized manner. (Some steps to develop the
measures that this will require are proposed in Chapter 6.)-The
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purposes of such assessment are, first, to facilitate rational plan-
ning by the students and, second, to obtain baseline measuremeet for
the kind of program evaluation described in subsequent chapterr

The outcome phase of the proposed system is shown in Figure 5.
Note that we have omitted the schools or employers as decision
makers who have a major immediate influence on the career plans
of the students. This, again, is to dramatize the central role of the
students as the principal architects of their future. We would hope
(but recognize it may represent more of a goal than a short-term
realization) that the students of the future will be so self-motivated-
and so well equipped, well informed, and versatile that the avail-
ability of a particular educational or vocational option will not be a
major element in their decision making. Such students will create
options rather than passively respond to them.3 Note also that exit
assessment is added (Comprehensive Terminal Assessment) both as
an input to-student decision making and as an ingredient of program
evaluation (To File). A provision for follow-up data (Follow-up
Survey) is also added.

Another subtle but significant change is the new role of the stu-
dent as the influencer of environmental inputs. We are proposing
that students' not only determine which posthigh school pathway
they will follow but also that active assertive students can influence
the kind of inputs they receive from the environment. Once in a
;134IlliwaY1-115Svvirtue of the posthigh school choice they make, they
can select options (such as academic majors, part-time study, de-
partments or specialties within an organization, leisure-time activi-
ties) that will contribute to further career exploration or to refine-
ment of their plans or to the attainment of their career goals or
further self-insight (or "all of the above").

Next, we would point to the self-image formation process. In the
proposed system, the major input is not grades but all the recorded
insights accumulated through the high school years, including, but

fy no means limited to, academic grades.
Counselor Perceptions are omitted on the grounds that what

counselors think students ought to do for example, which schools
they ought to apply to will not be primary considerations in stu-
dent decision making. Students will consult counselors and teachers,
whose role will be to faCilitate decision making, not to shape it.
Family influences remain in the model, as a reflection of the authors'

3. Sprinthall's (1971) view of the goal of guidance is relevant here.
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expectation that there,will continue,to be a correlation between the
-oceupations Of parents arid the ocCupation of their offspring, if only

"for edonomic.reasons."AA higher propdrtion of the children of physi-
cian's will become physicians that the children of farmers, and
vice versa. -

Peer inpUts, however, are (*fitted as a primary influence. This
omission reflects our perception that peers are frequently a source
of misinformation and inexpert advice. Peers may always be a major
influence, however, ,and if students of the future are knowledgeable
about occupations and decision making, it may not be an undesir-

(0 able state ofaffairs.
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Finally, there is the-addition of financial planning information,
contributing more directly than in the traditional system to student
decision making, either when students interrupt their high school
education prior to graduation or when they plan their post-high
school experience.

To show the total system, Figure 6 combines Figures 4 and 5 into
one diagram. AlthOugh complicated enough, this schematic repre-
sentation does not convey the many interactions among the people
involved or the scope of the larger educational setting in'which it is
imbedded. These topics are discussed in the next chapter along with
some considerations about how the total system might actually
operate.
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The School and Its Staff.
Crucial Elements
Of the Comprehensive
Career GuidanCe System

The implementation of '11 comprehensive career guidance system of
Nsthe kind described in the preceding chapters mill have a great impact
on the entire school system and on the community. The functions,
roles, and relationships among athninistrators, teachers, guidance
personnel, students, parents, and members of the community will
change during this process of beginning a new system of guidance.
lb convey our perception of the change that may take place, we will
first discuss briefly the total school system in which the compre-
hensive system is imbedded, and then we will present a more spe-
cific chronological overview of the way id which the particular
system that we have proposed might function.

THE ROLES IN A TRADITIONAL SCHOOL SYSTEM

Let us first consider a brief description of a traditional school sys-
tem, acknowledging in the beginning that the description is over-
simplified and overdrawn in order to highlight its basic elements.
Our intent is not to demean any of the crucial roles in the educa-
tional process, but rather to describe the basic elements and rela-
tionships of a traditional system in such a way that the Contrasts
with the proposed system are quite clear. As with the traditional
school described in Chapter 3, the traditional system that we de-
scribe here may be a complete anachronism.
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In this traditional system, the roles of school administrators,
teachers, guidance personnel, students, parents, and intermediate-
or state-level officials are quite well defined. The roles are com-
partmentalized, and interaction among the participants is limited:
The school administrators have high status. Their major contacts are
with each other, the school board, and intermediate-unit or state
officials. Less frequently, they work with teachdrs except during the
initial phases and planning of the curriculum or development of
new curriculums, and during collective bargaining and grievance
proceedings. Their contacts with guidance 'personnel and students
are even rarer and occur primarily when there are student disci-
plinary problems. All too often they perceive their role as "running
the school." not as helping the students to achieve specified ob-..
jectives.

The teachers occupy the next rank in the hierarchy. Their pri-
mary contacts are with the students and with each other; much less
frequehtly do they deal with the administrators or the guidance staff.
Their role is generally limited to providing conventional courses of
instruction, and to teaching academic or vocational skills. Many high
school teachers see their role solely as preparing the student for
further educational experiences.

Even in an oversimplified account, it is difficult to categorize
the guidance staff in the traditional school. They do not have the
power or authority of the administrators, and yet they are not always
accepted as professional equals by membdrs of the teaching staff. In
some schools, however, they are seen as being in a favored position:
Frequently, members of the guidance staff perceive their'pbsitions as
a stepping stone to administrative - level positions. Their contacts
with teachers and administrators on a continuing basis tend to be
minimal. As for contacts with students, in many schools a one-to-
one relationship for one of two specific purposes is their primary
contact either to assist the students in setting up schedules or re-
solving schedule conflicts, or to assist students in college placement.

In our hypothetical traditional school, the students are often
viewed by,administrators, teachers, and guidance staff as children
("kids") to be directed through the high school process in a speci-
fied time (four years) with as few problems as possible. Many stu-
dents themselves perceive the high school period as a sentence to be
endured, either as a prerequisite to (Allege or as a period they must
survive because the law says so. Too few students see the peribd or
process as one that is personally meaningful, a period during which
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;$01. sigrA c*-a t =tonal: goals can be established and achieved. The stu-
dents typically meet with teachers only in the classroom situation,
where interaction consists of acquiring specific knowledge or aca-
demic skillg*For 'most students the only other with
school personnel is with the guidance staff, altho rA o, the
specific objective4 are usually limited setting up semes-
ter's schedule or choosing their next schoOl. ThiS typical student
rarely interacts with administrators except in disciplinary matters.

The role of parents varies. Some have little or no contact with
the teachers, the administrators, or the guidance staff except for an
occasional back-to-school night or for a disciplinary problem. Others
are so intensely involved with their children during this process that
they dominate the situation to the detriment of the student. Still
others abdicate their responsibility to the "school." Probably the
most numerous are those parents who have a real interest and a
desire to be helpful to their children, but who lack the initiative
and/or knowledge to interact effectively with the many kinds of indi-
viduals concerned with the entire process.

Finally, there are the intermediate-unit and state-level educa-
tional officials, who interact almost exclusively with each other and
with the local school administrators. Their relationship with the lo-
cal school administrators tends to be largely one-way they receive
reports from the local level, the substance of which is primarily
financial or statistical, or they issue policy statements and direc-
tives that are the result of legislative action.

The information system that supports the operation of the tra-
ditional, conventional school system has two significant character-
istics. First, the information tends to be highly compartmentalized
staff members maintain separate information files to suit their own
needs, and there is relatively little sharing of information between,
for instance, teachers and guidance staff. Second, the focus is very
much on information about, not for,. the students. Except for grade
records and attendance report files, information is collected and
maintained ()bout the student without being fed back to the student.

ROLES IN THE PROPOSED SCHOOL SYSTEM

In the proposed system, many components of which are already in
effect in varying degrees throughout the United States today, the
first objective is to aid oil students to develop appropriate and

ti
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realistic plans for their careers in the period following high school;
the second objective is to eqUip students with the skills and knowl-
edge necessary to enable them to implement then. plans effectively.
Achieving these objectives requires changes in the roles and rela-
tionships among the staff, as well as a reformulation of the informa-
tion system.

The Role of the Administrator

Of all the roles in the proposed system, the administrator's is
perhaps less changed from the traditional model than are the other
roles. The administrators continue to meet their usual financial and
managerial responsibilities, but in addition they assume a more ac-
tive role as change agents in supporting the integkation of the teach-
ing and guidance functions and in developing significantly higher
levels of community involvement. The proposed system rests to a
larger degree on new teaching and guidance roles and on a closer
integration of these functions. To achieve these changes, the admin-
istrative staff supports strongly both the stated objectives and the
processes and prdcedures necessary to achieve the objectives. It is
the administrators, for example, who use their contacts and skills to
increase the involvement of local employers in the development and
implementation of an appropriate career guidance program for the
school. By their positive support, the administrators play a key role
in introducing heretofore nonstandard educational experiences.
Furthermore, the positions of the administrators enable them to
convince the varitgus publics school board, parents, and taxpayers

of the benefits of full participation in the student career guidance
system. In such systems, the administrators have significantly in-
creased interaction with the teachers and guidance staff about sub-
stantive educational issues.

The Hole of the Gulch, ace Staff

Perhaps the most radical and comprehensive role and relation-
ship changes occur in the guidance function. The distinctions be-
tween teaching staff and guidance staff will diminish as each as-
sumes more responsibility for students' career development. More
than other staff members, the guidance staff function as catalysts
and coordinators of it social system that involves° as active partici-
pants in the process the teachers, students, parents, and employers
in the community. Although the guidance staff may spend less time
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working with individual students, their impact on the students in-
creases as a result of their active interaction with the teachers and
administrators.

Precisely how classroom teachers and career guidance coun-
selors divide responsibility and resolve any role conflicts is an
unanswered question. Patterns probably vary from one school to
another, as they always have: We can only be sure that, in the pro-
posed school, teachers and counselors are partners in stimulating
students to:

1, Engage in positive; self-confrontation.
2. Obtain and use information pertaining to careers \occupa-

tions, and employment trends.
3. Develop strategies and skills for career decision making.
4. Create career plans and evaluate the adequacy of such plans.

In addilion, teachers and counselors collaborate in creating
courses that contain career-relevant elements. From 'examples of the
ways in which various occupations and careers use or require cer-
tain academic and vocational skills and knowledge, the student
gains a broader information base about a variety of careers.4

Working closely with administrators and teachers, the guidance
staff also develops work-related experience programs in cooperation
with local employers and community leaders. Such programs, where
students gain exposure to a variety of occupations, are an important
aspect of the proposed system even though there are problems in
making the programs as valuable as they might be. The guidance
staff acts as coordinators and facilitators between the teaching staff
and employers in planning the work experiences that can be incor-
pori ed into the curriculum without reducing the quality of the
acade tic work, and in designing the work sampling experiences
that are significant and comprehensive.

The guidance staff's relationship with students is also signifi-
cantly different from that found in the conventional school setting.
Rather than functioning primarily its problem solvers for students,
the guidance personnel are the implementers and managers of the
student career guidance system. They teach students how to make
the guidance system and its components work for them. Rather than
providing answers for students, they aid the students in the use of

4. Relevant additional discussion 01 the now ink can he limn(' in Hour
anti Crainer C14721..
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their own resources and the resources of the system to answer their
questions. In this role the guidance staff has a key responsibility for
helping the students move from being a directed element to becom-
ing a directing agent in career development. Only in this way can a
student learn to function in a self-directed manner in the world
beyond high school.

Creating a climate where confrontation, exploration, and re-
formulation of ideas and plans are not only accepted but are en-
couraged is a difficult task, particularly in schools where there are
strong historical precedents for choosing an educational pathway at
the heginning. of the process (usually in the ninth grade) and then
following it through'to the end. More and more schools are offering
curriculums that give students an opportunity to explore multiple
educational options prior to choosing a pathway that will be fol-
lowed through grade 12. (As early as the 1940s some schools
Montclair, New Jersey, for example had a core and elective form
of curriculum, without separate tracks for different programs, and in
Illinois and other midwestern states in the early 1950s the "core
curriculum" plan was being tried in numbers of schools.)

The idea of encouraging students to question their professed
goals and the implications of their educational accomplishments is
ne which many students and school staff instinctively regard with
concern, even anxiety. Confrontation, though it has a negative con-
notation, may be the Most effective means of achieving in students
a level of awareness, self-knowledge, and motivation needed for
effective career decision making. To see this as a positive and help-
ful process, however, the students need strong and continuous train-
ing, support, and encouragement from the guidance and teaching
staffs. Without such training, it is not easy for students to review
objectively their tentative career goals and assess their own willing=
ness to attain the skills necessary to reach those goals. Without such
support, it is not easy for students to shift from bne educational path
to another and to face the consequent disapproval of their .parents,
friends, and the school staff, who may regard them as indecisive and
time-wasting. ry

The Role of the Teaching Staff

As a first step in the proposed approach, teachers must review
and revise curriculums from a new point of view, namely, to facili-

' ,tate career development.'While it remains important that curricu-
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lums and course sequences reflect certain subject-matter require-
ments, it is also important that teachers play a central role in
designing currftulums in which students can explore the widest
variety of academic fields in the minimum amount of time as well
as avoid any loss of time because of changes in 'educational path-
ways. To achieve this, initial or introductory courses are designed to
provide an overview of a field or discipline for the exploring student
and also to serve as the background course for students who choose
at a later time to pursue the field more extensively.

Courses later in the curriculum are designed to facilitate and
capitalize upon occupational sampling activities. This implies more
modular courses that students can enter and leave at a number of
break points, but in which the academic quality of the course is
maintained.

Teachers also try to increase the career-related aspects and rele-
vance of the courses to help students meet the career guidance ob-
jectives. In many instances teachers accomplish this by making more
extensive use of examples from various occupations as specific skills
and concepts are taught and by asking business and professional
leaders in the community to teach special segments of courses. This
not only provides greater opportunities for the students to learn
firsthand about various occupations and careers, but also increases
the involvement and participation among those professional, indus-
trial, and commercial people of the community who are essential to'
tilt- functioning of the external occupational sampling program.

Perhaps the most significant change in the teacher's role occurs
as the teacher becomes more involved in the career guidance procd0.,
Currently, the lack of enough guidance staff is commonly lamented.
It is ironic that members of the teaching staff, a group of highly
trained personnel, typically spend much more time with students
than the guidance staft does, yet, except on an occasional and in-
formal basis, teachers do not assist students in career planning and
decision making. In the proposed system, the differences between
teaching and guidance staffs become less distinct since the teach-
ing staff, with appropriate training from the guidance staff, begin to
assume a planned, active role in the career development of students.

It is obvious that any career guidance system cannot be fully
effective without human interaction at certain points. It is important
to develop the student's abilities to record information, make plans,
and evaluate and revise them, but the system would be sterile indeed
(and of questionable effectiveness) if there were no significant hu-
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man intervention. Even students who may most jealously guard
their privacy come to a point where they find it crucial to discuss
their plans, hopes, and concerns with another person who knows
them and has an interest in them. At this point, both counselors
and teachers can make an invaluable contribution to the student's
development.

The Role of Parents and the Community

With parents, the issue of interaction is particularly important
yet difficult to manage because, in the laboratory sense, the parents
represent an uncontrollable variable in the process. Although it
would be difficult, if not impossible, to build a system that copes
effectively with parents who are either extremely dominating or
extremely uninvolved, the proposed system is aimed at the many
parents in the middle category who would like to be helpful but do
not know how.

An objective of the proposed system is to have parents gain an
understanding about the process and a knowledge of the school per-
sonnel that enable them to contribute their unique knowledge and
insights in a positive and supportive manner to the student. Effec-
tive communication from theschool is needed to.achieve this ob-
jective. For instance, the parents understand that the students main-
tainftheir own information file (the Student Log), which they may
not choose to share (at least completely) with them. The parents
,should come to understand that such behavior is normal, not in-
dicative of .a problem between the parents and student, and is, in
fact, essential to the development of a self-reliant individual.

Local business and professional people provide another human
resource that enriches the curriculums and at the same time dem-
onstrates the relevance and importance of the secondary school ex-
perience to the students. As with the parents, it is essential that the
cooperation of this group be obtained and that they understand the
program; otherwise, the program suffers from the lack of career-
sampling opportunities.

The Role of Intermediate and State Agencies

"\,. Educational officials at the intermediate and state levels con-
tinue their essential role as receivers of various kinds of statistical
and financial information from the local districts and as communi-
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cators of legislatively derived policy in the proposed system, but an
additional, critical information-processing function is added. .

In the proposed system, most' of the information is processed
not about, but for, the stuint. An important element in this store of
information for the studs occupational needs and trends.
This information about short-term and long-term supply and demand
data is crucial for the student who is exploring the potential in vari-
ous occupations and careers. The information pertains ,to several
levels local, regional, late, and national.

The intermediateIand state officials are responsible for the col-
lection, validation, and dissemination to the local stilhool system of
the occupational information described above. By serving as a coor-
dination and control point, these officials ensure that the informa-
tion being utilized by students across the state is accurate and com-
parable. In fulfilling this role, the state of ials work with inter-
mediate unit officials, with officials in jacent 'states, and with
federal agencies to compile and disseminate regional, state-level,
and national information.

INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS OF
THE PROPOSED SYSTEM,

Our discussion of the proposed information system covers (1) the
objectives that the system is designed to meet, (2) several signifi-
cant design requirements or constraints that are necessary if the
context and assumptions considered in the design of the system are
to be understood, and (3) the structure of the system in nontechnical
terms.

The general objective of the information system is twofold: to
facilitate the students' learning, inquiry, assessment, and decision-
making processes that are prerequisites to making appropriate and
satisfying career choices; and to support the schools' responsibili-
ties for operating, monitoring, and evaluating khe student career-
guidance system. Within this general objective are more specific
objectives that pertain to the students, school systems, and inter-
mediate units or states.

For the student the objective is to collect, process, retain,
analyze, and present student-generated information with appropri-
ate contextual information supplied by the school, the state, and
other sources.
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For the school system the three objectives are to present to the
student information from local, regional, state, and national sources;
to collect and analyze student data for purposes of monitoring the
operation of the student career-guidance system and of evaluating
its effectiveness at the school level; and to provide the necessary
inputs for processing and analysis at the intermediate or state
level.

At the state level there also are three objectives. The first is the
crucial input function that of collecting, coordinating, controlling,
and disseminating to the local school systems information from the
state, regional, and national levels that concerns careers and em-
ployment trends, as well as current and projected statistical data
necessary for the functioning of student career guidance; the control
aspect of this function is especially important since the inclusion of
inappropriate or conflicting data or the absence of data in the sys-
tem would create serious problems for the students. The second
objective is to collect data from the school system for continuing
state level ad hoc analyses that aid in evaluating the impact and
effectiveness of the system and that support the study of policy
issues at the state level. The third objective is to provide such state-
wide information as is required at the federal level.

The proposed information system calls for several important de-
sign requirements or constraints. First, although automated process-
ing is a requirement for certain, aspects of the system, the system
must be able to operate effectively at the student and school levels
with considerable variation in the amount and kinds of automated
processing support.

Second, the system must be designed in such a way that infor-
Illation at the student level can at the option of the student be
kept confidential fro4i all other users of the system. This is an
interesting and challenging requirement, since it reverses the usual
confidentiality requirement of other information management sys-
tems.

Third, the system must accommodate intermittent processing
at the student level to achieve the most highly personalized environ-
ment possible, without unduly affecting the efficiency of the sched-
uled, cyclical processing required at the school and state levels.
Finally, the system should require a minimum of initial training and
be easy for students to operate. More rigorous training and opera-
tional requirements are allowable at the school and state level.

Figure 7 shows the relationships between the student subsys-
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confidentiality must be maintained at the lowest levels of data ag-
gregation.

An important distin tion must be drawn here. Certain personal
information, likely to b largely unquantifiable, may be recorded
and retained by the stud nt and never shared. This record will serve
to remind the student of possibly significant experiences when the
need to make choices arises later. Other personal or sensitive data
would never be released by the system on an individual or personal
basis; however, these data may be collected and released as summary
data at the school and state levels, where they are a necessary input
for the operation and evaluation of the career guidance system.

Beyond- the initial data entry phase, the student continuously
records data about his or her plans (new and revised), activities,
accomplishments, perceptions, and opinions. The information is re-
corded and retained in a manner that facilitates the student's con-
tinuing self-analysis. During the cyclical process the student may be
motivated to ask for assistance from the guidance/teaching staff and,
as he or she feels it appropriate to do, share with them the informa-
tion recorded. Obviously, students must realize that the understand-
ing and support pf the career guidance counselors, their teachers,
and their parents are essential in this process.

Periodically the student is required to put into the system infor-
mation about his or her status in the process, so that the system can
provide the student with information about his or her progress or
lack of progress and can feed necessary operational control infor-
mation to the school subsystem.

Other data are also introduced into the processing system in
order to prepare more sophisticated individual analyses for the stu-
dent. For example, the student provides information about his or her
interests, tentative career plans, and present educational plans and
achievements. The system compares this pattern or picture with
other individual and aggregate data to give the student a quantified,
objective assessment of the "goodness of fit" between his or her
career plans, identified interests, educational program, and achieve-
ments. The student can share such an individual analysis, if he or
she chooses. Within the system, however, the information is used by
others only if the individual identification is deleted.

The issue of confidentiality cannot be overemphasized in the
student subsystem. For the subsystem to be effective, the students
must perceive it as a totally private extension of their own intellec-
tual resources and must fully understand what information is shared
and how identification of the individual is protected.
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A possible exception to the confidentiality is for counselors to
be informed when programed decision rules identify students who
are in need_ of follow-up because of a confusion about plans, the
inaccurate use of the system, or discrepancies between their per-
sonal history and their plans. In such cases, counselors can at least
volunteer their assistance. Without assistance, students may make
decisions on the basis of inaccurate information and perceptions.
Clearly, manylletails of this proposed system remain to be worked
nut, and controlled experiments need to be conducted to identify
the most effective variations.

The School Subsystem

Much of the information processing in this subsystem is auto-
mated. The bulk of the input to this subsystem comes from the indi-
vidual student subsystem. These data are processed in such a way as
to make the administration of the career-guidance system feasible.
Of primary importance is the implementation of an "exception re-
porting principle" in the control aspects of this system, mentioned
above. A computer run might identify a group of students who
earlier had expressed an interest in engineering as a career, but who
currently are not studying mathematics. A difficult but important
function of the guidance staff is the development of decision r re-s---

that determine what kind of information they thteive, and w en.
Such decision rules probably should be subject to review by the
faculty and administrative staff.

Student data without individual identification are analyzed to
provide both the guidance/teaching and administrative staffs with
the information required to evaluate the effectiveness of the system
at the school system level. As a result of such evaluations, local
changes are instituted and/or suggestions fo'r change passed on to the
state level. The processed information at this level (both status and
substantive) in turn becomes input data to the state subsystem.

The State Subsystem

The initial function of this subsystem, the information process-
ing of which is the one most likely to be automated, is the collection
of the nonstudent input data needed at the school level. It is neces-
sary for this function to be very carefully planned and controlled.
All the employment and career information from the many state and
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federal agencies that supply such material is funneled through this
, system at the state level. Without careful and thorough control at the

state level, the student subsystems within a state suffer greatly from
a lack of uniform, accurate, and appropriate information. Theoreti-

c', it might be ideal to have this control exercised at the federal
level; in practice, however, it would appear that the state level
yields the necessary control and still allows for a timely flow of
information.

The second major function is the processing of the aggregate
§chool district data to provide state level summary reports. These
ieports both, seruthe system's administrative requirements at the
state level and protwie the basis for necessary reports from the state
!evel to federal agencies. The analytical aspects of this information
Processing are fairly sophisticated, for they must allow the necessary
interpretations of data that bear on policy considerations regarding

.4, the operation of the comprehensive guidance system in the state.

This section has outlined in a somewhat technical nonspecific
manner the general informational requirements of the proposed com-
prehensive guidance system. Without focusing on the unique needs
and information processing capability of an individual school sys-
tem, it is difficult to be more specific. The comments in the follow-
ing section concerning the functioning of the proposed system are
more concrete than the discussion above.

HOW THE STUDENT CAREER GUIDANCE
SYSTEM MIGHT FUNCTION

This description of how the proposed system might function is pre-
sented chronologically so that the reader can follow the process
easily. The description is offered at the risk of our appearing'to be
more sure of specific features of the system than we are. It should
be regarded, then, as a highly tentative description, designed to
illustrate a number of possibilities. To simplify our discussion, we
refer to a junior high school and a four-year senior high, although
we might just as well have chosen a three-year senior high school.

To avoid confusion, we should note that the term school is used
both in the sense of an individual school and in the sense of a school
systemsuch as junior and senior high schools. Other terms used in
a unique manner are defined where they are first used.

6
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Many of the components and procedures we discuss are already
a reality in United States schools, although we know of no school
that has implemented all the components of the system under dis-
cussion.

Presecon dory. School

Where there is an administrative need for ninth-grade coutse se-
lections to be made prior to the student's entry to the ninth grade,
the student career-guidance system begins no later than in the latter
part of the eighth grade. At this time the students are given a basic
orientation to the guidance system. This orientation, which includes
an overview of the program, focuses on the benefits to the student of
active and positive participation namely, getting the most out of
the next four years, completing the secondary school period with the
best possible plans for the'future, and obtaining the most appropri-
ate training to follow through on the plans.

In the orientation, the steps in the process are explained and
emphasis is placed on the fact that the students will be increasingly
responsible for the outcomes or .the lack of them. This is the first of
many times that this point is made as the student is encouraged to
move from being directed and dependent to being a directing, self-
reliant individual in the educational process. Although this orien-
tation may be given by,the junior high school guidance staff, it
probably is better for the senior high school guidance staff, with
whom the students will be interacting for the next four years, to be
responsible for this presentation. At the conclusion of the presenta-
tion, materials designed to reinforce the presentation for the students
and to gain the parents' understanding of and support for the pro-
gram are distributed.

After a reasonable interval say, a month the eighth-grade stu-
dents as a group are again contacted. At this time a set of (yet to be
developed) self-assessment instruments, to be scored or evaluated
by the student, are administered. Most of the information obtained
during this process is seen only by the studett. The primary excep-
tion to this is the transmission flom schopl files of certain basic data
(biogiaphic, demographic, and scholastic) about the student to the
high ...school to provide the starting point for the aggregate student
data base that is essential to the management and evaluation of the
program by the school and state agencies.

This initial self-asSesSment yields, for the students, information
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created in such form as to provide them with a profile of themselves
(achievements to date, plans for the future, interests, etc.) that can
be compared with other students' profiles or in the profiles of hypo-
thetical students. The information becomes the first entry in the
Student Log.

The Student Lo§ Is a set of materials containing personal infor-
mation which the student maintains over the next four years and
which the student may consider to be completely private, never to
be shared with others. At the student's discretion, other information
in the Student Log may be shared with parents, teachers, or guid-
ance staff. The third class of information in the Student Log is semi-
public information, maintained by the school, probably in automated
files. It includes basic biographic and demographic data, grades, test
scores, and all the other information about the student that is main-
tained in the School File. The School File does not include medical
data, sensitive faculty and administrative reports, or memoranda
concerning the personal problems of the students.

The Student Log, to which the student has access at any time,
contains all the information that the student has contributed or that
has been accumulated as a result of her or his participation in the
guidance process. The School File, on the other hand, contains the
types of information normally kept about students as they progress
through the educational system. As noted above, this is semipublic
information to which authorized school staff or parents may have
access without the approval of the student. In addition, the School
File contains some information considered private, but it is main-
tained in such a manner that the student's identity is protected.
Analyses of these data may be returned to the students for their own
purpoSes or may be used to meet the school's need for longitudinal
data about individuals in the system, but with complete anonymity
for individual students.

When the students prepare their initial entries in the Student
Log, the confrontation process begins. In a group, the students are
led through a self-analysis process by the high school guidance staff.
Sample student descriptions-are used to illustrate the significant (or
insignificant) elements in descriptions, and the students are shown
how they can critically evaluate their self-assessaient and judge
whether it is adequate for their purposes. At this juncture it is likely
that many, if not most, of the students conclude that their own
assessment 'and career planning maybe incomplete or unrealistic, or
that it may commit them to undesirable involVementsthat they had
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not been aware of. At this point, the pertinence and usefulness cif the
career guidance system is discussed with them so that they can
understand how, through their own efforts, they can improve their
plans and acquire critical skills.

The eighth-grade students are next presented with material
about the various high school programs. This set of presentations in-
volves both the teaching staff and the guidance staff of the high
school. The teaching staff provides descriptions of course prerequi-
sites and requirements, as well as the career possibilities of the vari-
ous academic programs. The guidance staff presents various strate-
gies for program and course selection that would be appropriate for
students in a varipty of situations for example, for students with no
strong interests or plans, for those with tentative plans and inter-
ests, and for those with strong interests and plans. As they consider
the various academic programs and specific course selections, stu-
dents are urged to review the initial self-assessment materials in
their Student Log,

At this stage in the process, both the high school and the junior
high school guidance staff enter into an intensive counseling phase
with individual students who are making their course selections.
The students are encouraged to interact as much as possible with
their parents, their counselors, and the teaching staff in making their
initial choices of courses and programs.

. A valuable aid to the choice process at this point is a prediction
system developed from the school records of previous students,
whereby students are informed of the statistically probable outcomes
of their choices,' both in terms of high school curriculum and post,
high school involvements. Included in the predictions are the path-,
ways students are likely' to follow, given certain initial choices, the
expected performance levels, and the past performance and personal
characteristics of the student in question. (It is to-cessary and is also
an excellent instructional opportunity to make sure at tbis.point that
students understand the probabilistic nature of predictions.)

Early Secondary School

In this phase of the process the effective integration of the
teaching and guidance functions becomes critical to the success of
the concept. The initial stages of the various curriculums are de-
signed so that their. elements (courses, groups of C'ourses, and the
academic and vocational skills taught) are, to the greatest extent
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possible, transferable from one curriculum or educational pathway
to another, with a minimum loss of time for students who switch
from one to another curriculum. As a part of instruction in the ini-
tial stages of the curriculums, materials are presented that allow the
students to see hoyv the course of study is applicable to a class, or
classes, or careers, as well as what cognitive and psychomotor skills
are required in classes of careers.

The objective is to give the students the broadest possible ex-
posure to, and the greatest flexibility to explore, the academic fields
and possible careers. Throughout this early secondary period, teach-
ers, guidance staff, and parents consciously encourage exploration
and experimentation on the part of the students. The-dangers of pre-
mature commitment to a particular educational pathway and also
the critical importance of obtaining competence -in fundamental
skills are repeatedly emphasized.

In addition to the presegtation of traditional instructional pro-
grams to students, this period includes some new curricular ele-
ments, namely, formal course work in acquiring a general base of
knowledge about classes of occupations and careers. Such course
work also includes instruction regarding strategies and resources to
be utilized as the student desires, as well as the need for additional
career and occupational planning. Information about local, state,
regional, and national career opportunities and trends is necessary
so that the students can begin to test their initial career conceptions
and plans against the real world.

Critical to the career guidance system is the acquisition of de-
cision-making skills. Our tentative belief is that the development of
these skills is best taught in the context of career guidance. Assum-
ing this to be the case, a course or courses in this area, taught by
specially trained instructors, becomes a part of the early secondary
school curriculum.

Also during this early period, the school's administralie,
teaching, and guidance staffs work together to facilitate the prMss
of occupational sampling by the students. Such a program is encour-
aged by having managerial, technical, and professional people visit
the schools to provide some introduction to a variety of careers.
This type of presentation might be made within the instructional
program itself. For instance, an engineer, a designer, or an architect
could be invited to present certain instructional materials in basic
algebra or geometry. Here again, the goal is to integrate traditional'
instruction with steps to facilitate career development. Additional
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efforts in thjs area include instructive field visits, work exploration,
internships, and job simulations.

During the early secondary school period, there is a continuous
monitoring of the guidance process with feedback to the students
and the school staff. At a minimum, this monitoring and its feedback
occur on a semester cycle, though much of the student-produced in-
formation is generated on a continuing basis. Students are encour-
aged to record impressions, opinions, and possible revisions in their
self-perceptions and career plans (or their career perceptions, if they
have no plans) as they have ideas and gain information relevant to
their developing careers.

At the conclusion of the sennester, the guidance staff reviews the
completed course work with the students. The students are encour-
aged to review their Logs, and to use their newly acquired informa-
tion and the self-assessments that they made during the semester, a§
they make decisions about their future academic programs. Although
most of the information developed by the students in this process is
retained by them in their individual Student Logs, certain summary
information such as end of course evaluations is transmitted to the
School File for use in individual analyses (for return to the students)
and in general evaluations of the system itself.

No4nally, individual counseling with the guidance staff takes
place during the feedback:and review periods only when the student
:desires it. The guidance staff contacts the students only when the
School File indicates that a student is not participating. Depending
upon the desires of the school and the local community, the student
is strongly urged to participate in the program, but may be excused
from it. In other words, participation in the career guidance program
may, in some, schools, be entirely voluntary. It is still necessary,
however, for students to provide the school with a minimum amount
of data for planning purposes.

By the last part of the early secondary school period, the stu-
dents have gone through several semester cycles, during which most
of theM have explored several areas of interest. At this time they
again go through a structured process to evaluate the status of their
current career planning and to make curriculum choices that will, in
most cases, represent firm commitments during the remainder of the

. secondary school period. Through group instruction, the students
are aided in evaluating their Student Logs. They are also given the
available information from the School File, analyzed and presented
in a manner to encourage:a positive confrontation between their eX-
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pressed plans, strategies, and desires and their performance and
accomplishments to date. The outcome of this confrontation is a
reinfocce_ment of their existing plans (or strategies for developing
plans) or a reformulation of them.

Late Socondory School

- During this stage the breadth of exploration narrows rapidly for
most students. The career planning that most students have engaged
in just ptor to this stage undergoes only minor modifications if their
efforts to date have been effective. Many, if not most, students will
have made basic decisions about their futures whether to interrupt
studies prior to graduation, have no further education beyond high
school, go to college immediately following high school, or have a
period of work and then more education.

The semester cycle of formal reviews of cotrifileted courses and
work-related experiences and their implications for the students'
career planning continues during the early part of the late secondary
si:hool stage. But again, for most students, the thrust of the effort is
generally toward a refinement of plans,;not radical changesfor ex-
ample, making preliminary plans to pursue a career in engineering
rather than science, as contrasted With deciding to change from a
career as a lawyer to one as a steelworker. We would not discourage
drastic changes, however, for it is better that they be made at this
point than later.

At this stage increased emphasis on'occupational sampling
seems quite appropriate. The administrative, teaching, and guidance
staffs, working with employers in the community, can go far toward
providing students with a good opportunity to test their tentative
career plans. Curriculums are designed so that students in the junior
and senior years of high school have sufficient time to participate in
actual occupational settings. Such opportunities are carefully worked
out between the school and the employer so that the student has an
opportunity to observe and participate in a valid sample of occupa-
tional activities, and so that the employer is willing to rovide
structured and meaningful feedback to the student and the s 'co4;

'In the senior year the student participateA in a compr nsive
attainment program. The program is designed primarily to provide
assessment data to the students that will assist them in testing their
self perceptions and career plans and in making their decisions for
the immediate post-high school period. A secondary purpose of this
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effort is to give the school information about the students so that it
can evaluate the effectiveness of the career guidance program and
identify areas for possible improvement.

Working'with the information described above and their Student
Logs, the students can decide upon the choices open to them for
employment or continuing education. During this period of decision
making, the guidance staff, in cooperation with the teaching staff,
is available to work with students who feel a need for counseling.
The involvement of the teaching staff at this time is stressed. Be-

. cause teachers have had the opportunity over the four-year period
to observe and work with the students more closely than have other.
Staff members in the school, their informal insights and appraisals,
given to the student in asupportive manner, prove useful, to the
students in their decision making.

After students have made their decisions, the guidance staff
provides direct individualized assistance to them in both job and
college placement. In this activity the guidance staff is not acting
as a decision maker for the students, but rather as an information
resource with experience, contacts, and expertise to help students
implement the decisions they have made.

As the step in the secondary school stage of, the student
career guidance process, the students participate in an. exit survey.
The survey is designed to disclose the depth and appropriateness of
their planning as well as the extent to which they have made, and
are acting on, decisions consistent with their planning. This is the
only step in the process where the primary purpose of the informa-
tion is to serve the needs of the school instead of the student. This
end-of-proceSs measure is comparable with the beginning -of-process
measure that the students provided in the eighth grade. This infor-
mation is essential to the management and evaluation of the system
at the school level and also proyides aggregate information to inter-
mediate and state agencies.

Postseconchir School

A postgraduation step in the process is to obtain information
from the students a year or more after they have left 'high school.
Such feedback is essential to answer key questions about the ade-
qu the student career guidance system. Did the program aid the
st in making post-high school career decisiolns that, in the
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light of their experience to date, were good ones? Were they better
than they would have been without such a program?

A secondary purpbse of the follow-up is to satisfy whatever in-
terest recent graduates may. have in relating their own activities to
those of their classmates. Respondents in the follow-up study re-
ceive a copy of the aggregate information about their class how
many classmates are doing what, or whether or not their current
status is consistent with their plans at the time they left high school.

As mentioned earlier, we know of no system that functions en-
tirely as the proposed system does, for the simple reason that imple -.
menting such a system poses many problems yet to be solved. These
problems are discussed in the next chapter, along with some steps
that might be taken toward their solution.
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Some Impressions,
Problems, and Ideas
for Implementation

The preceding chapters focused on concepts and on ideal or optimal
situations. Principles and processes were described and elaborated
upon without the constraints of practical considerations. The au-
thors recognize, however, that the realities of the current educational
scene must be confronted if the proposed system is to be fully im-
plemented. Accordingly, we now turn to a number of factors in the
educational environment that must be considered, problems that
will require solutions, and initial ideas for implementing the con-
cepts discussed earlier, In the absence of systematic surveys, we can
only offer impressions. We leave it to the reader to decide whether
these impressions have sufficient validity to justify the tentative
conclusions reached.

The first and most relevaneimpression is that while we have
proposed a broadening and intensification of the career guidance
function, many recent events raise serious questions about the fu7
ture of career guidance. The following observations illustrate this
mpression:

The Office of Education has eliminated almost all mention of
guidance in its administrative structure,.
Guidance consultants in state departments of education ap-
pear to be less effectual than in the past.
Categorical aid for guidance, such as that of the days of Na-
tional Defense Education Act, has almost totally disappeared.
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Researchers in guidance and career development continue to
have great difficulty in obtaining financial support.
Companies such as Science Research Associates, Guidance
Associates, and others have shifted their attention away from
the production of guidance materials toward the develop-
ment of curriculum materials in more financially remunera-
tive areas.
Significant ambers of counselors in places like Chicago
have been reTurned to the classroom.
Faced with rapidly rising costs, many schools are eliminating
the very career guidance services recommended in the previ-
ous chapters.

On the other hand, there are some more optimistic signs:

The American Vocational Association Vocational Guidance
Division has been growing steadily in membership.
During the spring of 1975 the American Personnel Guidance
Association was successful in developing a congressional bill
for new support of guidance which eventually will be incor-
porated under the vocational amendments.
USOE'S Office of Career Education has, since 1975, funded a
number of guidance projects.
The Ohio State Center for Vocational Education and Ameri-
can Institutes for Research have experienced much demand
for their products.
The National Advisory Council on Career Education has de-
signed a broad-range program of federal legislation including
guidance components.

We conclude that the flture of career guidance is, at best, un-
certain. It has gained support from the carter education movement,
but career education still has far to go to become a full-blown reality,
despite the innovations which it has spawned in our high schools.
Furthermore, counselors do not seem to be fully involved in the
movement, and the integration of career education into the curricu-
lum is far from "wall-to-wall." Work experience programs are grow-
ing in number, but still do not involve large numbers of students.
Comprehensive high schools are still inadequate in providing place-
ment services for students who do not continue their education after
high school. Follow-up studies are seldom conducted. In short,
there is much to lire done,
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that they -are-there. They present-visible eviden6o to stliderrts and
parents that the, school cares enough afitiut the career, development
of its students to allocate some space and mariey toward the. cause.
And, besause the.career centers are there, they are used... `.

The materials tylecally are well organized, easily obtainable,
and kept-cirri:6W. The centers are often tended by paraprofessionals.
The skill and attitude of attendants has much to do with student
usage. Some students came to the center of their own volition, but
most are directed there by counselors or teachers. The better centers.
have lots of giveaway materials and provide means by which visitors
may reproduce and take home relevant information. These career
centers often relieve counselors of other career guidance responsi-
bilities, such as coordinating arrangements for guest speakers, field
trips. etc:

On the other hand, since they are freggently not located near the
counseling area, they tend to be overlooked. Some counselors regard
career centers as something apart from their area of work. An everi
greater problem is that the presence of a career center causes some
counselors unconsciously to abrogate their career counseling re-. sponsibilities by shunting students to the centers and then dismiss-
ing the students from their minds.

The heralded career guidance curricular infusions do not seem
to be much in evidence. The business and industrial arts depart-(ments are still the bas ions of vocational guidance. Some schools,
particularly those with exible programing, have introduced career
exploration courses. These are largely optional and not highly popu-
lar. The traditional "vocational units" were eliminated from sociaY
studies curriculums during the post-Sputnik purges,and have not re-
turned. Few departments are willing to give up enough time for the
unit approach, and infusion only occurs with dedicated, imaginative
leadership. Furthermore, high school teachers, with their allegiances
to their various disciplines, are much less amenable to the introduc-
tion of "outside" matter into their instruction than are their more
ecumenical colleagues at the intermediate and elementary levels.

Available assessment tools are still used only occasionally in
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career guidance at the high school level. Many counselors remain
untutored i.n the proper use of tests. To many of them, all 'standard-
ized assessment is suspect. Group "intelligence tests" are anathema.
Aptitude tests are also scorned by the champions of the disadvan-
taged. Even achievement tests are losing favor in the rush to criterion-
referenced tests as "the answer." Use of vocational interest tests
does not seem to have markedly increased in response to the career
education movement. The Kuder and the Strong-Campbell tests are
still available and still used in the same old ways that is, with
limited effect. The Differential Aptitude Test remains a perennial
favorite. Interpretation of test results in terms of their implications
for career development varies from adequate to poor.

Old customs die hard. The traditional career days and nights,
despite their well-known shortcomings, remain a part of the high
school scene. At worst, they are good public relations gestures. At
best, they provide mass exposure to a few occupations for some
interested students.

Work experience and career exploration opportunities have been
introduced or expanded in many high schools as a direct result of
the career education movement. Only a minority of students take
advantage of these opportunities but the number is-increasing. It is
no small task to establish and supervise a good work experience, pro-
gram, and some schools have not been able to afford it. Another bar*-

rier is the natural conservatism of most students. Many are afraid to
venture forth trom the security of the school environment. Even for
the willing students, there are barriers: parental objections, transpor-
tation, incompatibility with other commitments, not enough time,
etc. Like so many other noble concepts, work experience encounters
rough going in practice. On the other hand, cooperative education is
expanding rapidly across the country.

Most guidance programs are fragmented and lack any systratic,
approach to information gathering and reporting. It is difficult to
predict the probability of adoption by school districts of a compre-
hensive guidance system, based primarily on a well-developed ma-'
agement information system, iroviding feedback to students, the
school. and the state. The probability of adoption could be increased
if the school administrative staff and the school board, could.be con-
vinced of its worth and pert!unded to provide financial support.'The
need is to keep costs to somewhere between $1 and $1.25 per stu-
dent. Since instruction consumes approximately 80 percent of the
budget in many schools, leaving relatively little for operational ex-
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penses, it is unrealistic to think of per pupil expenditures for career
,guidance that go much beyond the $1.00-$1.50 range.

Almost anyone knowledgeable in the field of guidance will, we
believe, agree on the need for a comprehensive guidance system,
utilizing a systematic and well-developed information system. As
we have found in the past, however, demand is not always com-
mensurate with need. Because of the budgetary limitations of most
school districts, the question is not can this item be added to the
budget, but rather; does it have sufficient priority to reduce or sup-
plant other budget items? Whether career guidance has sod6riority
is qUestionable.

PROBLEMS

The problems identified here are not to be considered comprehen-
sive. They come from infCirmal sources and are intended to convey
some of the more iMportant or pervasive problematic aspects that
need "consideration and resolution. These observations have been
grouped as follows: General, Financial, School, Staff, and Student.

General

Good assessment, the key. to the Confrontation /Reforthulation
Model, presents several problems. There is strong resisTaiicef*in some
powerful quarters to testing in the cognitive domain. The limitations
of assessment in the noncognitive domain are well known. Devel-
oping measures for this assessment will be a challenge for some
performance objectives. Many of the most desirable outcomes of
career guidance are difficult, at best, to measure. For decision-
making skill, for example, there is no universally accepted v4easure
of competency. Whether the decision-making measure recently de-
veloped as part of the College Board's Career Skills Assessment
Program will fill the bill remains to be seen. Thus, it appears that
legalistic prohibitions and psychometric limitations may hamper the

`implementation of the system despite many promising efforts.
Another problem area concerns the confidentiality of individual

data. With the proposed system, it seems that this issue can be met
satisfactorily, but legislative action that goes beyond the Buckley
amendment could present additional problems. It is also possible
that problems could arise from political constraints which could
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emerge and become significant it' a program such as this one began
to have a real impact. (There is some experie'nce to date with the
political issues and their impact on such straightforward systems as
testing programs.) The potential impact of a guidance system such
as that proposed could be much greater when one considers its utili-
zation of such information as employment trends and its possible in-
fluence on the composition of the work force. Such considerations
could bring powerful vested interests to hear on the system.

Finunciol

Probably the most pervasive and most severe problems will be
encountered in the financial area. At present the vast majority of
school districts measure their per pupil expenditures for guidance
in terms of dollars or the very low tens of dollars. It is unlikely,
within the next five or even ten years, that many school districts
will he able to increase appreciably their funding for guidance ser-
vices. Accordingly, it seems appropriate that any effort to provide a
substantially improved guidance system must assume only small in-
creases in funds available for implementing the system at the school
district level. This is a very serious constraint.

If we were t:.) add $100 per student to a school district's annual
capital expenditures, we are sure we could address the career guid-
ance problem. How much can be done for an additional $1 qr $2 per
student? And even the addition of this amount may not be a realistic
expectation. Guidance departments in every school district must'
compete with instructional areas, school administration, extra-
curricular activities, and building maintenance for the education
dollar. Guidance in many school districts is regarded as a budget
luxury, rather than as serving the legitimate needs of students. Thus,
a major'need in guidance is increased productivity or "throughput,"
that is, more students need to receive more and better service through
t he appiicatiim of t me level' of staff and resources. How to
achieve this is Ived problem.

* Schur
...

A grea deal has h 'en said about the importance of the high
school as an exploratory xperience prior to entry into the world of
work. In actual practice, h rwever; it has been difficult to break the
lockstep pattern wherein th r rep uirements imposed by college prep -4
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!)..
aration and courses m ted by fete legislatures leave few oppor-
tunities fo'r exploratioik As districts have found themselves in a
financial bind, some have reduced the length of the school day, re-
stricting even further the possibilities for exploration through elec-
tive courses or work experience. It is quite possible that this has had
the effect of too early commitment by many students and no com-
mitment by others.

The problem of valid occupational sampling by the student is a
real one. Not only is there the serious question of whkether the tasks
performed by adolescents represent a valid sampling orany occupa-
tion, but also there is the real problem of sampling a range of occu-
pations, particularly in areas dominated by a single or few indus-
tries. Under such circumstances, the school has to stress approactw
which increase awareness of other options available in areas beyorid
the region served by the school. This is necessary, not only to serve
the needs of a mobile population, but to prevent the school from
being used to satisfy the needs of special interests rather than to
widen opportunities for the student in the world of work.

Stull

Because of to continuing shortage of well-trained personnel,
new programs must be self-explanatory, require minimum exp ise,
involve the least possible administrative attention, and lend m-
selves to implementation via group activities that -can be led by the
combined efforts of teachers,.counselors, and paraprofessionals. Fur-

. ther, not 'many school staff members have the training necessary to
properly utilize the feedback we propose to provide them with, par-
ticularly the results of an expanded test program, probably ,ncluding
new. unfamiliar instruments requiring cautious interpretation. Most

. contemporary teachers anti counselors are simply unprepared to
offer the full range of services that we propose.

Students

In assuming that students will plan and act in rationa ways
when properly guided and provided with the necessary ,ma rials,
instruction. and incentives. we may fail to recognize indivi tat dif-

ferences in style and in ability to confront problems. Many students
may be incapable of the highly rational approach to career planning
that most well-planned systems, including the one proposed, re-
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quire. Perhaps such a systematic approach is a desired goal; whether
more than a minority of the students are capable of pursuing it
remains to be seen.

Consider, for example, the proposed comprehensive exit testing.
Unless students. recognize the crucial relationship between this test-
ing and their kudividual career planning, we question its chances of
success. We also see serious unsolved problems in motivating all
students to take the Student Log seriously. Again, they will have to
be convinced of the important relationship between their personal
record keeping and their planning for the future.

We are also concerned about the unforeseen long-term effects of
all school interventions, including those proposed in these pages.
What, for example, will be the cumulative impact of comprehensive
senior-year attainment assessment? Will it discourage innovative
teachin If a large share of school resources is devoted to career
guidance. what WI er aspects of the school will suffer? Our fear is
that school resourc 4illocation tends to be a zero-sum game: gains in
one area tend to res 1t in losses in other areas. (A research effort to
monitor long-term effects is proposed in Chapter 6.)

Finally. as useful b ;kground for implementation, we point to
three past efforts at ETS of ich we are repeatedly reminded as we
think about the proposed system. These were Systems for Assess-
ment and Guidance in Education (sAce.), Educational Systems Infor-
mat n Progarigy (Este), and Educational Guidance Information
System (EGI5). Despite their intrinsic virtue, they met rejection in
th , cold light of day or at least three reasons: (1) They were too
costly; (2) they violated the "let me do it for myself, mother" verity;
and (3) they failed to resplve the eternal conflict of different infor-
mation needs at different educational levels. What is proposed here
may contain some of the same kernels of its own demise.

IDEAS FOR IMPLEMENTATION

Assuming that the impressions and problems summarized above re-
flect, with at least a modicum of accuracy, the realities of guidance
practices in contemporary high schools in the United States and the
reasons for the limited success of past efforts along these lines, what
conclusions can we draw about implementing the proposed system?

First, its cost will he the major barrier to its implementation.
Second, gaining acceptance of a comprehensive system with many
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unsolved,problems will be a major hurdle. Even if the concepts in-
hereq ip the proposed system are accepted as sound, translating
them into practice is quite another matter. These conclusions have
a number of implications for school systems interested, in imple-
menting the proposed system,

As far as cost is concerned, the obvious recommendation is that
every possible step be taken to keep the cost of implementing the
system to minimal levels. But, however valid, this is not a very
helpful recommendation. The fact is that, by and large, we'have pro-
posed additional educational services, not alternatives to present
services. We have said that implementing new career guidance ser-
vices must in no way diminish the quality of th'e traditional. in-
structional program. What we propose must augment and strengthen
the educational process, not supplant any part of it. Thus, the inevi-
table consequence will be increased costs. And, even if a concen-
trated effort is made to keep the per pupil cost ofthe proposed com-
ponents minimal, the increased cost of impleinepting the total
system is certain to be substantial.

The only route to implementing the kind of system proposed is
the stepwise modtilate. Specifically, we recommend the fol-
lowing procedures for organizations and government agencies in-
volved in developing career guidance systems and in gaining their
acceptance in.the schools:

1. Design each comp° ent of the total system so that it can
both stand alone ar tl be compatible with other components
of thy system. The ieistallation ()limy one, component should
not require that other components be.' in place. When other
components are added to the system, the overlap with ex-
isting components should be minim#1.

Z.

on existing guidance procedures,. nd
tt they can "piggyback

materials rather than
ttl "

duplicate elements already in use. ahe,"planned obsoles-
cence" attributed to the -auto industry must never 1w the
practice.) For the same reason, components should be modi-
fiable and adaptable to unique local situations.
Design components to he compatible with the products and
services provided by all the major test publishers and ser-
vice organizations, for the reasons cited above.

4. Give priority to components that will not require extensive
itiervice training for their proper use.
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5. Where possible, design and disseminate components and
services so that they will be viewed as integral parts of the
school's educational program, rather than as ancillary com-
ponents and services ("frills"), which are subject to the
vagaries of the school budget.

6. Assist schools through an extensive advisory service that
would:

a. Identify ways of reducing internal expenses, for exam-
ple, through the use of group guidance procedures.or by
making use of career guidance materials which ail-
able at little cost. So much.of value has alr en
done in career guidance and is in the public do that
developers of guidance materials would be foo'ish not to
build upon that which is germane to their efforts. Many
directors of exemplary career education programs readily
attribute their ideas and materials to other sources. Their
originality was in assembling them in a unique faglion.

h. Provide advice on ways of obtaining federal or state sup-
port for their goidaric'e program, workshops, or local re-
search and development efforts.

c. Provide technical advice on using local resources to de-
velop materials and components.

d. . uggest priorities for gradually building a comprehensive
career guidance system. .

e. Provide well-documented evidence on the cost effective-
ness of alternative componentsevidence whiCh school
administrators can use to strengthen their case in obtain-
ing local financial support for their programs. Where
such evidence is Hitt available, schools should be as-
sisted in developing realistic cost estimates on the basis
of 'local conditions. ,

t. Assist guidance departments in taking steps to demon-
strate the impact of their efforts on the growth of indi-
vidual students. Only in this way can guidance functions
compete for funding with other school functions. the
results of which are usually inure visible to the puhlk .

g. Provide advice on how to obtain local support for pro-
jected plans, including how' to conduct needs assess-
ments. how to establish objectives, and how to assemble
their own programs in collaboration with parents, coin-
amnity leaders, and employers.
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In general, then, developers of new services and materials should
strongly resist the tendency to prepare huge prepackaged programs.'
Many people are resistant, if' not hostile, to large, comprehenSiye
programs. Many would rather do it themselves (although few follow
through), and few indicate that such systems have high priority in
times of shrinking budgets. Moreover, the authors' experience has
sfrown that even where complex data reporting systems were imple-
mented, few schools had the expertise to take advantage of the data
provided. In fact, we know of some institutions that abandoned
programs because they were embarrassed by theteluge of data that
they felt incapable of using. We therefore caution against the devel-
opment of a highly complex system resulting in data overload, and
we urge the development of focal capabilities, thereby lessening
dependence upon outside sources for continuation of the program.

It should not be 'forgotten that different educational settings
present different problems that call for different solutions. Rural
schook. for example. have some handicaps in implementing com-
prehensive career guidance which need special attention. A par-
ticular problem is the lack of a range of accessible work experience
opportunities. Rural high school students simply cannot explore
many careers. Yet, increasingly. jobs on the farms and in the forests
are being mechanized. and young people must move to the cities to
seek careers in fields whit they have no opportunities to explore.
A feasible, wide-reaching work exploratory program for rural youth
would be a real boon.

In addition. we offer the tollm ing random observations:

I. Tes ing the components of the proposed system is done Lest
in ocal. pilot situations, rather than in a full -blurt ii state
program. I linter the more controllable conditioie, ut .1 local
school system ideas that prove unworkable can be aban-
doned and good components can be expanded to ,ither sites.
If the first school systems to adopt component, of a guid-
ance system are well known and respected, the irobabilit
that other systems %vill adopt the components k Increased

3. A certain
Inevitably, this

rtain amount of reinvention of the wheel will he noce,
,.. me s starting with a needs assess
must. The process is e important than the results.
hileincing t he current curriculum should he emphasized.

4. hollow -up studies are obviously important, but they present
difficulties tor many high school's. To be done properly they
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require time and money. However, the most important
merit, which is 'usually Missing, is direction. This is wh\r
most hXg6 schools fail to complete follow-ups. The answer t'

.<

lies in adequate back-up. A local graduate school of educa-
lion can usually provide .it at a mpdest fee. This resource
could be recommended to local schools.

5; Organizations like American Institutes for Research, Na-
tional Institute of Education, the Ohio State Center for Voca-
tibnal Education, the ERIC Clearinghouse for Care# Educa-
tion, the American Personnel. and Guidance Association,,
the National Vocational Guidance AssoCiation, the American
Schtiol Counselor Association, and the National Association
of Pupil Personnel Administration have common interests
01 career guidance. It makes more sense to proceed in col-
Aaboration than to proceed nnilaterally, A cooperative ap-

_ proach would appeal to many_potential participants.
6. ',13tfor40` a prolonged_experiment of developmental program

is undertaken in a particular area.it is essential to obtain an
-assessment of the demand for the resultingproduct Or ser-
vice by potential clients. Otherwise, a yvell-conceived pro-
gram mad' join the graveyard of other prograins of the past
for. which there was a theoretical .need but little demand
from the kJ-tools.

7. If a career guidance program is to have any chance,of suc-
cess, it must have. the enthusiastic' support of the school's
staff (teachers, counselors, administrators). Before a model
such as that proposed here can be implemented, the staff
will need to be introduced to the, philosophy underlying

eer guidance, its general aims and objectives, and the
basic principles: of career development. If the staff becomes
aware of the aims and objectives of the career guidance pro-
gram and are given an active rol,ein developing the program,
they are more likely to become enthusiastic supporterS of
the concept.

The staff should be inivilved in all phases of program
development, from planning through evaluation, including
the development of objectives from the needs assessment,
the develppment of job placement services and otcupational
information, and the determination of what program assess-
ment data should be collected and how those data will be
used *modify' program objectives.
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4' 1' 8. is, inlavttable snd proper for each district to define its own
set ,Of_: goals, objectives, and activities. Some schools may
offes''CoArses or activities in occupational infor ation a
conCe4tiate, mere on work experience. Som

,,,4tterniot1/4. to integrate career guidance units, ass-;roov: Whereas other schools may seek son: hod ,,

for 4elivering career guidance activities. So pha-
instruction in decision making, others ma ocus on

self-aWareness. Some may try to do all these things and'
al, no single set of aims is sufficient for

4.. the needs nee departments and communities.

,

Nevi:1.S assess ea valuable tpol in determining career
guidancSpregrain goa s.. dents, teachers, students, and counselors

ip.:?'' ibiltit to the .assessment. A possible first step in imple-
in :0,9compreherisii:re needs assessment is have a group of

4, - .446rtfsAikseshers., Students, and counselors of goals for
eif:gtildfirdeft and then have all concerned; including students,

. .04444 deSira b tlity of each goal.
.iricieed,ihould, contribute to the deter

jog n gosifS. few programs have,much chance of succbs
ed;a4ea'S that students regard as irrelevant or unin-

'a:student does not see a need to gain better study habit
Of, a ogfam designed to improve his study habits will

flifter identifying. major program goals, each goal should be
4en dorrn into.specific performance objectives. For example, the
ill.'"evely student will have a know edge of his interests, abilities,

characieristics," might be roken `do n to a sequence of
1'

o Wes, the accompli§hment of w ch imp 'es the achievement of
al. Such performance objectives,might e the following:

1. The studentS will be able to distinguish among abilities,
interests, values, physical traits, and personal-sOcial be-
haviors. .

2. The students will be able to identify three major Sources of
information about each of the charActeristics and their stand- /
ing on these sources of information.',i

3. The student will summarize, in a log, information about
himself on each of the characteristic areas.

he student will be able, to the satisfaction 'of a counselor,

4 ?IP.
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. .

to discuss this assessment infotmation4trelate that infor-
mation to his future plans.

Once the purposes, goals, and 'objectivottof a career guidance
progr;im are specified, and materials collecti'd or'developed for the
accomplishment of the goals, students, teachers, and counselors
must have an ample opportunity to field-tesdhe program. The field-
test might be limited to one or two pilot stildies in the district. The
key to Moving from the previous stages..to kin implementation stage
is to emphasize a gradual change to dig newly designed program.
During the field-testing phase, which should encompass the first
year of thetprogram, specific we'aknesses in the program should be
identifikid:" In particular, instances of professional undertraining of
teachersi; and counselors should be noted and steps to remedy the
difficulties should be undertaken. Significant revisions al. replace-
ment of material that does not meet the criteria for siMUss will
likely occur.. Additional inservice or presprvice activities for 1 each-
ers may be needed to improve implementation or comyetencies.

erlieE'r we mentioned that the proposed Jsytet has "many un-
sokded problems." The solution of these problems isocritical to gain-,
ing acceptance of the proposed system. In the following chapter, we
outline a broad program of research and developmer4 which focuses
or; th.e.soproblems.

`k
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CHAPTEA

In thinking about an ideal high school career guidance system we
repeatedly encountered unanswered questions. aboutcareer devel-
opment, educational effects, optimal guidance procedures, to name
a few.. We had to make assumptions about the answers, freduently,
with no real confidence that the assumptions were tenably. We also.,
referred to certain instruments and procedures as if they were avail-
able when, in fact, they are not at least not in Ole exact forrn that is.
required. In this chapter, 12 needed researcit studies and 17 needed
components and .6ervices are briefly described and are eValuated by
the authors with respect to five factors. We then offer a few com-
ments about how to- decide on priorities for research, components,
and services.

In this ,kiod of planning, one immediately ncynters the issue
of research vs. development. Throughout the p eceding chapters, the
need for more fundamental lettowledge of the ature of student de-
velgpment and decision making has been men ortzd. If.theimmedi-
ate needs of the schools were no consideration, we would cell for a
national halt on developmental activities and rec ,mmend a foCus of
all available fund55 on gaining a greater understanding of the psycho-
logical and sociological processes whiCh underlie the 'development

5. "Available funds" refers here to he funds that any government agency, founda-
tion. or educational 'ludo n mayXave earmarked for research and development in
the general area of ca guidance.

86
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of eWtsit:,atair a.;truer picture ut the currtnt state anctneedsof,v,are," "er
guiditice in this 'country. . °

But the immediate needs*, the schools, are c
do not need a large-stale'sdvey to know- that is it'b Well*
schools. The,illnesses described in the Introduction are

as only to read c'cir liewspiapers to see that a large, proportioh.of.
.. our schools are fa with financial crises. Guidance services are

under fire and are being cu" t back, even eliminated, in some-schoolA.
To justify current expenditures to say ikthing of justifying in-
creased expendituresefforts to increase the effectiveness of career
guidance services must be continued. We must proceed with- devel-
opmental activities On the basis of available .research, and at the

same time take steps to enlarge that base of fundamental knowledge;
on which such work depends.

The question, then, is not one of either/or, but of how much of
each kind of hctivity, What proportion of availalefunds should be
invested in research, and'what proportion in pro-auct or service de-
velopment? (For these purposes; "research" is defined broadly to
include'both basic and applied investigations or, in general, ally
knowledge-seeking that is not designed to ptoduce a specific service
or product.jit is tempting to recommend that the split be fifty-fifty,
but such a split is difficult to defend except on the grounds of sym-
metry. A better rule might be to design ,.te a lower limit lor,research
to guarantee that a minimal amount of research continuesand let
additional research expenditures depend on operational n ds. In
other wards, if, in developing a specific product or service, to need
arises for certain data or knowleWresearch expenditures in addi-
tion to the designated minimum would be budgeted. 4' 4

In accordance with this strategyvWe would recommend that
percent of available funds be allocated for general research in-
area of career development and decision making. Special purpose
studifs, for example, a literature search or a validity study, desighed,
to answer an immediate question or solve a current problerri, would
ba',,stpported from appropriations or grints in addition to the 20

ercent.
1n the I ing pages, 29 required studies and developmental'

. p jects are ed and rated in accordance with five factors that,
ar mtnarized in Table 1. Since it is difficult,4to compare the

) ecific research study with the urge/4*y of a develop-.
th, e-research studies wid the developmental projects

iwo'separate sections.

4464,



Table 1 FACTORS FOR ESTABLISHING PRIORITIES V

Factors High (3)

1, VA of the art-degree to which method Method fully

or technology exists to do research or to, available

develop a particular component

2. Criticalness as element of proposed

system

3 Cost to conduct study, or to develop

comOnent to a degree suitable for field

testing in one or more sch

4. Need :Apt to which relev nt research Nothing, or very

ol

results are ilpw available or component little available

is available from testing, publishing, or

service organizations, or is in place in

the schools

5. Speed, td,completion Itt soon the

et'sen/ice, or study might be

for fieldtesting or dissetnination

Mediuni (2) Low (1)

Moderately available; Much methodological

some methodological or thetry develop;

work neceOary or meat necessary

problems to be solved

System cannot function System could function System could function'

without it but not well without it ,

More than $250,000 $100,000 to $250,000 Less than $11,000

.)

Very soon

within 1 year

Available but only At least moderately

partially aduate or adequate compo.

loo expensiVe or not nent available

well known which is widely

ulized

More than 1 year but More,than 3 years

less than 3

a

1, 1,11,,
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,:Althoggh the factors are self-explanatory, the assumptions made
in stkittiottwo of them should be made e licit. First, we assume
that iiiOireer to generate useful research r' Its and compenentS as '
quiCkly as possible, priority should be give o research and devel-
opment for which the methodology now exists. Nevertheless, we
hope' that readers .will note the areas needingMnethodological ad-
vances and that sire readers will be motivated to design relevant
rwearch effortsSecond, we assume that priority should be given to
r search and development that costs the least, or even better, is the
most cost beneficial. Thus; cost should be evaluated in relation to
the -value of probable outcomes. For the research studies, the cost
rating is based on a rough estimate of the cost of conducting the full-
scale study.

Deciding what constituted a separate study or pro ect was a dif-
ficulltask. In, general, we followed the structure of the earlier chap-
ters, and distdssed the studies or components as they.are described
there. We departed frOm these descriptions only where we knew that
one way or several alternative ways of satisfying a particurarifeed
arready existed. In such a case our recommendation is that first the
existing

.
xisting components be identified and evaluated.

As parts of a comprehensive system, certain components ideally
should be developed in conjunction with other components. The list
of studies and projects as' a whole should not, then, be regarded as
a menu from which selections can be made without regard for the
relationships that may exist among them.

Followirig the cUlicriptions of each possible,stydp' or product,
evaluative comments are offered. These comrah6aepresent the

.consensus-, of the Career Guidance Design tgam, and aYesuitmarized
at trend of thischapter.

/CH STUDIES REQUIRED

. Okiv d3v:"at*rittj Longitudinal Surveirs of Student Develo.pment

In Previous ehdpie we have repeatedly cited questions or un-
tested assumptions tta ed further research. The ,following are
examples:

What are the mor determinants of the particular career de-
cisions that students make, including decisidns to take par-

.,

8
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ticular courses of instruction, to select academic or vocational
program, to int,rrupt or terminate their formal education,
apcl to pursue certain posthigh school pathways?
lb What extent have studepts interrupted or terminated their
high school educatiOn primarily for financial reasons, and,
to what extt has this resulted from ignorance of available
financial data? r

To what extent doothe guidance needs of high-school-age girls
driffer from those of boys? Can we assume that the psycho-,
dynamics of career development of girls add boys are the
same'? 1 -

.

By what processes and experiences do young people obtain
self-insight? , ,

By what processes and experiences do young people acquire
values, interests, and occupational preferences?
Do students who have opportunities to gain career awareness
and decision-making skills in secondary ,school fare better
aftqr leaving secondary school than studn'its$who did not
ha #e such opportun,ities?
To what extent we thoe- posthigh schoot.edAtional and voca-
tional needs of conninoorary stiidepts corfsistent with the
learning opporturils ditty have in high schclol?°

$

Translating these types of questions into researchable hypoth-
,eseA ire in most cases an exceptionally difficult task, to say nothing
of the Ask of;designing manageable tests of the hypothe§es. But to.,
undertake tif& development of f faqilitatinAliaietr develop-

'Ment- Without' answers to s stions as these could result in
, seraiously misdirected a ductive investment of develop-

menta funds.
This is not to say that the questions above ,have not celiiiptpre-

ceived attention...lvdeed, a large t;?:bliographeif releVant research
studies can read4 beassembled. There are sh'ortcortgs to thiske,
search/ however. Much 'bf it was conducted 20 to 30 years ago, Anil..there is reaswirto believe that contempora4 influences on calreei.
idAelopment and educational outcomes may,,beiaiihstantially.;:klif-

tt:', Fent from the past. One can hypothesize, for exam4Ple, that.p0r-
up influences on camel' decisions are n60.7 -stronger than 441'4e

A

ovrrlap of ktlis list qul4stions and >a ti It identified independently by Mitchea,-
is-iiiipressive.

";,c
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Past research typic as not been coraprehe sive, that is, it
has focused on particular influences (such as coup ors, parents,
employment opportunities) rdther than on the relative strength of
various influences.

Past studies have usually focused on small samples With unique
characteristics as opposed to large national samples. Moreover, the
few large-sample longitudinal studies that have been-conducted hive

in the creation of large data bases and many volumes of
'Olive results but only in a reldtively small Amber tif hypoth-

esis:tegting studies that might have contributed to a theory of stu-,
dent development.

The basic cause of this state of affairs is economic. Conducting
national longitudinal studies is vastly more expensive than other rT.4
search efforts; creating the data bases tends to conme all available'
funds. Examples of such studies areETs's Study of Academic Growth
and Predictian (described in Hilton, Beaton, and Bowers, 1971),
Project TALENT (described in Flanagan et * 962), and Theo Base
Year Survey of the No Tonal Longitudinal S othellt-sigh S9hool
Class of 1972 (Hilton and Rhett, 1973). Project TALENT-arid the ETS
Growt Study would be candidates if the intererst is in long-term
follow-up. If the purpose is to examine the developmenrof a more
recent cohort of students, then the NLS file is the obvious first choice.
The NLS data file is well suited for t e investigation of several
clearly not all the questions lis d. Recently a number
stirs haite Veen funded by vario s federal agencies to cou
analyses of the NLS data file, and several of these studies appear to
be relevant to the proposed questions. Peng and his associates (1977),,r
have summarized these studies. A research study that fo9fgeeili!
rectly on questions, such as thete and at the same time gletined find-
ings from other analyses underway would be highly appropriate.

COMMENTS ..==.-:'

In light of the five factors cited earlier, we would say. t the ..

state of the art irefully appropriate for intenbive analyses of xi nal
data files. Recent,,,g,Whodological developments, especially c

ttiras I analysis (Joreskog, 1970), provide powerful analyticirools
heretdfore unavailable.

1
.=

,
As far as criticalness is concerned, the kind of guidance system

re have proposed could function without longitudinal research, but
it would be functioning on the basis of assumptions about student,
developmenNhat need much additional scrutiny. The cost would be

4F
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low since the required data have already been collected and pro-
ceased. The need is moderate *view of the number of analyses of
the NLS file that are underway at this writing ,(Peng et at, 1977).
Lastly, the speed to completion is high, since the data tapes are

, readily available.

83

2. Longitudinal Case Studies

There are limitations to the data files descrilord here. In the NLS,
for ekample, the subjects were first studied as high school seniors;
the relevant uesUonnaire items are retrospective (for example,
"How much' your high school counselor influence your post-
high school a?"). Although the data are probablif better than
any other avai le, such retrospective judgmentt by iAividuals are
suspect at best. Accordingly, we strongly recorniiiiihd that analyses
of existing data files be suppleme with specially designed stud-
ies, such as longitudinal case stu of small samples of contem-
porary students a small sam f high schools in the United -

States. Thus,- the ase studies would be of both schools and the stu-
dents therein.

Specifically; we propose that a random sample of 10 schools be
drawn m a stratified frame of public schools and then that 10
student e randomly drawn from each school. These schools and
their stud: would be intensively . or at st, the next it

yen yea ssible design is shown in F e 8. e first year
the study, 50 students would be draWn from grade sinitan,ilritei-11?

each from grades eight through twelve. Thu'Oliesample in any one
school would consist of five seventh-gra rs, one eighth-grader, one
ninth-grader, and so At lea,si two sject& at each grade. level
(for instance, a male Lfemale) would be better; cost is the limit-,
ing factor. This se would provide immediate cross-sectional re-
sults, spanning the secondary school years.-Thereafter, each of the
students wouldite followed until tbtand of the first yOar following
high school graduation or, in the caf riongraddates, the year they
would have graduated. Hciw much effort to devote to reducing sem-,

ple ,attrition would depend on available funds. It would be highly
°desirable tq reduce. attrition close to zei.o by following the subjects
wherever they mikht move in the United States, in school and out
of school.

Following the model of R. W. White's Lives in Progress (195)
the intensive study of each student Would include structured inter'

CV-
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Year of Study

Confronting th uture

1 2 3 4 5
Grade

7 ' 50
8 I 0~ 50
9 I 0 10 50

10 10 10 re 50
1 I

12 -00/1. tO SID 10 10 50
13 10 10 10 10 I

Figure 8. Possible design for longitudinal case studies

views at least two times a year (preferably more often), administra-
tion of standardized instruments to supplement data from school
files, and collection of extensive data about the schools in which the
students,are enrolled and the'communities in which they live:

Despite the well-known shortcomings of close studies, particu-
dy the participant-observer problem and the problem of genera*

. ing fropla!mallskimples, it is our conviction that the in-depth insights
obteOriatild be invaluable in learning about student develop-
ment, particularly about the corfiplex interactions'between student,
school, and community. Such insights would also I iiPplement and
help interpret the results reported from large-scale national surveys

results which inevitably are-based on less Kan complete data on
individual students. Generalizations based on nornothetik (large-
scaltkstlidies are of little value if ey have act explanatory yalue or,,
validity when individual student e studied in depth. Thus, bilker=

at
preting'Ihe data would inyolye an interplay between nomolbetic.and
ideographic data, with the findings from each data set being tested
against the other.

4.17r

aCOMMENTS . .
The art of conducting ciOrnitti' ers, the state of the art) is

well developed, esDecially with din ern recording equipment (in-
cluding videotape g and sophisticated sampling techniques. Less de-
veloped, however, are the analytical techniques for case studies

33
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techniques that will provichlreplicable results from small samples.
Nevertheless, the finds of insights that can be obtainOil froroscase
studies are so critical to. theory construction that the lack of ri r
can belplerated. The need IS high know,of np suclustudieg t

iF
artiiiatfOrway 7,a4d.,t tiq speed to co- lettOri aepend.4.01 the number
otytai enc;a4waseolb*gsi ofinO,Ati60 of tii questions we

tad would iett ong-te .'tsiudies; speed to completion is
a Ira t

Addles have a unique '%alue when they involve interviews
in a broad rangof schools. The insights obtained by the research
staff from firsthkd observation within thmthoOls can be invahlable
to t.search design and theory construct.. The demands of Ameri-,

caiygraduate student training and rofessional employment are such
that few research psych'ologis-ts ha e an opportunity to gain the
mate knowledge of contemporary schools which such interviews
would provide.

3. Study of Alternative Curriculum Structures
for Secondary Sclnn

In earlier chapters the need for interchangeabiliixin educational
pathways is mentioned repeatedly. Students should be able to select
a particular pli.inatstudy, perhaps only for exploratory purposes,
without the -stsifflig,canstraints. of continuing in that progrys until
graduation, especially if the program becomes inappropriate to their
evolving career plans. It is difficult to structure the high school .

curriculum offerings to permit such interchangeafnlity'and 'at the
same time to preserve sequential integrity in the curriculum. The
problem may well have beer( solved in some high schools, inlhis
country-or abroad, or possibly a new ctnoeption of the high sabot
ourricut4rn is required.

These questions require the identification of a range of cur-
riculum structures and a detailed examination of effects of dif-
ferent structures and administrative practices on t areer clever-
opment of the students enrolled. Existing data files as those of
Project,TALENT (Flanagan' et al., 1962) and The Base Yea r.Servey of
the NoLionol Longittlielinal Study of the'High School Class of 1972

)(Hilton and Rhea, 1973) night proVe to be useful, although it is
likely that such data -would have to be extensiy plemented,
probably thiough Oltrtftecratattilltettion: The cas ies proposed
in Item 2 could also provide valuable data.

In Oddition, it would be desittible to examin comparative

m.
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ex.,educatiOn literature for evidence of the effects of the drastically dif-
ferentrairriculum structures existing in other countries. Such a shidy-
couldliake a highly imporUnt contribution)to secondary aabool
theory laSpraCtice in the United States. likt(

A s y of alternative curriculum structures would Alio con
te to the solution of.the criterion problem in career develop-

This difficult problem AWId be met head-on in designing
ive procedures for evaluaSig.the effects of alternative cur-

riculum structures.

CR/granting the Future

COMMENTS

"tonduct 41dy would test the limits of existing technol-
ogy, primarily -ause of the criterion problem. How could a re-
searcher de trthat the long-term effect of one structure is
more bay* tha nother? Short-term outcomes, such as greater
interchangeability, could be, examined, but even high interchange-
abilifay be a a**Cfblessing.

evertheless, t is necessary now to challenge traditional cur-
riculum structures, even though such research may not be highly
critical to the implomentation of the proposed guidance system. The
cost of s44#01 study.and the ti it would take are difficultto esti-
mate since these factors depend such a great extent on the design
of the study.

40

tY

4. Evaluation of Alternutive.Guidance Procedures

Irt.Char)ter 2, it was argued that lower cost alternatives to tradi-
tional individual student career counseling must be identified and
developed. A number of such procbdures are known, including self-,
instructional exercises, classrpom procedures, group guidance, sim-
ulated occupational explosation,.and computerized interactive-guid7-
ance systenis. In evaluating alternative guidance procedures, their
relative cost-effectiveness would be assessed by means of literature
searches and visits to schools to obtain descriptive information, cost
data, and whatever empirical data may be ovailablei. anal by conven-
tional controlled evaluations of the mbst promising alternatives. The
final product of this step would be a manual for school usedescrib-
ing recomniended procedures based on the evolutions conducted.

COMMENTS -

It' is possible that the nycessary judgments could be made by
means of expert examination and comparison of evaluations of ex-

%
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Ay
isti rocedures and systems sponsored by usoE and NIE. ilk

e cost mould be low and the study could be quickly call011
If existing evaluations'are not suitable, then comparisbn of

competing systems through controlled experiments will be nec-j
essary, and the costwould be high, probably in the hundreds of
thousands of dollars. But the crucial aspects of such information to
the proposed ..systam and to secondary school eduCation in- eneral ,

87

are imp rtant enough to Kist st.

5. Career Decision-Making Study

The design of anrmkiertataandprocedures in
f career iiill*tditftely encounters

such rotheiollowi

Can disti
described?
ire .th
a e th
ample, taigigte--
What c
graqte
grou

"of decision* making be identified and

tiRkgeneral area
baaiCtkOstions.

s of cisicision-making styles? How related
vtdual or group characteristics (for ex-

._

Wrfferences)?
it the.deCision-maIlling process pose the

Tor students, and do they differ for sub-

Are t ystematic differences in decision-making Strate-
gies ociateil with individual differences in cognitive
styles?
What is the effect of educational and cultural background ori
individual career decision making?'

The answers to these questions have important implications for
any developmental /efforts in the area of decision making. If the
kinds of 'differences implied by the questions do, exist, then any
materials or procedures designed should be responsive to thhern iri
circler to maximize their effectiveness. Ina very &I way, current
developmental efforts, however valuable, are proceeding on the
basis of assumptioris abdt4 individual deois ion making that are,

largely untested in any rigorous way.
Fortunately. we have an unusual Opportunity to investigate

Again we are s;.iick'by the similarity of these questions to those posed i pend-
ently bc.Mitciiell.anilher'associates (1976)

*4.
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some, if not all, of these questions through the records that cat be
generated for any student who interacts with computer-based guid-
ance and information systems such.as SIGI (Katz, 1974). For a se-
lected sample of users, the computer can make a detailed record of
the student's behavior at the terminal. This record includes re-
sponses to key displays, the sets of values and specifications the
students use to generate lists of occupations that meet their valuest---.
and specifications, the occupations examined, the questions asked,
the predictions called in, the amount of time spent in each compo-
nent of the system, and so on. Summary data call be accumulated
across all users. Consequently, it is possible to reconstruct a stu-
dent's behavior from the printout of the tract of a student's path
through the system and to compare it to norms derived from the
summary records. These data, combined with other test data, demo-
graphic data, and educational status data about each participant,
make possible numerous, highly relevant analyses at relatively loW
cost. The initial analyses would be descriptive and hypothesis-
generating. These would be followed by hypothesis-testing investi-
gations based on independent samples.

COMMENTS

The methodology for the propOsed study is adequat4 devel-
oped. Indeed, a first study by Norris (1977) along these lines was
recently completed. Since the data are either available or easily gen-.
crated, the cost of this research is relatively low, and it can be 4gree

completed in a matter of months. Although not highly critical to the
proposed system, more fundamental knowledge about the nature of
human decision making is critical to future developmental work in
career guidance.

r

6. Survey of Trends in Student Attainments
and Characteristics.

The concepts and proposals in this book represent a sizable set
of largely untested hypotheses about what influences the outcomes
of secondary school education. Inherent in each step are beneficial
gains in student development. Clearly, however, we can in no way
be certain, on the basis of available evidence, that the outcomes will
be as expected. We cannot accurately predict what may result from
the interaction of the large number of proposed interventions. What
will be the net impact, for example, of increasing expenditures for
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inst uction in decision making ou student attainment in other skills?
If sins are made in one area of student development,' what price
m y be paid in other areas? We submit that it is essential to monitor
t e effects of expenditures along the lines proposed iti this book.
This is a large order, the nature of which we can only briefly dis7uss
here.

The objective of the study would be to detect changes in the
attainments and characteristics of graduating high school seniors in
the United States that might result from the' introduction of career
guidance components such as those discussed .in the.previous cliap-
ters. Attainments and characteristics would be broqdly defined to
include, for example, traditional academic skills"' vocational skills,
interpersonal skillsi 'interests, and appreciations. One 'approach
would be to conduct periodic national surveys similar to The Base-
Year Survey of the National Longitudinal Study of the High School
Class of 1972 (Hilton and Rhett, 1973). Since the objective of the
survey would be, substantially less ambitious than the objectives of
the original National Lo`hgitudinal Study, less instrumentation and
a smaller national sample would probably be adequate. The effort
would still be large, however , for example, the Base-Year Survey
of Nt.s were repeated with sample substantially smaller than the
original NLS sample of 21, 00, at one-fourth the cost of the original
survey, it would still co rou hly $250,000. And to be useful in
detecting national trends t e surveys, once begun, should be re-
peated,every three or four years.

If the Base-Year Survey of NLS were repeated if the spring of ,

1979, the results, compared with the original surviy conducted in
the spring of 1972, would provide invaluable data on educational
trends for a crucial seven-year period during which numerous
schools will have implemented 'the kind of career guidance compo- -
nents discussed here. The educational trends which could be exam=
fined by 'means of the Nt.s instruments would include educational
and occupational aspirations of high school seniors, attitudes toward
schooling, posthigh school plans, reasons for such plans, and basic4
cognitive skills (as measured by the short battery of tests admiri-
istered in the NLS,Base-Year Survey). Such a survey would not, then,
provide the kind °of comprehensive measurement proposed above,
but it would still be vilLable and clearly better than no trend data
at all.-

It could be argued that such periodic national surveys would
merely duplicate the-Mational Assessment of Educational'Progress

9U
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(NAEP). Our preliminary consideration of this alternative suggests,
however, that the kind of data being chtainecl.by NAEP will only par-
daily serge the specific purposes outlined.'ilt Would be desirable, for- I. Tot - 4
example, to be able to relate outcomes to the unique school and work%
experiences of individual Members of thetsample; which cannot be
done with NAEP data. To enhance its 'acceptance by the ducational
community, NAE? was deliberately designed to preclu the relating
of test scores to educational treatments, ,

.4 r
This matter, requires uich more study 'than is 'possible here,

.Nevertheless, it is essintial, thbi, ,,by,-, tie , means or another, such
monitoring of the impact df knovattonsitcareer guidance be cOn:,-, ,.

ducted. (
4

r r
0

COMMENTS .
. 417F ,1

Although not critical in thejsersp that zWe have used the term., , __

' concerning the fUnctioning of the' corftprehensi're guidance' syst
such a study is vital to the well -being of education:in the Uni ed
States. The state of the art of conducting national surveys po no'
problems, with thepossibleexceptio,n of criterion problems we
have mentioned repeatedly'. Some of the most important educational

) outcomes, especially in the noncognftive °domain, are difficalt to.
measure With the same validity with which we measure Cognitive
outcomes. How, for example, do we measure a high.schobl senior's
motivation to continue lifelong learning? Any progress that a na-
tional survey made in the direction 'of solving is measurement '
problem would justify the whole effort. .

By educarionaLesearch standards, the ctalberiodic tioniat-1

surveys would be substantial; by Pentagon s andards, a mere, P 7.,

tance. . 4 421
1","

7. Career Guidance System and Product Evaluation

Therelles been less federal support of educational resear end;
development during the lastive or six years than in previous s
but such research and development has not come to a stop. Eduta-. :).

tional innovation has continued; new products, teaching materials?
and procedures have been developed. To collect and exaMine the
output of tlie many federal laboratories, s9ite agencies, local school
staffs, and private organizations such as*rs and American College
Testing Program is a staggering projeci,.-and the volume of printed e

material is well beyond the informationlprocessing capability of any
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pingle individual. Or lb wonders how many good 'ideas and how
jmuch good experience lie undiscovered in this Avalanche of ma-

terial.
Beyond the problem of assimilating the hugh educational guid-

ance literature is the problem of evaluating the usefulness and prom-
ise of the ideas, products, and educational, sypternS that one reads
about. Such evaluations were' done in the past by CISOE'g Product
Evaluation Panel and two projects sponsored 'the' NationalInsti-
tute of Education: the Papel Review cif Products and the Evaluation
of Career Education Materials. Although' these projects were well
conceived and executed, they cannot fill the continuing need for
evaluation. The Educational Products Information Exchange (the
EPIE Institute) in New York-presumably was designed for this pur-
pose. The consideration of broader federiilsuptiort of that organiza-
tion would be a'constructiVe first step.

A

wh,
COMME TS

Increased effort in this general area would probablyrequire
more attention to evaluative procedures and criteria, es Scriven
(1967r and others have argued. But all education would profit from

,such work.
As far as criticalness is concerned, the kind of guiderice,system

discussed., in the earlier chapters can be implemented withotit further
evaluation, but, obviously, the possibility of.successful ifinovation
is greatly improved by rigorous evaluation of past efforts. Equally
important is the ready access to the results of the evaluation.

Agsbming that our concern here hag been with what might be
called 'secondary evaluation, that is, the weighing, integration,'and
dissemination of the results of primary evaluations, the cost should
notebejnih, and'it should not take long to add substantially to the
store 4:useful evaluative information.

1.0

8. Critical Examination of Dropout Literature

The major reason that many students withdraw from seCcindary
gchool is becauge they perceive school as irrelevant since the have
no career goals. or because they have them and do not un stand
the relevance of' their school experience to them, or bet use tip
school experience is, in fact, irrelevant. Although the informal evil .

dence,,in -support of this hypothesis is quite convincing, wp do ;not,
kriciiv of any [mna' test of the hypothesis really three hypotheses

, f

ti
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nor do we know of any investigations of the-strength of the hypoth-
esis relative to alternative explanations of the withdrawal phenom-
ena. It may be, fortexample, that the major reason for dropping out
is that the quality of school instruction is such that students 'do not
have a sense of personal accomplishment, whether this atcomplish-
ment is relevant to their career goals or not. Or the major reason may
be the attractiveness of immediate economic gain relatA'e to the
value of further gains, in skills and knowledge. Or'peer, group or A....,
parental pressures may be dominant. Each of these hypotheses has ' v
different implications for educational policy and practice, and each
requires tnvest igat ion.

Alsogtf interest is the other side of the coin: Why do students
not drop out? Why sdo the Majority of students stay in school and
finish high school (and some continue their education beyond high
school)? Is it becausq the school is perceived by them; as being rele-
vant to their care64 ? Or is it that early acquired values or peer and
Parental pressures are more powerful than anything the school does?
Of particular interest are those students who continue in school ev
though,, on the basis of past research results, we would expect the
to osisi6p out. -

The primary purpose of this study would not be to discover
ways of reducing school withdrawals. For many students, withdraw-
ing from school may- be in theiriLbest interest. Rather, the purpose of
the study would be to study dropouts as a symptom of school
malaise. In other words, ouy,,, interest is i the educational process,,,,.., ,
and of in' dropouts per se. Some dro outs represent education

objec-
tive o the 'Study would be to identify the implications oesdhool
cAsua ies;* these '.dropouts would be of most interest. The objec-

'withdrawal phenorriena for educational planning 'and guidance,
prktices. .

Dropping mit has been the subject of innumerable studies)Most,
however, have serious shorttomings:

They have relied on survial( data, the validity hich is
1. subject to serious question.
2. They have relied on retrospective data. In'other words, stu-

dents have bees asked after the fact why they dropped out.
(There is reason to bplieve that any,retrospective response

s..`represents a rationalization' that may not reflect; the true
reason/or the act.)

3 ,They have not taken into consideration the complex multi-- 3

101
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causation of most withdrawals. (There is seldom a single
reason for dropping out.}

al': Most dropout stuclies, not aPlrhaire regarded dropping out
as a permanent termination of the student's formal educa-
tion. It is well known that a large' percentage of dropouts
either return to the school whikh they left of continue their
education in other schools pubic and proprietary.

5. Mbst studies- have not taken into consideration the possi-
bility that causation may,differ for rrrajor categories.of stu-

, dents, 'forexample, students categoriied hysseic; ethnicity,
family income, and studentiibility.

6. Sortie dropout studies, while fullyjustified and wellone,
have been conducted for reasons not directly relevan o our
present concerns. For example, they may have been con-
ducted to ',document th need for special vocationalschoois.

A This is an impressionistic characteritation of previous dropout
research, based on the authors' pastexamination of dropout studies
for ether purposes. A two-phase study would, 'therefore, be dQsiv
able. First, the dropout literature would be critically eptnined. Ttis*
examination would include the pieliminary results recen
funded dropout studies. .

If the results of this examination.are as sparse as is expected, the
second phase would badesigned and conducted as a second study.

'This study could dovefail nicely with Item 2 (Case Studies) if the
dropouts 'studied were selected from the same k'hools used for the
case studies.

A, model for the proposed study of dropout phenomena would
be the classic study of juvenile delinquency by the Gluecis (1950),

'in which the family was identified as the primary factor in a boy's
.2 "becoming or not becoming a delinquent.

COMMENTS

As with the previous item, this research' would contribute to the'
.implementation of any career guidance system' but is not critical to

- the itriplementalion: The cost of evaluating the dropout literature
would not be high, but the 'cost of. a large longitudinal study *
dropouts would not only equal the several millions invested in the
National Longitudinal' Study but also would require a number of
Years to complete., The need for .a study of ropotits Way of
studying the educational process is nonetheless high. ,.

102.
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9. Study of Current Policy-Vanning Activities

To obtain perspective on the itupact of federal ,and state policies'
elated to career guidance, it is important that a Waseline, be estab-
lished in the area of policy planning, focusing on the following
types,of questions: .

What are the current 13 oblems that career guidetice is ad-
,' dressing?

What legislation is currently in force, and 'hat is itsirnpact..j,
on career guidance prograins? . . .,

\ ". What are the current local, state, and foderal policies regard- ,,
ing career guidance programs? , - ,

),, - and\ How effective are the current legislation and policies in career\

, \ - ,guidance? .

\fr What current information bases awavail le to assess the
gt, \,impact of carer guid4nce?

0 at N the. availability of indicatorstoassess the impact of
freer guidan6e,"arid Ykhat,new.ones need- to-be nsideie0, ;.

*hat are the alter ativApprolac aches tO;21'elivqiii er guid----4.
A enceand-what is, eir likely impact? .

..,
\. , -- t' t . .,- ,.,.

tu ies leali wil d simildr type of,qu ar'an
ambitib unde 8:a the conseque ces,of 49,t-e 'wing
thse4uerion at4 i riously deter nivanirigful eValu3,
ation ol, the pactidC4c er*guidance nittioill"stu 40 ",

.COMIt/(tNTS \ ' .. , . . / ° 1
, , The,que,stions inivetteceived some atteirion from Nark) s'asSO-

ciationsOmin vi l of the ra idly ch ngi g ieetio2al4scene there is
a rieed for uP\-to414te e ing e 'nation- oNolicy.-planning.
activiti .:Thus;g1diOugh_the'study is not critical to the iiiiplemen:4

%,tation' Queer guidance systems, the nee iyufficiekt to justify the
relative small incstment required.., -,' li ', .

''''? . %,

10. vahiption;NitliOds of Trbnynitting
ecbliationaanfp.tmation 4 . ..\ \

..

esk is'to identify, ,examine,ond desi an evaluation of
,

v: alternative pro'c diues, including instructional4 terials, to facili-
s r,tate.the acquisiti n by students of knowledge of tccupations.,Some

1
.
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procedures that might be included would beplanned pait-time work,
summer work, classroom. simulation, automated self-instruc.tiorfal
devicei, and formal classroom instruction. ,

Out assumption is that the problem.of providing students,with
opportunities for occupational learning has received sufficient at-
tention nationwide to make the top priority task one of identifying
and evaluating the most promising mean or means now available.

COMMENTS

Information about the most effective ways of jransiiittinginfor-
mation about occupations is sorely needed and"is necessary in the
implementation of any career guidance system. Since the acquisition
of knowledge (not motivation) is in question, the'criterion problem

' encountered by other career research should not IA a barrier. How-
ever, carefully controlled comparisons- of different instructional
treatments would be required, and studies of this type are not in-
expensive. We would rate the cost and the speed to completion as
moderate.

1 1. Evaluation of Injormettinn Files on Occupations

The need is 'for- continuously updated, accurate, and concise
descriptions of occupations, structured in such a way that students
can learn about broad.categories of occupatioris and also obtain de-
tailed information ,about specific occupations. Students Mould have
immediate access to informafion anil sh6uld be able to obtain copies
of information that they regard as personally relevant. Since aarge
variety of such files exist, the step required is te ideanify, thiough a
'survey, of the literature and field trips, the most proiAising tech-
niques and facilities and to conduct cost effectiveness studies of,
these facilities.

The objective of this step would be to identify a set of proce-
dures and materials that could be recommended to interested sc-
ondary schools.

COMMENTS

Assu ni that an elaborate large-scale summative evaluation 2'
would no e-necessary, the estimated 'Cost of this evaluation work
.would be low and would not require a long time for 'completion.",
Additional expenditures later would be desirable td kbep such eval-:
uations complete and up-to-date. Researchers involved in this type

-.7
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of study should become thoroughly familiar with the many rplexant
projects, supported in the past and at present by the United States
Departrhent of Labor,

Although the need for additional development of files of occu-
pational informtiion is low given the extensive work currently
underway the need for a comprehensive inventory and evaluation
of alternative methods is high.

1 2 . Comprehensive Criterion Research and Development

Any evaluation of-the outcomes of a comprehensive career guid-
ance system obviously, requires measurable criteria. $uch measures
would include scores and other descriptive statistics. derived from
standardized tests, but would by no means be limitedlo such scores.
Other criteria, derived from the goals of a particular career guidance
program, might include job satisfaction, employment, quality of
"real-life" decision making, and knowledge of factors entering into
training and employment opportunities. Indices such as the propor-
tion of students who are involved in volunteer community activities
and the amount and extent of school vandalism Might also be useful.
One way or anotherlischools need to be able to measure their prog-
rfss in achieving whatever goals they set for themselves.

Truly comprehensive criteria need to.cover a broad range of out-
comes that encompass not onlystudent attainments bqj also what-
ever effects the school may have on the student's family and the

_community.
Since objective tests of student attainment are receiving atten-

tion already (see, for exan\ple, the College Board's Career Skills'
. Assessment Program), the focus, of this study would be on nontest

criteria, although the conceptualization of the dpmain of criteria '
the major task would have to include those outcomes that are
measured by conventional tests.

Completing this research and developin" ent effort will also re- ,
quire that criterion measure's be validated. Some measures, such as
the indices mentionedabpve, will reflect the program objectives so
directly'lliat they can be accepted as valid. Other measures, such as
4elf-reported satisfactions, will require empirical demonstration that
they are, in fact; measuring what they purport to measure.

COMMENTS

Throughout t country muc h effort has been directed to identi-
fying the goals and behavioral' objectives, of career education. One
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need only examine the huge outptit of the Ohio State, Center for..a

Vocatronal Education to be. convinced .ofthis. There is d pressing,
need, hoWever, for feasible measurets, both test and nontest, of actual
outcomes. Accordingly, we would rate the need fdr this research as
high °veil though it is not critical to.i'mplementing a career guidarice
system. , ,,. . -

Since a complex instrument dev,lopm nt and data collection
effort is involved, the cost would be substantial, and two or three
years might be recidired to complete the effort.

COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT REQUIRED -

We now turn to the instruments, materials; procedures, and services
necessary to implement a comprehensive guidance system discussed
in earlier chpters. Although we describe them as separate compo-
nents, the reader should keep in mind that this kind of development
cannot proceed in a-research vacuum, and furthermore, that few of
the cpmponents can stand alone, without the structure provided by
the comprehensive system. Most of the'components have been dis-
cussed in earlier chapters, and therefore they will be described in
less detail than the research studies.

1. Comprehensive Entry Assessment Inventory

The task is to develop a comprehensive inventory of entry as-
sessment ,measures including, for example, measures of abilities,
cognitive style, interests, values, and career awareness, 'and a brief

"Xquestionnairelconcerning status of career planning and strategies for
developing plans,The emphasis of these measures would be on diag-
nosis as opposed to evaluation, and the measures need not be limited
to conventional paper- and- pencjl type.

insofar as possibleAthe measures should be self-administering
and self- scoring. But some device, perhaps matrix sampling, would
be desirable to permit schools to use ome of the results as a baseline
for'school self-evaluations.

Obviously it will not be necessary to start from scratch. A large
number of ability and interest measures are available and also mea-
sures of career maturity (see, for example, Super, 1974; the Ameri-
can College Testing Program, 1973-74; and Psychological Corpora-
tion. 1975). The problem to assemble an array of measures that
( I) can be administered inexpenSively arid within a short time.

lOG
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(hours, not days), (2) will meet current standards of test validity
-(See Al'A, 1974), (3) can provide both individual diagnostic informa- 4

Lion and data for schoolwide assessment mid planning, and (4) can
be adapted to a broad range of student ability levels and needs. 'FO
give a test which requires at !Mist an eighth-grade reading ability to
a student with only fourth-grade ability is pointless. Similarly, high-
ability students will be offended by measures that they regard, as
elementary., Meeting all these requirements 'will severely strain ex-
isting measurement technology. Branching tests and compUterized
testing techniques may be necessary (Linn, 1969; Lord, 1971; Weiss,
1974).
' A preliminary step would be to establish the clear need for each
measure and, to dete'rmine how the results would be used.

coNINI ENT s

The state of the art for cognitive measures is high that is, the
technotIogy for developing them is highly advanded but for non-
cognitivit measures, which are most needed, the state of the art is, at
best, moderate. Also, the requirements that an inventory be compre-
hensive, meet high testi4 standards, and also LT inexpensive artd
require minimal administration time may simply be unfulfillable. At
best, some compromise will be necessary. The cost also may be high

in the hundreds of thousands, depending on- how many tests have
to be developed from scratch. Nevertheless, comprehepsive diagnos-
tic assessment on entrance to secondary school is critical to the pro-
posed guidance system, and the available measures are only partially
adequate.

2. Student Selt-S'urvey Instrument

In this step, which is closely related to bbth thepreceding and
the following components, the task is to develop classroom-admin-
istered, self-scoring materials andprocedures for confronting stu-
dents with the need for early initiation of career planning. A possible
approach would be to ask the students, in the form of a self-
admimistered "interview," to record their expectations about high
school and their preliminary thinking about their careers. (If the
student has done no thinkingwhich is likely kit a large proportion
simply being asked about his or her plans may stimulate such
thinking.)

The Self-Survey differs conceptually from Component 1 (Entry
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AStiessment Invent(4) in Ihat the record would be confidential
possibly highly so including personal reflections that.the students
might not wish to share with anyone, neitherteachers, counselors,
nor parents.

Materials to support the Student Self-Survey, may include a
teachers' manual, film strips, videotapes, and group guidance ma-
terials.

commtNi's
Thj state of the art of questionnaire development is high, but

how one ,Would achieve acceptany; of this self-survey by the school
staff and how one would motivate students to make Lull use of this
produd,and those that will be recommended next, is an unsolved
problem. It is, however, a critical -element in the proposed system.
Whether the need for new material is high or low depends on the,.
adequacy of materials available, such as those developed for Opera-
tions Guidance by the Ohio State University's Center for Vocational
Education (Center for Vocational Education, 1974). In the absence of
a thorough evaluation of these materials, we assign a rating of mod-
erate as far as need is concerned.

The coM and completion time depend, of-course, on how much
developmental work is necessary. In any case, developing the sell
survey instrument should be relatively inexpensive and should re`
quire less than a year in time.

s
:1. Student Program Plum; ing Procedures

Rational planning by -the (students is a critical aspect of the pro-
posed system. The need is to develop procedures, including illus-
trative informational materials, for selecting school courses and
work-related experiences on the basis of academic and vocational
knowledge and skills, self-insight, and career knowledge likely to be
gained procedures which will require minimal ,face-to-face inter-
action with guidance counselors.

This product is so closely related to Component 2 and Compo-
nent 4 that it should be developed in conjunction with them. It is
described separately only because it could conceivably be developed
and used without them, althdugh pot With full effectiveness.

/, critical aspect, of this component is the research that each
school would have to do in order to provide students with infyrma-:
tion about the probable outcomes of certain choices and, also, with

1 ti
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information about Their expected performance in particular educe-
earlal pathways, based on analysis of past student records. Consider,
for example, the school described in Chapter 1, in which 95 percent
of the students choosing algebra I subsecatently graduated from the

f,' college preparatory program in contrast to only 30 percent of the
4t- Studenit.s who chose business arithmetic. The eighth graders in this

school syStem would' have profited from knowing this, if for no other
reason than to permit them to circumvent the usual pathways if they
wished to do so.

A model for a prediction system exists in Palo Alto, California
(Palo Alto Unified School District, undated), where procedures and
materials for predicting certain student outcomes at the secondary
school level were designed and implemented approximately ten years
ago. A logical first step in student program planning procedures
would be to become thoroughly familiar with the current status of
the Palo Alto system and the staff's perception of the most Pressing
current and future needs.

comMEN-I's

Systematic student planning procedures are highly critical to
the proposed system. Some schoolslike Palo Alto now provide
students with extensive information about the curktulum, but the
kind of procedure that we describe here, we believe, is rare. Thus,
the need is high. The cost and completion time of this component
should not be high.

4. St udent Career Development Log

For this item, the objective would be to develoP systematic pro-
cedures. including materials for record keeping by students and for
periodic review by students of their progress in gaining self-aware-
ness and career planning knowledge and skills. Relevant nonschool
experiences would be included in the monitoring by the student.

Again, this product could, and should, be developed in con-
junction with others, particularly Component 2 (Student Self-
Survey), the discussion of which is relevant to the log.

commENTs
The design of the log is straightforward; but the design of pro-

cedures and incentives to motivate students to maintain a log would
be a challenging task. Materials and procedures developed by Anna

10
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Miller-Tiedeman (1974) appear to be relevant. The need for new
procedures depends on the adequacy of procedures such as these. In
any case, the procedures are critical, and the cost and completion
time shpuld be relatively low.

5. Co reer Progress Feedback Procedures

This component requires the design and development of pro-
cedures by which students can receive feedback on the progress they
are making in the formulatiot of career plantor planning strategies.
Traditionally, such feedback has been provided by means of periodic
meetings of individual students with guidance counselors. Few
schools in the United States, however, have had sufficient staff to
-provide such service to students, and fewer still' are likely io have
sufficient staff to provide the expanded services proposed here.
What we have in mind, then, is a way of providing students with
feedback a way that makes minimal demands on the time of school
personnel.

The task is to design low-cogt feedback procedures that do not
require electronic data-processing facilities. How this can be done is
not clear, but the need is great enough to justify examination of a
range of possibilities, including the use of paraprofessionals, student
aides, and volunteers.

COMMENTS

Feedback from the environment is a critical aspect of all learn-
ing and development, and career development is no exception. The
need for developmental work is high: we know of no schools that
have solved this problem, with the possible exception of thosdlor-
tunate enough to have a very low student-counselor ratio. Without a
definite plan for the development of this component, we cannot
estimate the cost.

6. Model Co rif u !alive Student Data File

The task is to develop a data'-processing system, procedures, and
facilities for accumulation of student data relevant to all Aspects of
student development. The difficult issue of who would have access
to the files and under what circumstances will have to be resolved.
As opposed to the Student Career Develoznent Log (Component 4),
which would be maintained by the student Ind be open to the school
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staff only ,at the option of the student, the Cumulative Student Datt
File should be accessible to the staff and, possibly, parents, depend-
ing on what data are accumulated. In other words, the Studentotog
is a personal log, possibly deeply personal, whereas the S {lent
Data File is quasi-public. -

We know of no schools in which student data are not cumu-
lated to some degree. Some schools may have develop highly
suitable systems. The task may be, then, one of identifying and
evaluating components developecrin the past or systems now in
place in the field.

commENTs
The maintenance of flexible and easily accessed student data

files is critical to the proposed system. The required technology is
fully developed. The cost of developing this component may be the
least of all components, since the task may be one of evaluating the
relative strengths and weaknesses of existing data storage systems.
Many of the schools may have fully adequ,te files, and therefore the
need for developmental work on the component may be less acute
than it is for other component3.

r-

7. Deciian-Making Instructiofial Materials

To meet the need for formal instruction in career decision mak-
-1 ing, a two-phase developmental' effort is envisioned. In phase I the

adequacy of the decision-making instructional materials currently
available (from the College Iloard, for example) would be formally
evaluated. We tentatively propose that this be done through struc-
tured interview's with high school seniors who have made full use
of the decision-making materials and with faculty and staff mem-
bers. The evaluations of decision-making instruction by Yabroff
(1964) and Miller (1973) are highly relevant to this study. For our
present purposes. it is assumed that evidence will be obtained f r

supplementation of the materials by developing additional text
terial for student use and additional syllabuses for teachers. (Inf r-
mal discussions with a number of individuals with firsthand kno l-
edge of decision-making instruction suggest that this is a via le
assumption.) Accordingly, the objective of phase II of this step wo Id
be to develop and pretest a set of materials and procedures foe in-
struction in career decision making. In so doing, a number of diffi-
cult questions will have to be answered:
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1. Is career decision making best- taught by first teaching gen-
eral decision-making strategies and then foCusing on career
decisions, or by some other approach?''

2. To what extent can decision making Ile learned through self-
instruction?

3. How do you teach decision making to maximize transfer of
, skills from the instructional setting to the real-life setting?

4. To what extent, if at all, can career decision-making instruc-
tion be divorcedifrom efforts to facilitate the °social and per-
sonal development of students? The recent worr of Miller-
Tiedemqn and Tfedeman (1975) wo*cl indicate that the
answer is "not at all."

SIGI shows unusual promise as a means of teaching decisionsift
rnaking. However, as with Component 5, Career Progress Feedback
Procedures; let us assume that there is an interimand, probably,
continuing need for written materials to support decision-making
instruction.

COMMENTS

Guidance systems such as the one proposed in this book could
function without instruction in decisiop making, although numerous
studies of student career planning suggest that the quality of deci-
sion making could be much improved (Katz, 1963; Hilton et al.,
1962). Also, existing instructional materials may be adequ . Fur-
thermore, until we gain more fundamental knowledge nt
decision making, it is not clear what direction developme ork
should take. Thus, on several grounds we would assign somewhat
lower ratings to this line of work than to other research and devel-
opment work discussed here.

8. Financial Planning Services

First, selected schools should be surveyed to determine if stu-
dents are now receiving all the planning help they need (or all the
help which it is feasible to provide). If need for further effort is
confirmed, the task woul be to design and implement a set of pro-
cedures and materia s to assist students in identifying sources of
financial aid for higher education or vocational-technical training
and in planning educational expenditures and income-producing
activities in the most efficient way.
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\ COMMENTS

Despite the importance of-students' having a cess to good finan-
cial information ,and assistance in using it, we will assign a lower
priority to developmental work i,n this area on the basis that it may
needlessly duplicate such efforts as the College Scholarship Service .

(College Board. 1977) and the Early Financial Aid Pldnning Service
(College Board, 1977).

9. Comprehensive Exit Assessrnt rtt InvenVLy

The task is to design and irnplement a coltprehensive inventory
of measures paralleling at leasta fraction of those of the Entry As-
sessment Inventory (for the purpose of growth scores). The authors;
tentative .recommendation 'is that the inventory be administered,
typically. early irr the senior yeerias an aid to postsecondary schoOl
planning by the students, although testing in the spring of the senior
year may better serve the assessment needs of the school for program
planning purposes.

theThe development of the comprehensive inventory will require
precise specification and conceptual analysis of the outcomes to be
measured.

Since this item is receiving attention currently and is discussed
at some length in earlier chapters, we will not offer additional re-
marks here. The item is. nonetheless, of,major importance.

COMMEN'T'S

For the purpose of establishing,priorities, we have assumed that
the proposed testing would reqiiite, two full days (if all tests are
given at one tie. Which may not be desirable), that 'many of the
required measures now exist in usable form, but that as many as ten
40-minute tests will have to be developed from scratch. (An individ-
ual student would probably take a SI:Thiel' subset of the total inventory
of available attainment measures.) Thus, the developmental cost of
this item would be substantial.

As with the entry assessment- inventory, United States test pro-
ducers are skilled in ace development of cognitive tests but less so
in the development of noncognitive. measures. Thus the state of the
art has to be rated moderate.- But such senior year stock-taking is
critical to career guidance, from the point of view of both the student
and the school, and the need is high:
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10. , Procedures and Materials to Facilitate
Senior-Year CcireerDecisim Making

1

The huthors" sstimption is thai what now passes foi senior- ear
decision making is for some fraction of .the students possibly a ..

large fraction - merely thelvoidanoe or self-defeatitigabostponement
of-decision tasking. The student siMpty goes on to3advanced edua-
lion or accepts p job Which happen to be ktiailable, without Convic-

,, ion or c itment and withbut inve,st!igating- a., range bf options
.... nd makinredeliberate rational chhice among them. The nscd,,then,,

A,is for the design of procedures, equipment, ancl material stimu-
late Ei n d facilitate the processes oftrnaking a rallonal choice. l' /1

The Choice in question does not necessarily concern a long-term
career. For Most students, such a choice would be premature. Rather,
it concerns the student's next step,. either by implementing a tenta-
tive career/choice or 1py providing him or her with further experience
on which to base a choice. ° , 1The effort _should also include a survey of available materials,
such as Amer(can Institutes' for Researdh's Planning Career Goals -.------,
(1976), to minimize the chance bf unnecessary duplication.

..

. 105 - N

9;1MMENTS
5

'l -low critical this developmental activity is depends on the suc-
cess of components planned for earlier periods of the secondary
school experience. Ideally, by the senior year, students should be
ski d and experienced in career planning. It seems unlikely, how-
ever, hat this ideal will be achieved in .the near future and, thus,
unli ely that this co-mponent will be fairly

Earlier remarks about the state of the art of guidance procedures
are relevant here. Cost-effective procedures are desired, and a num-
ber of possibilities are receiving attention (for example, group guid-
ance Sand computer-assisted guidance). But whether one or another
will fill the bill remains to beseen. Consequently, on most factors we
would assign ratings of moderate to this component.

11. Procedure and Materials to Facilitate,
Job an School Placement

Although vocational-technical high schools and departments
seem to be successful in aiding 'graduates in finding employment,
the authors' impression is that the typical comprehensive high school
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'needs innovative prottedures and materials to assist'all students who
*sire full., or paFt-time employment, either before or after

n'
gradua-

tion. FOreducational placem , the stain's may be reversed; that is,
comprehensive high schools
tional-technia's.al high schOols. Ilaeeffort would require systeniatic
needs assessment, field research, Pilot testing of procedures identi.
fiect* developed, and th6preparatiorfpf a may al for.school Use.

'This developmental item coulek. easily be combined with, the
preyimis item: .i.

`Ik.
4 - 4

0.

commENTs
In all rasp cats this item receives ratings of low or moderate: 4

nearly4t11 agate porary schools are concered with placement,,with
at least e mo m of SUGCeSS4,

12. Provdttr rind Instruillents for Surveying
Exit Cure .r Plums

The instrument would serve several purpoSes:

I. 'At Would enable school staff to assess the degree to which
students haveheen provided the opportunity and have the
incentive to develop their career plans.

2. It would _serve as a. ",posttreatment" Measure which, coin -
pared with entry survey data, would provide a,measure of
the impact the school has had on ,ire career development of
the students.,

3. 1i would serve as a baseli e measure for evaluatinethe
progress students makes during the first year after high
school and the first five years following high school. For
example, were students elquipped to implement the plans
they had at the time they leftligh school?

This step would require the design and pretesting of a 5- to
10-,page questionnaire, that is machine-scorahle, with the possible
exception of a few open-ended questions. Questionnaires in the
-public domain, which were developed in a number of large -scale
longitudinal studies, may have many usable items.

The Currently'availatile Survey of Plans for Education and Cu
reers (College Board, 1974) is an excellent start in the direction of

'tiatisfying this need. A first additional step would be to conduct a
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inocieSt.surVey of s'ch'ool

. ,

might be taken to.mak .=.s re that reisults obtained can be cornpaFed
witlqata,obtaiobtained by the National Qent ..fisir Ed ucationtatist is.

,
. Again. this componerecould be co billed with lani. pdnents.10,.... %

; and 11. .
,., .,/

. ,,

cgiVIENS
pn - This iS,a lower pi'ibrity item .since it I essential Aq the

.i A .
Implementation of &guidance system, and so e devekipmentalAvvork
has already. been done in this area Howev r, it would not be an ex-

. pensive component and the data obtained ould greatly MO e school
in Monitoring its progjess in providing career:guidatice services...

Matiomil Rtioritkes for Research and DevXoprofft.; IP

king Iske bf thai iristrument:./IsO, steps

;5

11. Prot edure:; and Instruments for One-Yeq
andWiye-Year-FollOw-up SurY9ys

.
.

All ;the comments about Component .12 are relevant he
ddltion, a manual would he written providing shoo

o sampling (where needed), steps to moXitnize.resp,
qUality of responSes, and when,approVriate me
ing statistical significance of observed changesie.a.,
year follow.-up to.the fifth-year follow-up).

iFOMMENTS

Like the previous component, this one is df er 101
ost-of developing the questionnaires would not
nsilitir use could (and should) be, made of. ite "'deft

1 low-ups of the National lungitadinal,§tudy-
cost qt conducting annual surveys'is to greaNd
the surveys could be conducted every three of four years; iri.large
high schools a carefully stratified randowsampte wciukt he 'adequate.

It. the instruments we're designed .with, aik eye, ta- the program-
planning needs of state agencies, .subsi.qization of local- ilow-ups
Would be a possibility.'

.,,

.,I 1.4.* Secondary Schaal Computer Ipteractiye
GuidanceSystem- " `. . .

,

If SIGI.did not exist, the authors would recarnMend that its de-
velopment he giQen the highest priority as the.mostprolisng atter-

L-Tuitive to individual student'LOUnssefing that_We can imagine. Within
4

- 4
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.i. ;'
:one system, MGT SOISiieS at lief' ix of the req4kreinerits we have

,.):eptscussed:

e .

A way orconfrontin4studeritS with the tus of their career
_/planning. ,

,

:* A way of obtaining a record of art of the student's
9

')' thipking about careers. ,..-

3. A way of prdviding students with relevant occup ational in-
,- formation.

4. A way'of facilitating senip:yeir de'c'ision making.
. A way of surveying the exit status--df. the students' career

plans.,
6: A way of teaching decision-making skills1probably most im-

portant),
. to, (

The format of 'sic' is designed for junior college students, but
{ we strongly recommend that the text of sic' be revised to be suitable
folisecondary school studdhts. Discussioqs with Martin Katz, the
primary creator Of SIGI, indicate that extensive revisions would not
'be pec esiaty

As the first step we recommend a thorough investigation of the
feasibility of dearoping a secondary school version of sic' and mak-
ing it ak'ailable to high schools. Such a study would include a con-
sideration of the cost-effectiveness of the alternatives to SIGI, in-
cluding DISCOVER, the computerized guidaDce systeAl developed by
JoAnn-tlarris-Bowlsbey (Rayman and Harris-Bowlsbey, 1977); ECES,
the system developed under the leadership of Doriaid Super (Myers,
Thompson, Lindeman, Super, Patrick and Friel, 1972); and, also,
group guidance procedures.

COMMENTS:

The one problem with stc,st for secondary ools is its high
initial cost in the tens of thousands if a junio ge has to pur-
chase all the electronic hardware that the gyst quires. If sic'
were installed in large numbers of high schools, e cost of each
installation would be substantially loin n addition, it is likely
that the cost of the necessary hardwar wil contirty to decline as
advancelnents are made in miniaturizing th parts o the system. In
any case, the cost of the proposed feasibilit study ould not be
excessive and could generate results with extr ely i portant fib-
plications for secondary school career guidanCe.
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How critical this component is depends on the success of ef-
forts to develop noncomputerized methods of satjsfyirig certain sys-
tems requirements discussed in the previous chapters. If these efforts
fail or are only partly successful which, we suspect, is
hilly developed interactive' guidance system like SIGI would be in-
dispensable and, thus; of high criticalness.

15. Simulated Occupational Choice (soc), Phase II

The need for more adequate measures of decision- makitg skills
is unanimously agreed upon. Yet it appears that the approaches to
such measurement that have been considered by the ETS and Col-
lege Board staff are not particularly promising, with the exception
of the measures that could result from a continuation of the "Simu-
lated Occupational Choice" study by Katz, Norris, and Pears (1978).
This work to date has resulted in the design of a sequence of tasks
that simulate the sequence of steps in career decision making. One
by-producerbf the exercise is a set of scales reflecting the student's
attainment ,along several critical dimensions of decision making.
Thus.-it is now possible to obtain measures with impressive content
validity from this individually administered exercise. Additional
studies can be undertaken to supplement evidence now being gath-
ered on its construct validity. then it would be clearly desirable to
develop either group-administered or self-administered measures
that will produce scores closely related to those obtained on soc,
which can serve as a criterion. Whether this is possible remains to
be seen.

For the purposes of this chapter we will consider an 18-month
developmental effort which would include pilot testing and pre-
testing 'of a prototype group-administered instrument to be devel-
oped concurrently with research designed to examine further the
construct validity of soc.

COMMENTS

Although not critical to the implementation of a career guidance
system. a measure of decision-niaking skill is highly desirable.
Whether it i* technically possible to develop a group administered
or self-administered version of soc is not certain. But there is a
clear need for such a measure for both diagnostic and evaluation
p u rposes.
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,
1 6. Materials and Procedures for.ln-Service Training

In d'arlier cLapters we have argued that providing the full range
of needed guidance services, will requiree3densive involvement of
classroom teachers, working in collaboration with the guidance staff
and the administrative staff. We do not,know precisely what is .the
effective form for this collaboration or what materials are Aeeded. It
is certain, however, that teachers, counselors, and administrators
will need to learn new ways of interacting with each other, new
ways of perceiving students,. and new ways of meeting their career
guidance needs. To facilitate this learning it is likely t-liat,knz.service
training will be required. (In our interviews with school adminis-
trators, the most fr6quently, mentioned need in the area of 'career
guidance was in-service training.) We therefore recommend two
steps:

: Visits to schools which are known to provide at least some
Of the career guidance services discussed in this book and
which also provide in-service training. The purpose of these
visits would be to identify alternative patterns and methods
of providing training and the materials nedded; to identify
the current and future roles of teachers, counselors, and ad-
ministrators in providing career guidance services; and to ,

identify data bases that have potential use in comprehensive.
career, guidance programs, such as manpower projections,
employment trends, sources of financial aid, etc.

2. Design instructional programs. Some units would be rele-
vant only to teachers or to counselors or to administrators,
although we feel strongly that most of the instruction should
involve all three groups simultaneously. Since a goal of the

. instruction would be to achieve change in the way teach-
.. ers, couii Mors, and administrators perceive and interact

with earl ther, the program should take advantage of the
most adya ced techniques in group dynamics.

1.4

The instructiOrrtil ?staff might initially include staff members oir
schools which currui 4Y have comprehensive career guidance sys-
tems.terns. This staff wouk e augmented by professional staff expertise

i

in career guidance, plat-1'4141g, evaluation, policy analysis, and group
dynamics.

a.
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COMMENTS \

Although not critical as a functimlIng part of a comprehensive
career guidance system, in-service training may be critical as .a way
of achieving acceptance of the kind of expanded career guidance
services discussed here. The need for such training seems to be high,
and the cost and completion time are not excessive.

111

17. Secondary SAool Guidance Information-
Processing System

One final component discussed in Chapter 4 will need devel-
opment, namely, an inforination-Rrocessing system to facilitate 'the

,efficient floW of information both to and from the following parties:
students, the school staff, state agencies, and, in some cases, district
and county offices. The system would include means of aggregating
data, storing them for both immediate and long-term purposes, and
insuring the confidentiality of the data where required. Component 6
(Model Cumulative Student. Data File) would be one part of the com-
prehensive system proposed heiV.

The outcome of this developmental work would be a systems
design, and whatever software and instructional manuals are neces-
sary to enable a local system and state agency, working in collabora-
tion, to implement the system. Extensive field work, systems design,
and pilot testing would be required.

COMMENTS

If local systems are to provide information on the career needs
of their students to district and state agencies and receive informa-
tion useful for planning from these agencies, then an efficient
information - processing system is critical. The cost would depend on
how elaborate the system is, but it should not be high if we assume
that extensive software development is not required. The technology
necessary is fully developed, and the work should be completed in
a matter of months (although the authors' experience is that system
design work tends' to take longer than anticipated).

SOME RECOMMENDATIONS

Making decTisions about what our national priorities should be in the
area of career guidance is a complex process involving a broad range
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of considerations and interested parties. Nevertheless, some tenta-
tive recommendations by the authors may help to focus this.decision
making. VI

With the exception of cost, the factoTs,were defined to be uni-
directional. Other factors being, equal, it would seem logical to give
priority to an item with a high rating for a given factor. This sug-
gests, in addition, that a simple sum of the ratings (with cost re-
'versed) might serve as the basis for assigning priorities. We question,
however, whether a simple sum of the ratings provides a meaningful
basis for priorities. Having computed sums out .of curiosity we
are even more sure of the folly of simple sums particularly in the
case of component development. The resulting sums simply do not

i.xireflect the iportance of certain studies or projects and their func-
tional relati nships, primarily because the ratings assigned to cer-
tain factors tend to ddminate the summary scores. If nothing else.
the scores should he standardized and weighted in accordance With
their importance. Better still is a more thoughtful, stepwise approach
to the necessary decision making, wherein the factors are regarded
as pieces of information to be used only when they are relevant.

Research f'riorities

We suggest, first, that priority be given to that research which
is critic:al to the implementation of the proposed system. Examina-
tion of the ratings. which are summarized in Table 2, indicates that
only two studies were rated high in criticalness: evaluation of alter-
native guidance procedures, and comprehensive criterion research
and development. Since evaluating guidance procedures will re-
quire a broad range of criterion measures, many of which simply do
not exist in suitable form. the conceptualization and development Of
the needed measures must receive top priority (comprehensive cri-
terion research and development) even though the cost may be high
and it may take several years to complete the effort. Second priority
would be given to evaluation of alternative guidance. procedures.

Next, we turn to the studies rated moderate in criticalness and
rank them in order of their need: third, evaluation of methods of
transmitting occupational information; 'mirth, longitudinal case
studies; and fifth, evaluation of alternative curriculum structures for
sucondary sclurol.

Three studies have ratings of moderate criticalness' and mod-
erate need and the same ratings on the other factors. On the basis of
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Table SUMMARY OF RATINGS AND PRIORITY RANKINGS FOR RESEARCH STUDIES

Research Stu(h

Factors

A
State of Speed to Priority ,

ihe Art Criticalness Cost Need Completion, Ranking

1. National LOngitudinal Surveys of qudent

Development H NI

1. Longitudinal Case Studies M ' M
. L 4

i Study of AlternativeiCurriculum Structures.

for Secoridary.Schook
NI M NI 1 H . 1. 5

4. Evaluotion'of Alternative Guidance Procedures' H II II H M r-
)

5 Career, Decision-Making Study H 1. I. M H 10

6. Survey of Trends in Student Attainments

and Characteristics II t 1I H M 9

1. Career Guidance System and Product [valuation II M I M H 6

N. Critical Examination of Dropout Literature , H L L NI H .1 1

(I. Study of Current PolicyPlanning Activities H I 1 M H 12

10. [valuation of Methods of Transmitting Occupational

Information I I M ki II M i

I 1. Evaluation of Information Files on Occupations I I M L M H
7

12. Comprehensive Criterion Research and

Development II H II I H M 1
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Table 3. SUMMARY or RATINGS FOR COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT

Factors

State of t Speed to

Components the Art Criticalness Cost ' Need Completion

.,.. .............
1. Comprehensive Entry Assessment Inventory M 'Fi H M M

2. Student Self-Survey Instrument M H L M H

31r Student Program Planning Procedures H , H L H H

4. Student Career Development Log M H M M M

5. Career Progress Feedback Procedures I. H H M

6. Model Cumulative Student Data File H H I. M M

7. Decision-Making Instructional Materials M '. M ?, M ?

8. Financial Planning Services H M I. L NIA

9. Comprehensive Exit Assessment Inventory H H

A10. Procedures and Materials to Facilitate

Senicir-Year Career Decision Making M o M M M

11., Procedures and Materials to Facilitate Job

and School Placement H M I.

12. Procedures and Instruments for Surveying

Exit Career Plans

13. Procedures and Instruments for One-Year

and Five-Year Follow-up Surveys H L L M

14, Secondary School Computer Interactive

r)Guidance System H M

I L,



)

Factors

State of Speed to

Components the Art Criticalness Cost Need Completion
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small differences in criticalness, we would rank these as follows:
sixth, career guidance system and product evaluation; seventh, eval-
uation of information files op occupations; and eighth, national
longitudinal surveys of student development.

Of the remaining studies, all of which were rated low in criti-
calness, one was rated high in need: the survey of trends in student
attainment and characteristics. We would rank this study-ninth even
though it would be costly. The rematrider of the studies, which have
identical ratings, are ranked as follows: tenth, career decision-
making study (because of the importance of decision making in
career development); eleventh, critical examination of dropout lit-
erature; and twelfth, the study of current policy-planning activities.

We are comfortable with these rankings with the possible excep-
t' the relatively low rank (ninth) of item 6 in Table 2 (survey

o > fends in student attainments and characteristics). We would hope
that the pressure of more applied research will not result in the long
p tponement of such a study.

We also hope that the priority given to criterion development
will not detract from the crucial importance of searching out cost-
effective alternatives to one-to-one career counseling. In the next
section we assign high priority to the development of materials to
facilitate planning by students, record keeping by students, and de-

----cision making by students. Although we are convinced that- students
must become the primary agents of their personal development, we
cannot imagine how pthducts like the Career Development Log can
stand alone, that is, without some kind of facilitating intervention,
by the school staff. If one-to-one career counseling is not feasible, as
we believe, then alternative procedures must be identified.

In addition, we hope that nationwide the research in career
guidance will be balanced, including both basic studies (foc exam-
ple, the Career Decision-Making Study) and applied studies.

Product Priorities

To rank the developmental projects, we grouped the items ac-.
. cording to their ratings in Criticalness and Neeflsee Table 3), and
then within each group by their combined score on State of the Art,
Cost, and Speed. In the case of ties, we ranked the items on the basis
of fine differences in criticalness. The final rankings are shown in
Table 4.

These decision rules yielded some surprises. The Exit Assess-
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Table 4. RANKING OF DEVELOPMENTAL PROJECTS

High Criticalness, High Need
' (3) 'Student Program Planning Procedures

(9) Comprehensive Exit Assessment Inventory
(5) Career Progress Feedback Procedures

Moderate Criticalness, High Need or High Criticalness, Moderate Need
(2) Student Self-Survey Instrument
(6) Model Cumulative Student Data File

(17) Secondary School Guidance Information-Processing System
(4) Student Career Development Log

(15) Simulated Occupational Choice (soc), Phase II
(1) Comprehensive Entry Assessment. Inventory

Moderate Criticalness, Moderate Need
(14) Secondary School Computer Interactive Guidance System
(16) Materials and Procedures for In-Service Training

(7) Decisio king Instructional Materials
(10) Procedur d Materials to Facilitate Senior-Year

Career Decision-Making

Moderate Criticalness, Low Need or Low Criticalness, Moderate Need
(13) Procedures and Instruments for One-Year and Five-Year

Follow-up Surveys
(12) Procedures and Instruments for Surveying Exit Career Plans

(8) Financial Planning Services
(11) Procedures and Materials toFacilitate Job and School Placement

Note: Component numbers are in parentheses.

ment entory is second to the Student 'Program Planner, because
of the ventory's greater cost and questions about the State of the

f developing the noncognitive measures which are so important
to the Inventory. Third in priority are Career Progress Feedback Pro-
cedures even though it is not clear whether we have the methodology
to develop them.

Developing a secondary school version of .SIGI received a rela-
tively low ranking because of the item's ratings of moderate in criti-
calness and need. If efforts to develop low alit, noncomputerized
versions of certain components fail, then the development of fi sec-
ondary school version of SIGI will become atop priority item. In any
case the auth recommend that resedich and development de-
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signed to expand the capability of the existing version of sic' con-
tinue, if only on a =deg scale.

In conclusion - we are faced with an unusual opportunity'to
contribute to career guidance at a. highly appropriate time. Career
guidance in this'tountry is'at a crossroad. It can continue as an
ancillary service 'subject to the vagaries of available funds and ad-
ministrative whims, or it can become a central factor in e edu-
cational process, equel to classroom instruction and admini rative
functions in facilitating the developing careers of our young p

1'
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CHAPTER 7

In our conceptualizing of a comprehensive secondary school guid-
ance system, we had two objectives: (1) to help solve the perplexing
problems confronting career guidance today, and (2) to provide a
framework for research and developmental activities in the area of
career guidance. The authors recognized at the outset that Will-

. tilting the career development of young people must begin in the
early, elementary school years and must be articulated with what
students do in the years following high school, but the discussion is
limited to the secondary school years. We hope that in any subse-
quent design efforts, by us or others, the years preceding and follow- '

ing secondary school will receive equal attention.
As another way of keeping the task within manageable limits,

we restricted the discussion to career guidance even though guid-
ance per se encompasses a broaden' range of student concerns. We
also focused on the role of school personnel in career guidance,
thereby slighting the important role of parents, peers, employers,
and community leaders. Subsequent work should redress this im-
balance.

ASSUMPTIONS

Our conceptualization of secondary school guidance rests on 10
assumptions (Chapter 1) about the desired outcomes of career guid-
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ance at the secondary school level And about the nature of school
learning, career development, and career decision making.

Assumption 1 When students leave high school, either before or at
graduation, they should have `carefully planned the next step of their
careers and should take this step with as much knowledge as is possible

. of its probable implications for their developing careers.

Assumption 2. In our rapidly changing world, an individual must have
the ability and motivation to adapt to changing environmental demands
and opportunities and to keep his or her options open. Career plans prop-
erly are perennially tentative; constantly subject to change.

Assumption 3. The career guidance needs of individual students vary
over a broad spectrum; wfratris suitable for one student may well be a
needless burden to another.

Assumption 4. It is important for students to gain an understanding of
what it means to earn a living and what this requires.

Assumption 5. Academic instruction and work-related experiences gain
meaningfulness' to students and increased valence when students under-
stand the possible relevance of these experiences to their future work and
to productive use of leisure time.

Assumption 6. Career development is a continuous interactive process,
inextricably meshed with the total development of the student as a
per rson.

:Assumption -7. Decision making relevant to careers continues through-
out high school, and in later life as well, and certain early decisions
frequently have a critical bearing on subsequent options open to the
student.

AssUmption 8. The first ingredient of successful career decision making
is valiid self-knowledge, and this self-knowledge is best obtained through

elf-analysis of relevant personal experiences.

Assumption 9. ,,:the second ingredient of successful career decision
making is an accurate knowledge of those occupations that are relevant
to each individual student.
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Assumption 10. The primary Motivation for student educational &yell
opmept derives from attainment by the student of high standards of
excellence.

t'
These aisumptions are crucial, although we wpuld be hard put

to demonstrate empirically the validity of sotne of them. It is im-
portant to our argument that then validity at least be plausible;
otherwise the conceptualization we propose becomes a house of
cards.

We do, regard the assumptions as plausible, and they do have
important implications for career guidance. If, for example, as
Assumption 1 states, students should have carefully planned the
next step of their careers by the time they leave secondary school,'then

a huge task is imposed on the schools. Obviously, high school
students plan their next steps and alays have. The words that make
a difference are "careful "ly, ", "knowledge," and "implications," for
they imply a measure of deliberation, awareness, and rationality
which ordinarily is not the rule.

If we also accept Assumption 7, then training in decisioi mak-
ing and efforts to increase self-awareness and career awareness must
begin early in the secondary school years and, preferably, in elemen-
tary school. The task ahead of us becomes a formidable one.

The assumptiank also have important implications for alloca-
tion of school resources. We are saying, in effect, that our secondary
schools must continue to do everything they have done in the past
and, in addition, do a better job of satisfying the career needs of ,
students. Yet school resources are limited, and the secondary school
calendar is not infinitely expandable. Accordingly, if career devel-
opment is to be taken seriously by a school system, it should be
viewed not as an addition to the present set of experiences in which
students engage, but rather as a substantial modification of those
experiences, both in academic classrooms and in the many extra-
class activities which occupy student and faculty attention. A re-
direction of present resources and time allocations is called for, as
distinct from a new, separate, and added set of learning situations.
The intrinsic motivation and self-discipline which career develop-
ment activities should stimulate could greatly increase the efficiency
in the student's use of his or her time and energies.

The place of the counselor in the school takes on larger dimen-
sions under the career development concept. While total student
hours in school and total teacher hours in classrooms may remain
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itirly stable under the "no add-on" assumption, counseling hours,
oth, for individuals and groups, will necessarily increase. This will

b4articularly true if new and dependable assessment instruments
for career counseling are introduced. Accordingly, the only signifi-
can?"add-on" that is perceived here is the increased involvement
of the counseling staff and the teachers in career development ac-
tivities. With increasing fluidity in school days and hours, the stu-
deixes access to counselors can be envisioned in time periods quite
apart from the conventional school day, including evenings and
weekends. The burden of accommodation to the career guidance
theme of this book therefore resides in the training of school per-
sonnel and the development of materials, proced and systems
necessary to implement alomprehensive system. r
"no add-on" apart from school resources is reflecte the state-

rception of
state-

ments of Kenneth Hoyt, lairector of Career EducatiOn, Office of Edu-
cation (Hoyt et al., 1972).

COMPONENTS OF A STUDENT GUIDANCE SYSTEM

In spite of the need for more analytical and empirical study of the
assumptions, we took them seriously and, in Chapter 2, described
the corm:Orients of a comprehensive guidance system required to
achieve the-outcomes referred to, directly or indirectly, in our as-
sumptions. These components are as follows:

1. Asseisment, at or before high school entrance, of the stu-
dent's personal characteristics and the status of his or her
career planning.

2. Student selection of high school courses on the basis of
them relevance to the student's developing plans or strat-
egy for developing plans.

3. At the completion of each academic or vocational course,
review by students of the possible career, implications of
the4 experience in the course. --

4. Valid'Occupational sampling by the student. ,

5. Feedback and self-monitoring of career planning progress.
6... PrOcedures for group guidance and self-guidance. .

7. Access to a variety of types of information about the spec-
trum of occupations.

8. Acquisition of decision-making sill.
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9. Interchangeability of educational pathways `with minimal
penalty to the student.

10. Assistance in financial planning.
11. Comprehensive assessment ofattainment in the senior year.
12. Aids and incentives for senior-year commitments.
13. Assistance in job placement.
14. Exit survey of career plans.
15. Posthigh school follow-up of each graduating class.

The 'key concept inherent in these components is that of early
confrontaticin, planning, testing, and reformulation. This is, of
course, not a new concept, except possibly for the emphasis on con-
frontation. We are saying that early in high school students must be
confronted with the need to begin seeking information about career
alternatives thoughtfUlly and deliberately and to begin evaluating
their personal strengths, weaknesses, interests, values, and gofals.

Although several components of the comprehensive system are
designed to make students aware of this need for early confrcttitation,
we still view the means of achieving suchconfrontation as a problem
needing further study. The human tendency to avoid confrontation
is strong, particularly when one's own behavior is involved. More-
over, the realities of occupational economics can be unpleasant. But
if students are to bedully prepared in secondary school for the next
step of their careers, whether this be continued education or imme-
diate employment, the preparation must begin early in secondary
school. We see no alternative.

We encountered a dilemma in this area, however,On the one
hand, we argued that students should formulate tentative plans in
order that these plans might be tested, reformulated, tested again,
etc. Thus, students should make educational commitments, however
tentative. On the other hand, we argued that students, should keep
their options open and avoid committing themselves to educational
pathways from which it is difficult to transfer. We still view this as
a dilemma that places a premium on students'' developing effective
strategies for canker exploration strategies that will permit them to
immerse themselves in at -line of study and still be able to switch to
another line of study if their first selection proves to be unrewarding.

These strategies will vary from student to student, depending
upon the unique abilities, needs, values, and goals of each student
and upon his or her financial resources. One strategy cannot be pre-
scribed for all students, which means that a high premium is placed
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on skillful career counseling and effective support systems a,nd

A premium is also placed on thoughtful curriculum planning by
the faculty, guidance staff, and administration, to achieve a cur-
riculum structure that allows both commitment and mobility. Be-
causa/we view this as a problem requiring further study, we recom-
mend a study of alternative curriculum structures in Chapter 6.

Another dilemma concerns how much of a high school student's
time should be expended directly in relation to future careets, in
contrast to learning for the sake of learning. The emphasis of the
components we describe in Chapter 2 is clearly on efficient, pur-
poseful, considered selection of courses. Oil the other hand, we
believe that high school should be a period of wide-ranging, adven-
turous exploring, including taking some subjects just for the fun of
it. 0141 resolution of this dilemma is to ackngwledge that surely some
subjects should be taken for simple enjoyment, but that when this is
done the student should perceive the experience as an opportunity
to gain self-insight and, perhaps incidentally, knowledge of occupa-
tions. In other words, our proposal should in no way be interpreted
as requiring that every high school course have direct and immedi-
ate vocational relevance.

A CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF THE STUDENT
DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

In Chapters 3 and 4 we focused on the total guidance system, first
on a conceptual level and then on a less abstract, operational level.
We proposed that the student be viewed as a complex information-
proCessing system exposed over time to a barrage of informational
inputs from the environment. But unlike conventional computers,
students are transformed by the experience, that is, students learn.
They also have a kind of control over the environment which makes
them different from computers: They can select what inputs they pay
attention to and ultimately can transform their environment and
make it more conducive to their own development. This is a key
concept. Students need not be the passive recipients of information

they can become the active agents of their progress.
To highlight the features of our proposed system, we'contrasted

it with a hypothetical traditional school. In this traditional school,
decisions, such as course selections, are made largely on the basis of
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the student's past performance and to an unknown but probably
ieept extent by other persons in the student's environment (teachers,
counselors, and parents).

We hypothesized that the critical decision on what the student
in our traditional school does after high school was basedon six
major informational inputs :, emotions and beliefs, self-perceptions,
family and peer influences, counselor perceptions, educational and
occupational information, and decision making by postsecondary
schools and employers. Thus, again, student decision making is in-
fluenced a large extent by other decision makers and factors over
which the student has little control.

In the proposed system the process differs in three major ways.
First, and most important, students themselves occupy the central
role in evaluating their progress, in formulating strategies for devel-
oping their career plans, and in deciding which courses and *That
related experiences they will involve themselves in. Second, stu-
dents have much more information available to them about their
personal characteristics, their performance, the occupational and
educational environment, and the state of the economy. Third, guid-
ance functions are substantially broadened.

We characterized the traditional career counselor primarily
not entirely, of course as a gatekeeper, record keeper, and purveyor
of information, while the proposed counselors were described as
student development specialists. In this new role the counselors
function as collaborators with the instructional staff in arranging
learning experiences, as specialists in the assessment of student
characteristics and broad educational outcomes, as specialists in
information processing, storage, and retrieval, and is experts nyfacil-
itating student decision making.

In the proposed system the student,is in the driver's seat, se-
lecting courses'on the basis of his or her tentative career plans, or
strategies for developing plans, making informed and deliberate de-
cisions, and 'creating career opportunities rather than passively re-
sponding to them. The total system is shown in Figure 6. Such a
system may have been the goal of some high school guidance staffs
for many years. Our impression, however, is that few staffs have
succeeded in achieving it.

The proposed system implies new functions, roles, and relation-
ships among administrators, teachers, guidance personnel, students,
parents, and members of the community. In an admittedly over-
drawn description of the traditional system, we described, in Chap-
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ter 4, these roles as compartmentalized, with limited interaction
among the participants. The chief contacts of the guidance staff, for
example, are with students on a one-to-one basis for one of two spe-
cific purposes, either to assist in setting up students' schedules or to
assist in postsecondary school placement. Information also tends to
be compartmentalized. Staff members maintain separate files to suit
their own needs with relatively little sharing of information between
teachers and guidance staff. Furthermore, the focus is on informa-
tion about, not for, the students.

In the proposed system, however, we hypothesize much more
interaction among the participants in the system and much more
sharing of information. The distinctions between teachers and career
guidance counselors diminish as each assumes more responsibility
for student career development. The guidance staff members func-
tion both as catalysts and as coordinators of a social system that in-
volves teachers, students, parents, and employers as active partici-
pants. Students become directing agents in their career development
rather than directed elements.

The more complex and extensive information requirements of
the proposed system are also discussed in Chapter 4. The general
objective of the information system is to facilitate the students'
learning, inquiry, assessment, and decision-making processes, and
to support the schools' responsibilities for operating, monitoring,
and evaluating the students' progress. The total system is divided
into three subsystems: the student subsystem, the school subsystem,
and the state subsystem, with information flowing both to and from
each subsystem.

A critical aspect of the student subsystem is the need to protect
the student's privacy. To this end we propose that certain personal
information be entered into the subsystem by the student and be
accessible thereafter only to him or her. Other student information
is collected and released as summary data at the school and state
levels where the data are necessary for the operation and evaluation
of the system. Exactly how this distinction will be implemented re-
mains to be seen, but, in principle, it is a solvable technical problem.

Finally, we provided an illustration of how the student career
guidance system might function (at the risk of appearing to be more
sure of specific features of the system than we are). In reading this
section, one is struck by the similarity between what is proposed and
what is in place, in part at least, in many schools today. If there
is any originality in our proposal, it is in the way in which we have

to
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integrated a large number of components into a comprehensive
system.

IMPLEMENTATION

Implementing the total system poses many problems. Trying. in
Chapter 5, to confront these problems was a sobering experience.

The major problem is, not unexpectedly, financial. Cost consid-
erations create yet another dilemma. On the one hand, we propose
a broadening and intensification of the guidance function; on the
other hand, we recognize a pressing need to minimize additional
school costs. There are definite signs of change in the schools along
the lines that we propose. But much remains to be done, and the
cost to most local school systems will be large. Although some fed-
eral and state level funds are likely to be available, our assumption
is that such funding cannot be expected to cover all the costs of all
innovations in all school systems on a continuing basis.

Some other problems discussed in Chapter 5 are: I

'1. Strong resistance in powerful quarters to testing in the cog-
nitive domain.

2. The limitations or absence of suitable measures in the non-
cognitive domain.

3. The need to safeguard the confidentiality of student data.
4. The constraints on innovation imposed by requirements

mandated by state legislatures.
5. The questionable validityf'of current oppOrtunities for stu-

dents to sample occupations.
6. The shortage in the schools of the kind of expertise required

by expanded test programs, by new curriculum units ,,in
career decision making and occupational information, and
by complex information-processing systems.

7. The difficulty of motivating students to recognize the need
to engage in early career planning and exploration.

8. Resistance to guidance innovations by other professional
groups competing for school resources.

9. Resistance by community interests to any innovation that
will increase the size of the school budget.

Faced with these problems, especially the realities of school
financing, what steps can we recommend to make possible the im-
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plementation of the comprehensive system proposed? The first and
most salient recommendation. is that implementing the total system
should proceed on a stepwise, modular basis. A wide berth should
be given to the tendency to prepare huge prepackaged programs. But
this approach creates a problem. The system we have proposed is,
indeed, a system in the sense that many of its components are inter-
dependent. They cannot stand alone and function with full effective-
ness. The functioning of the Student Log, for example; assumes that
students will have an opportunity to assess their personal attributes
and will receive extensive feedback from the school environment on
their career planning progress, and that individual student initiative
will be supported by teachers and counselors who have accepted the
philosophy. of the system and have the skills to make it work. This
is a large order. Yet we see no alternative to the stepwise modular
approach in most schools. This will place a premium on the most
careful planning by the schools. Schools will need extensive assis-
tance in identifying ways of reducing internal expenses and obtain-

,ing technical advice.
We recommend further that components of the proposed system

be tested in local pilot situations rather than in full-blown state
. programs and that schools be prepared to start from scratch with
local needs assessment and recognize that their needs may be unique.
The wheel may have to be reinvented repeatedly.

PRIORITIES FOR RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT

We view the remarks in Chapter 5 concerning the problems of im-
plementation as sound and realistic, however humbling. Obviously
there are many unsolved problems. Chapter 6, in which 12 possible
research studies and 17 components are proposed, outlines a broad
program of research and development with an eye to solving some
of these problems. If the need for component development were not
so pressing, we would recommend' an exclusive focus,on the many
fundamental research questions that arise in discussing our assump-
tions and the components required by the comprehensive system.
The whole system rests on a fragile foundation of fundamental
knowledge. But we concluded that component development cannot
wait for answers to all our questions and must proceed on the basis
of the best available evidence, while at the same time research ef-
forts continue to add to this evidence. We propose that 20 percent of
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4,

available funds be allocated for general research in the area of career
development and decision making and 80 percent for product and
service development. Although we would be hard put to specify
precise figures, we feel the 20 percent recommended for research is
a minimum.

The research studies are rated by the authors on five factors:
State of the Art, Criticalness, Cost, Need, and Speed to Completion.
The services and products are rated on the same factors. Using these
factors in a stepwise fashion (as opposed to obtaining a simple sum
of the ratings), the items are ranked from top priority to lowest
priority. In the ranking of the research studies, top priority was given
to the devel pment of comprehensive criteria and, then, in view of
the crucial mportance of identifying cost-effective alternatives to
one-to-one ounseling, the evaluation of alternative guidance pro-
cedures wa given second priority. The full list of research studies
in order of decreasing priority is as follows:

Comprehensive Criterion Research and Development
Evaluation of Alternative Guidance Procedures
Evaluation of Methods of Transmitting Occupational Informa-

tion
Longitudinal Case Studies
Evaluation of Alternative Curriculum Structures for Secondary

Schools
Career Guidance System and Product Evaluation
Evaluation of Information Files on Occupations
National Longitudinal Surveys of Student Development
Survey of Trends in Student Attainments and Characteristics
Career Decision-Making Study
Critical Examination of Dropout Literature
Study of Current Policy-Planning Activities

Our one uneasiness is with the relatively low rank which was
given to the survey of national trends in student attainments and
characteristics. The low rank was given primarily because the sur-
vey is not critical to implementing the proposed system and its cost
would be substantial. The rank does not reflect the crucial impor-
tance of the survey. Our deep concern is that innovation in the area
of career guidance, hOwever well-intentioned, could have unantici-
pated and undesired side effects. The American high school repre-
sents an equilibrium, possibly unstable, between many opposing
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forces. If it is an unstable equilibrium, innovation could result in a
cascading pileup of negative effects. We think this possibility is re-
ape, but since it does exist we recommend that careful steps be
Mien to monitor trends in the outcomes of secondary school educa-
tion. Because this will involve large annual expenditures, we assume
that the research will require federal support.

In the component area, highest priority was given to the devel-
opment of student program planning procedures, because of their
high criticalness and high need. The complete list in order of de-
creasing priority is as follows:

Student Program Planning Procedures
Comprehensive Exit Assessment Inventory
Career Progress Feedback Procedures
Student Se f-Survey Instrument
Model Cu lative Student Data File
Secondary hool Guidance Information-Processing System
Student Career Development Log
Simulated Occupational Choice (soc), Phase II
Comprehensive Entry Assessment Inventory
Secondary School Computer Interactive Guidance System
Materials and Procedures for In-Service Raining
Decision-Making Instructional Materials
Procedures and Materials to Facilitate Senior-Year Career

Decision-Making
Procedures and Instruments for One-Year and Five-Year Follow-

up Surveys
Procedures and Instruments for Surveying Exit Career Plans
Financial Planning Services
Procedures and Materials to Facilitate Job and School Placement

We recognize that unresolved issues remain and that what we
have proposed needs further consideration, refinement, and possi-
ble reformulation. We hope, however, that this book at least defines
the issues and will serve, as the basis for planning sound programs
of research and development in career guidance throughout the
country. Educational research and development does, indeed, have
an extraordinary opportunity to contribute to career guidance at a
highly appropriate time.
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research priorities, 115, 117, 130

Monitoring and feedback. See Feed-
back and monitoring

Motivation, 70
adaptation to changing environment,

1-2
attainment of excellence and, 7-8,

121
career-relevant elements, 3

National Assessment of Educational
Progress, 89-90

National Association of Pupil Personnel
Administration, 74

National Center for Education Statis-
tics, 107

National Defense Education Act, 63
National Institute of Education, 74, 91
National Longitudinal Study of the

High School Class of 1972
(Thbler), 25, 89, 93, 107
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National Longitudinal Surveys of Stu-
dent Development: 80-83

research priorities, 113, 114, 129
National Vocational Guidance Associa-

tion, 74
Needs assessment, 73-75

determining program goals, 75
New York State Regents High School

Examinations, 23
Nonaignitive skills, 90.

measurement problems. 90, 98, 104
Nursing careers, 12

Occupational information. See Infor-
mation, occupational

Occupational knowledge, 6-7
urate, 6-7
mptions concerning, 6-7

Availability of jobs, 7
decision making and 6-7
formal entry requiremenls,7
gratifiCation of needs and values, 7
levels of compensation, 7
methods of transmitting inforthation,

94-95
needs and trends, 49
opportunities for exploration of 13
selecting career goals and, 25

Occupational Outlook Handbook, 17
Occupational sampling, 12-13, 47, 58,

69
late secondary school, 60-61
options restricted. 69
validity*of, 13

Occupational simulation, 59,.86, 109
research priorities, 109, 116, 117

Ohio State Center for Vocational Educa-
tion, 74, 97, 99

One-to-one career counseling. 114
Options, 1-2

effect of early de,cisions'on, 4-5. 120
Orientation to guidance system, 55, 57
Outcomes

comprehensive criterion research and
development. 96

prediction systems, 57, 100
student development process, 30-33,

46-47
survey of trends in student attain-

ments and characteristics, 88-90
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Palo Alto (California) prediction sys-
tem, 100

Panel Review of Products, 91
Parents

cooperation of, 48
in planning educational experiences.

34-35
role in proposed school system, 48 .

role in traditional school system, 43
Peer influences, 37, 92

effect on student decision making. 33
Personality development and career de-

velopment, 3-4, 18
Pilot programs, 73, 76
Placement services for students, 64,

105-106
research priorities, 115, 117,.130

Plans and planning
acquisition of information about oc-

cupations, 16-17
adapting to changing demands, 1-2
assumptions about, 1-2
contingency plans, 24
effect of decision making on options,

4-5, 120
exit survfyi, 24,725

long-Orm implications. 24
selection of career goals, 24

feedback and self-monitoring, 13-14
job-related experiences, 13-14
keeping options open, 1-2
model of student development proc-

ess, 28 2

parent participation, 34, 36
reformulation of, 14, 34, 44
student program procedures. 99-100

research priorities, 115, 117, 130
time horizon on 24

Policy-planning activities, 94
research studies needed. 113, 114,

129 -

state agencies, 94
Postsecondary schools, feedback about

adequdcy of career guidance sys-
tem, 61-62

Prediction system, 57, 100
Presecondary schools

career guidance system, 54-57
course prerequisites and require-

ments, 55-57
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orientation to high school programs,
55, 57

proposed school system. 55-57
Priorities for research and development,.

112 - 114,128 -130
Problems requiring solutions, 63, 87-

70
financial, 88
general, 67-68
school. 68-69
staff, 69
students. 69-70

Procedures and Instruments for One-
Year and Five-Year Follow-Up
Surveys, 107

research priorities. 115, 117. 130
Procedures and Instruments for Sur-

veying Exit Career Plans, 106-
107

research priorities, 115, 117, 130
Procedures and Materials to Facilitate

Job and School Placement, 105-
106

research pfiorities, 115, 117, 130
Procedures and Materials to Facilitate

Senior-Year CareerDecision Mak-
ing, 105

research priorities, 115, 117, 130
Products

evaluation and career guidance sys-
tem, 90-91

panel review of, 91
research studies required, 90-91

Profiles, student, 56
Project TALENT, 82, 85
Proposed school system, 43-49

gaining acceptance of, 63-76
guidance staff, 44-46
identifying weaknesses, 76
implementation of, 70-76
information system, 49-54

school subsystem, 53
state subsystem, 53-54
student subsystem, 51-53

objectives. 43-44
presecondary schools, 55-57
problems involved. 67-70
role'of administrator, 44
role of intermediate and state agen-

cies, 48-49
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role of parents and community, 48
role of teaching staff, 46-48
student career guidance system, 54-

early secondary school, 57 -80
Igo secondary schools, 60-61
patsecondary school, 61 -82
presecondary school, 55-57

student development progress, 33-38
summary and conclusion, 124-127
See also Comprehensive career guid-

ance system
Psychology,career, 4

Questionnades, design and pretesting,
25,99.106

Records and record-keeping
cumulative individual, 14 -16
evaluation of student's performance,

34-35
maintained by guidance departnient,

30
manual file systems.15
personal data, 34-35
school file data, 34-35
See also Information systems

Reformulation of career plans, 14, 34,
44

by students, 34-35
Research and development, 8, 77-118

comprehensive criteria, 96-97, 112
costs, 79-80

"available funds" for, 77-78
definition of "research," 78
evaluation of alternative guidance

procedures, 112
government aid, 72, 90-91
need,for, 8, 79-80
priorities, 77-118, 128-130

cost, 79
criticalness of, 79
factors for establishing, 79-80
need, 79
speed to completion, 79
state of the art, 79
summary and conclusion, 128-130

ranking of developmental projects,
117
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Research and development (continued)
recommendations, 111-118

product priorities, 114-118
ranking of developmental projects,

117
research priorities. 112-114
summary of ratings for component

development, 115-116
relationship between studies and

projects, 80
research studies required, 80-97

Career Decision-Making Study, 87-
88

Career Guidance System and Prod-
uct Evaluation, 90-91

Comprehensive Criterion Research
and Development, 96-97

Critical Examination of Dropout
Literature, 91-93

Evaluation of Alternative Guid-
ance Procedures, 86-87

Evaluation of Information Files on
Occupations, 95-96

Evaluation of Methods of 11.ans-
- milting Occupational Informa-

tion, 94-95
Longitudinal Case Studies, 83-85
National Longitudinal Surveys of

Student Development, 80-83
Study of Alternative Curriculum

Structures for Secondary
Schools, 85-86

Study of Current Policy Planning
Activities, 94

Survey of 'Fends in Student At-
tainments and Characteristics.
88-90

research versus development, 77
on student learning and develop-

ment, 8, 88-90
summary of ratings and priority rank-

ings for research studies, 112-
114

Resource allocatidns, 70, 121-122
Rural schools, work exploratory pro-

grams, 73

School files, 56, 59
School systems

demand for career guidance pro-

1 0

rims, 74
illnesses of schools, 78
problems facing implementation, 68-

69
proposed school system. See Pro-

posed school system
traditional, See Traditional school

systems
Science and engineering careers, 12
Secondary School Computer Interac-

tive Guidance System, 107-109
research priorities, 115, 117, 130

Secondary School Guidance Informa-
tion-Processing system, 111

research priorities, 116, 117, 130
Self-assessment, presecondary schools,

55-57
Self-image, formation process, 36-37
Self-insight

crucial to career development, 5-6
learning from experiences, 6

Self-instruction, 14-15, 101-102, 115
automated devices, 95

Self-knowledge, for successful decision
making, 5-6, 32

Self-perceptions, 5, 13, 32
Self-survey instrument, 98-99
Senior year

aids and incentives for commitments,
23

career decision making, 23, 105
career guidance program, 60-61
choice of appropriate schools, 23, 61
choice of jobs, 23
comprehensive assessment of attain-

ment, 20-23, 60
comprehensive exit assessment, 104
counseling by guidance staff and

teachers, 61
exit survey of career plans, 24-25, 61,

104
inability to select career goal, 24-25

slot (computer-based system)
development required, 107-109,

117-118
research studies needed, 88
secondary school version, 108
teaching decision making, 103

Simulated Occupational Choice (soc),
Phase II, 109,116
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Strategies, career, 9-10
evaluation of, 9-10
reformulation of, 34-35

Student Career Development Log, 100-
101

research priorities, 115, 117, 130
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conceptual model, 27-39
continuous interactive process, 3-4
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33
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research priorities, 100-101. 115,117,

130
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Teachers
counseling students, 47-48, 61
decision making, training in, 18
in-service training, 76, 110-111
lack of preparation for program, 69
motivating students. 7-8.12
personality of teacher. 28
proposed school system, 46-48
school and staff relationships, 43-49
teaching techniques, 28
traditional school systems, 42

Tests and testing
achievement, 15, 66
aptitude, 66
for career guidance, 60
for college admission, 22
competency, 21-22. 66
comprehensive tests in senior year.

20-23
deficiencies iri 22-23
of interests and preferences. 6, 66
interpretation of results. 66
resistance to, 66, 67
standardized, 6
vocational competencies, 22, 66

Traditional school systems. 41-43
basic elements and relationships. 41-

43
compretensive career guidance sys-

tems. 30-33

15,

grading systems, 5-8
guidance conferences, 14
guidance staff, 14, 42-43
information systems, 43
role of intermediate-unit and state

agencies, 43
role of parents, 43
role of school administrators, 42
school and staff relationships, 41-43
student development, 30-33, 42-43
summary and conclusions, 124-125
teachers, 42

Transfer students, cumulative data, 15

Vocational courses, 15
Vocational guidance, 65
Vocational-technical education, 2-3

job placement, 105-106

White, R. W., 83-84
..Work-related experiences, 3, 60, 99

career-relevant elements, 3, 64, 120
developing insight from, 5-6
exploratory, 19-20
future of, 64
planning, 34, 45
for rural high schools, 73
programs in cooperation with em-

ployers, 45
Work-study programs, 13. 15
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